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Abstract 
Corpus-based approaches to Machine Translation (MT) dominate the MT research 
field today, with Example-Based MT (EBMT) and Statistical MT (SMT) represent- 
ing two different frameworks within the data-driven paradigm. EBMT has always 
made use of both phrasal and lexical correspondences to produce high-quality trans- 
lations. Early SMT models, on the other hand, were based on word-level correp- 
sondences, but with the advent of more sophisticated phrase-based approaches, the 
line between EBMT and SMT has become increasingly blurred. 
In this thesis we carry out a number of translation experiments comparing the 
performance of the state-of-the-art marker-based EBMT system of Gough and Way 
(2004a, 2004b), Way and Gough (2005) and Gough (2005) against a phrase-based 
SMT (PBSMT) system bu~lt using the state-of-the-art PHARAOH phrase-based de- 
coder (Koehn, 2004a) and employing standard phrasal extract~on heuristics (Koehn 
et al., 2003). In addit~on, we describe experiments investigating the possibility of 
combining elements of EBMT and SMT in order to create a hybrid data-driven 
model of MT capable of outperforming either approach from which it is derived. 
Making use of training and testlng data taken from a French-Enghsh translation 
memory of Sun Mzcrosystems computer documentation, we find that while better 
results are seen when the PBSMT system is seeded with GIZA++ word- and phrase- 
based data compared to EBMT marker-based sub-sentential alignments, in general 
improvements are obtained when combinations of this 'hybrid' data are used to con- 
struct the translation and probability models. While for the most part the baseline 
marker-based EBMT system outperforms any flavour of the PBSbIT systems con- 
structed in these experiments, combining the data sets automatically induced by 
both GIZA++ and the EBMT system leads to a hybrid system wh~ch improves on 
the EBMT system per se for French-English. 
On a different data set, taken from the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005), we per- 
form a number of experiments maklng use of incremental training data sizes of 78K, 
156K and 322K sentence pairs. On this data set, we show that similar gains are to be 
had from constructing a hybrid 'statistical EBMT' system capable of outperforming 
the baseline EBMT system. This time around, although all 'hybrid' variants of the 
EBMT system fall short of the quality achieved by the baseline PBSMT system, 
merging elements of the marker-based and SMT data, as in the Sun Mzcrosystems 
experiments, to create a hybrid 'example-based SMT' system, outperforms the base- 
line SMT and EBMT systems from which it is derlved. Furthermore, we provide 
further evidence in favour of hybrid data-dr~ven approaches by adding an SMT tar- 
get language model to all EBMT system variants and demonstrate that this too has 
a positive effect on translation quality. 
Following on from these findings we present a new hybrid data-driven MT ar- 
chitecture, together with a novel marker-based decoder which improves upon the 
performance of the marker-based EBMT system of Gough and Way (2004a, 2004b), 
Way and Gough (2005) and Gough (2005), and compares favourably with the state- 
of-the-art PHARAOH SMT decoder (Koehn, 2004a). 
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"...translation is a fine and exacting art, but there is much about it that 
is mechanical and routine" Kay (1997) 
Machine Translation (MT) research has come a long way since the idea to use 
computers to automate the translation process was first outhned in Warren Weaver's 
historical memorandum in 1949 (Weaver, 1949). Originally proposed as a fully 
automated solution to the problem of translating from one natural language into 
another, it is generally agreed today that, despite their inherent problems caused 
by the difficulty of the translation task, MT systems can be used to produce output 
of sufficiently high quality which can greatly reduce the level of human post-editing 
effort required. 
The very first MT systems were based on the direct approach, where the input, 
or source language sentence is directly processed and converted into the target lan- 
guage output, through the use of a bilingual lexicon. From thls early 'brute-force' 
approach, the paradigm has shifted towards today's dominance of corpus-based ap- 
proaches. Approaches within the corpus-based paradigm provide an alternative to 
such early first generation approaches and also to the more advanced second genera- 
tion MT systems, such as rule-based MT (RBMT) and interlingua approaches. The 
ever increasing popularity of data-driven MT has been facilitated by the increase 
in computational power, inexpensive storage and more widely available, machine- 
readable bilingual parallel text. The data-driven paradigm can be further broken 
down into two main approaches: that of Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) and 
ExarnpleBased Machine Translation (EBMT). 
The first word-based models for SMT of Brown et al. (1988) Introduced a lingulstic- 
free approach to MT, using only a set of parameters induced from bilingual corpora 
to perform translation. One huge advantage these SMT systems had over previous 
MT strategies was their language-independent nature; the only thing a system re- 
quired to translate a new language pair was, essentially, a bilingual corpus for that 
particular language pair. This was a great benefit over older transfer-based systems 
wh~ch, although they could produce high-quality translation output, required new 
transfer modules to be created, not only for each new language pair that was being 
translated, but also for each new language direction. The early word-based models 
of SMT (Brown et al., 1990) were quite crude and often produced word salad due to 
their lack of contextual and syntactic information. However, more recent SMT re- 
searchers now make use of phrase-based approaches, resulting in considerably higher 
translation quality than that of the tradit~onal word-based models (Koehn et al., 
2003). 
Example-based models of translation, on the other hand, have always made 
use of both phrasal and lexical correspondences during translation since their vcry 
inception (Nagao, 1984), but have been widely ignored by SMT practitioners who 
focus on the inductive rather than analogical approach. Rather than using models 
of syntax in a post hoc fashion, as is the case with most SMT systems, most EBMT 
models of translation build in syntax a t  their core, during both the creation of their 
knowledge resources and during the translation process itself. IIowever, EBMT 
systems st111 tend to suffer from problems of coverage and seem to perform better 
in controlled language (Way and Gough, 2005b) or sublanguage domains (Sumita 
et al., 1990). 
With the advent of phrasebased SMT systems, the line between EBMT and 
SMT has become increasingly blurred. It 1s surprismg, therefore, that apart from 
the work of Way and Gough (2005a)' no substantial research has been performed 
into comparing these empirical approaches. In this thesis, we wish to compare these 
approaches both from a theoretical and practical point of mew, for the benefit of 
both SMT and EBMT research communities and to  determine whether in fact they 
constitute two different, paradigms, or are, in fact, one and the same. This presents 
us with our first research question, (RQ1): 
(RQ1) How do state-of-the-art EBMT and SMT methods compare, both the- 
oretically, and also zn terms of their translation performance" 
To answer the question in (RQl), we carry out empirical evaluations on the task 
of sublanguage translation as well as the translation of text taken from the more 
commonly used, relatively open domain, Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005). 
One of the main differences between SMT and EBMT lies in the techn~ques 
they employ to extract the resources used during the translation process EBMT 
tends to  make use of more linguistically motivated approaches to  gain its translation 
knowledge, such as the marker-based approaches described in this thesis which em- 
ploy mlnimal surface syntactic information (Veale and Way (1997); Way and Gough 
(2003, 2005a, 2005b); Gough and Way (2004a, 2004b); Gough (2005)). SMT, on the 
other hand, often makes use of only probabilistic information to extract word-level 
alignments which then feed phrase extraction heuristics which essentially operate on 
n-grams (Koehn et al., 2003), rather than phrases per se (Groves and Way, 2006a). 
In this work we wish to compare the types of translation resources extracted by both 
methods. 
Add~tionally, today, more and more MT systems tend to employ hybr~d ap- 
proaches. Hybr~d approaches to MT adopt elements from many different MT paradigms, 
the benefits of which have been well documented; being able to select the best tech- 
niques from various paradigms has clear advantages. In previous research example- 
based methods have been combined with more 'rationalist' approaches to  MT, such 
'And until our work outllned in Groves and Way (2005) and Groves and Way (2006a, 2006b), 
wh~ch form the b m ~ s  of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, respectively in thls thes~s. 
as transfer-based, to produce hybrid (e.g. Sumita et al. (1990); Watanabe (1992)) or 
multi-engine MT systems (e.g Frederking and Nirenburg (1994); Frederking et al. 
(1994)), as has SMT (e.g. Chen and Chen (1995); Hassan et a1 (2006), Marcu et al. 
(2006)). In addition to comparing the types of translation resources extracted by 
both methods, we also wish to investigate the possible combination of EBMT and 
SMT data-driven resources, thus leading us to our second research question: 
(RQ2) What contributzons do E B M T  and S M T  translatzon resources make 
to the qualzty of translatzons produced by an  M T  system and can 
E B M T  and S M T  approaches to translatzon be combzned znto a hybnd 
data-driven model of MT?  
Consequently, we present a number of experiments which investigate whether 
either approach can benefit from hybrid data-driven techniques 
In addition to investigating the use of hybrid data-driven translation resources, 
we describe further work that has been carried out into the creation of a hybrid 
data-driven MT architccture, together with the development of a novel hybrid data- 
driven decoder, which can take full advantage of hybrid EBMT-SMT techniques. 
The aim of this additional work is to see, 
(RQ3) Can a novel hybrid data-driven decoder take advantage of E B M T  
approaches, together with S M T  search strategzes and probabilzstic 
models to zrnprove translation results? 
For the range of experiments reported in this work, it must be noted that all 
variants of the phrase-based SMT system were left untuned and employed translation 
models making use of relative frequency information alone. Due to the extensive 
number of comparative experiments we present in this work, tuning was not feasible 
and making use of standard model weights allowed us to produce easily replicable 
results. 
1.1 Thesis Outline 
The remainder of the thesis is broadly organised as follows. In Chapter 2 we descr~be 
the EBMT and SMT models of translation, together with supporting background 
research and details of the particular approaches used in our work. Chapters 3 
and 4 outline a number of experiments comparing the performance of EBMT and 
SMT, as well as experiments involving various hybrid data-driven models. Finally, 
in Chapter 5 we describe new and ongoing research into the area of hybrid models 
of data-driven MT. The following gives a more detailed outline of what we present 
in this thesis: 
Chapter 2 : In this chapter we give a general outline of the two main data-driven 
approaches to MT: EBMT and SMT. We describe the main processes carried 
out when performing EBMT and outline the particular approach to EBMT 
used in our work (Groves and Way, 2005, 2006a, 2006b), based on the Marker 
Hypothesis (Green, 1979). For SMT, we introduce the translation and lan- 
guage models used within the SMT framework and describe the state-of-the- 
art phrase-based approach (Koehn et al., 2003) and give details of the phrasal 
extraction algorithm used in our work (Och and Ney, 2003). In this chapter 
we also compare EBMT and SMT from a theoretical point of view, attempting 
to situate the marker-based approach and phrase-based SMT in terms of other 
related approaches. 
Chapter 3: In this chapter we describe a number of experiments comparing the 
performance of state-of-the-art SMT against state-of-the-art EBMT on a French- 
English sublanguage corpus. Hybrid approaches to MT are becoming ever 
more popular, therefore in addition to this comparative work we discuss rel- 
evant hybrid approaches to MT and describe experiments making use of a 
hybrid 'example-based SMT' system, created by combining both EBMT and 
SMT-induced bilingual alignments and feeding the resulting data set to the 
SMT system (cf. Groves and Way, 2005). 
Chapter 4: In this chapter we compare the performance of EBMT and SMT 
on a larger, wider domain data set. We investigate the effect of increasing 
the training set size on translation performance. We perform similar hybrid 
'example-based SMT' experiments as carried out in Chapter 3 and perform a 
number of hybrid 'statistical EBMT' experiments by supplying the EBMT sys- 
tem with combinations of the EBMT and SMT-induced bilingual alignments. 
In an additional step towards full EBMT-SMT integration, we make use of a 
statistical language model to investigate whether this can further improve the 
performance of the EBMT system. In order to fully understand the coutri- 
butlons the EBMT and SMT translatlon data make to the overall translatlon 
performance, we investigate and compare the types of phrasal alignments in- 
duced via EBMT and SMT methods (cf. Groves and Way, 2006a, 2006b). 
Chapter 5: In this thesis we demonstrate how making use of both EBMT and 
SMT knowledge sources contribute positively to translation quality. Conse- 
quently, in this chapter we describe a new hybrid data-driven architecture 
which we have developed to enable further research into hybrid data-driven 
models of MT. We outline a new chunk alignment strategy, and using this new 
architecture, we evaluate the alignment strategy on a new language pair and 
larger data set, thus testing the scalability of the system and the adaptability 
of the marker-based approach to chunking (cf. Armstrong et al., 2006). In ad- 
dition, we perform further experiments on the difficult task of Basque-English 
translation, and perform manual evaluation of phrasal alignments to deter- 
mine the extent to which EBMT techniques aid the translation process (cf. 
Stroppa et al., 2006). Finally we outline some preliminary experiments which 
have been carried out into the development of our marker-based decoder. 
Chapter 6: In this chapter we present the conclusions of our work and suggest a 
number of avenues for possible future research. 
Chapter 2 
State of the Art in Data-Driven 
Although the memorandum of Weaver (1949) first brought the idea of Machine 
Translation (MT) to the attention of the general research community, the idea of 
using mechanical approaches to translate languages was first suggested as early as 
the 17th century, with the use of mechanical dictionaries. 
Today, the field of MT research is largely dominated by corpus-based, or data- 
driven approaches. The two main data-driven approaches of MT are Example- 
Based MT (EBMT) and Statistical Machine Translation (SMT). The corpus-based 
parad~gm provides an alternative to earlier first ('direct') and second generation 
(e.g. rule-based (RBMT)) MT systems, in that approaches within the corpus-based 
paradigm are largely empirical, making use of bilingual aligned corpora as a basis to 
the translation process. Ever increasing computational power, inexpensive storage 
and more widely available, machine-readable bilingual parallel corpora have enabled 
the processing of the enormous amounts of data required by these data-intensive 
methods for good quality translation to ensue. 
During the 1980s, MT research was predominantly concerned with the use of 11n- 
guistic rules for analysis, most immediately apparent in transfer-based systems, but 
also present in interlingua systems. However, the shortcomings of these approaches, 
such as the problems of defining a true interlingua and the cost of developing rules 
for transfer-based systems, led researchers to look at empirical approaches. Durlng 
this time, the field of MT research experienced a paradigm shift where new corpus- 
based MT methods emerged. This time saw a revival of statistical methods, with 
researchers borrowing ideas heavily from the quickly developing Speech Processing 
community (Brown et al., 1988). At the same time, research involving the use of 
examples emerged from groups in Japan and these experiments came to be known 
as EBMT (Nagao, 1984). 
The attractiveness of such corpus-based approaches, in particular SMT, was their 
ability to perform translation wlthout the need of explicit linguistic informat~on. 
This meant that systems could be developed relatively quickly and inexpensively 
compared to previous costly transfer-based approaches. 
In this chapter we outline the two main data-driven approaches to MT: EBMT 
and SMT. In Section 2.1 we describe the EBMT approach, including an outline of 
how knowledge resources are represented and exploited in EBMT systems, while in 
Section 2.2 we describe the marker-based approach which is the particular instanti- 
ation of EBMT used in our work. The SMT framework is discussed in Sectlon 2.3, 
with particular reference to the recent shift towards phrase-based SMT models such 
as those employed by the SMT system used in our experiments discussed in later 
chapters of this thesis (cf. Chapter 3 and Chapter 4). We conclude the chapter 
by comparing both data-driven approaches in Section 2.4, which, desplte becoming 
increasingly similar, still retain a number of fundamental differences. 
2.1 Example-Based Machine Translation 
Nagao (1984)' was the first to outllne the example-based approach to MT, or "ma- 
chine translation by example-guided inference" stating: 
"Man does not translate a simple sentence by doing deep linguistic anal- 
'Although Nagao first presented hi ideas a t  a conference m 1981, it was not until 1984 that 
they were published. 
ysis, rather, man does translate, first, by properly decomposing an input 
sentence into certain fragmental phrases, ... then by translating these 
phrases into other language phrases, and finally by properly composing 
these fragmental translations into one long sentence. The translation of 
each fragmental phrase will be done by the analogy translation principle 
with proper examples as its reference" (Nagao, 1984:178f.) 
EBMT implements the idea of machine translation by the analogy principle and 
is based on the intuition that humans construct translations for new unseen input by 
making use of previously seen translation examples, rather than performing "deep 
linguistic analysis". 
A prerequisite for the Induction of sub-sentential fragments in EBMT is a bilin- 
gual corpus (or 'bitext') of sententially-aligned examples, such as the Europarl cor- 
pus (Koehn, 2005). Assuming such a corpus of aligned sourcetarget sentence palrs, 
EBMT models of translation perform three distinct processes in order to transform 
a new input string into a target language translation: 
o searching the source side of the bitext for 'close' matches and retrieving their 
translations: 
o determining the sub-sentential translation links in those retrieved examples; 
o recombining relevant parts of the target translation links to derive the final 
translation. 
The EBMT model shares similarities in structure with that of the three-stage 
transfer-based RBMT model. The transfer-based model is made up of three stages: 
analysis, transfer and generation, as illustrated in Figure 2 1 taken from Somers 
(2003). In EBMT the search and matching process replaces the analysis stage, 
transfer is replaced by the extraction and retrieval of examples and recombination 
takes the place of the generation stage (Somers, op czt). However, in Figure 2.1, 
'direct translation' does not correspond exactly to 'exact match' in EBMT, as exact 
source text target text 
Figure 2.1: The 'Vauquois pyramid' adapted for EBMT (taken from 
Somers (2003) Figure 1.1). The traditional labels are 
shown in italics, while the EBMT labels are shown in 
capitals. 
match is a perfect translation and does not require any adaption at all, unlike direct 
translation. 
An illustration of how an EBMT system performs translation is given in Figure 
2.2. Here we can see that when translating the source string S into the target 
string T, the system first searches through the source side of the bitext, selecting 
the examples S1 and i2 from the corpus as close matches for S. The equivalent target 
language fragments fl and f2 for the retrieved examples are then extracted and fed 
to the recombination process to create the final translation T. 
To further illustrate the EBMT process, consider that we wish to  translate the 
sentence John went to the baker's on Monday and we have the corpus in (I), con- 
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Source Text Target Tezt 
Figure 2.2. The EBMT Translation Process 
(1) The butcher's is next to the baker's @La boucherie est B c6t6 de la 
boulangerie 
The shop is open on Monday *Le magasin est ouvert lundi 
John went to the swimming pool *Jean est all6 & la piscine 
Taking the sentences in (1) and applying a bilingual fragment extraction algo- 
rithm such as that of Nirenburg et al. (1993) or Somers et al. (1994), we can then 
identify and extract the useful bilingual fragments given in (2), using a very sim- 
ple subsequence similarity measure, such as the Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 
1965), during the matching process. 
(2) the baker's +la boulangerie 
on Monday (~lundi  
John went to *Jean est all6 B 
We can then combine the fragments in (2) to produce a translation for the new 
input sentence as shown in (3): 
(3) John went to the baker's on Monday *Jean est all6 B la boulangerie 
lundi 
Note that the sentence pair in (3) did not appear in the original corpus in (1). The 
sentence pair in (3) can now be added to the example base so that if this same source 
sentence is encountered subsequently it can simply be retrieved in its entirety via 
exact sentence matching and the corresponding target language translation output, 
thus by-passing the recombination step. 
The production of the translation in (3) illustrates how example-based models 
of translation concentrate their operations at the phrasal level, following Becker's 
theory of language production (Becker, 1975). Instead of producing language by 
combining words or morphemes, Becker (1975) identified phrases as the building 
blocks of language which can be combined together to generate new expressions, 
similar in spirit to how EBMT operates. In EBMT, phrasal units are looked up in 
a phrasal lexicon (either created at run-time or during a pre-processing stage, as 
in the marker-based approach used in our work (cf. Section 2.2)) and translated 
by combining already translated phrases stored in this lexicon, very much along 
the lines proposed originally by Becker, and applied by Schaler (1996). The use of 
such sub-sentential phrasal information enables EBMT systems to be particularly 
useful for capturing complex translation relations, such as idiomatic expressions, 
and as Cranias et al. (1994) point out, the potential of EBMT relies on this ability 
to exploit smaller sub-sentential units. Phrases also lend themselves more easily to 
the matching and subsequent translation process while still minimizing the risk of 
increasing the level of ambiguity during both stages. 
The level of granularity of examples is important for both the matching and 
translation stages and selecting the correct level represents a significant problem 
within itself (Nirenburg et al., 1993). If examples are too long, we decrease the 
likelihood of finding a complete match within the database of examples. On the 
other hand, if examples are too short we increase the level of translation ambigu- 
ity For instance, making use of only word-level alignments results in examples that 
are too fine-grained; word-based translation is particularly ambiguous due to the 
many possible translation choices available for individual words and such word-for- 
word direct translation has been shown to perform very poorly m practice. Using 
too fine-grained examples, such as those consisting only of words, also increases 
the risk of encountering boundary friction during the recombination process (Way, 
2003) resulting in increased errors in the output. Using shorter examples also intro- 
duces problems of coverage as the EBMT system needs to select the best cover of 
an input text in terms of a set of matched sub-sentential fragments, which is par- 
ticularly problematic if there are many possible choices available (Maruyama and 
Watanabe, 1992). In addition, evidence from translation studies suggests that, in 
practice, human translators work with units shorter than the sentence but longer 
than individual words (Gerloff, 1987) which also further strengthens the appeal of 
the example-based approach. 
2.1.1 Similarity Search & the Representation of Examples 
During the init~al search process, the match~ng algorithm and corresponding simi- 
larity metric used by an EBMT engine heavily depend on the form of the examples 
exploited by the system. 
Where examples are stored as simple strings (e.g. Somers et al., 1994), character- 
based distances may be employed. The problem of determnmg the distance between 
one string of characters and another is analogous to the ed~t-distance problem (Wag- 
ner and Fischer, 1974). Determining such string distances can be carried out using 
well-established dynamic programming techniques, such as that employed by the 
commonly used Levenshtein distance algorithm (Levenshtein, 1965). String-based 
metrics, although easily implemented, have their disadvantages, as often candidate 
strings closer in meaning to the source string that we are attempting to match would 
be overlooked in favour of less desirable matches, due to a larger edit-distance score. 
Taking the example in (4), if we consider (4a) to be the sentence we are attempt- 
ing to match, using just a character-based distance the system would choose (4b), 
rather than the more favourable match in (4c) due to the smaller dlstance between 
agrees and its antonym dzsagrees, than between agrees and its synonym concurs 
(4) a. The President agrees with the decision. 
-
b. The President disagrees with the decision. 
c. The President concurs with the decision. 
In order to address such problems, along with string-based distances, many 
EBMT systems make use of a word-based measure of similarity, employing informa- 
tion from dictionaries and thesauri to determine relative word distances in terms of 
a semantic hierarchy (e.g. Nagao, 1984; Sumita et al., 1990). Uslng such match- 
ing techniques would correctly select (4c) in the above example as being the better 
match due to the closer relative semantic distance between concurs and agrees in 
(4a). This type of matching is particularly useful where we have competing exam- 
ples, as in the examples of Nagao (1984). Given the examples in (5), the system 
correctly produces the Japanese translation of the English verb eats as taberu (eats 
food) in the sentence in (6) due to the semantic relationship between A man and 
He, and between vegetables and potatoes. 
(5) a. A man eats vegetables ~ H i t o  wa yasai o taberu 
b. Acid eats metal &an wa kinzoku o okasu 
(6)  He eats potatoes ~ K a r e  wa jagaimo o taberu 
In many EBMT systems, similar examples are collected to create variabil~sed 
translation templates, where patterns are created and stored by replacing elements 
of chunks with general substitution variables. Using these generalised template 
patterns is similar in spirit to rules used m traditional RBMT systems and increases 
the flexibility of the matching process. 
Kaji et al. (1992) generalise by syntactic category, employing source and target 
language parsers and aligning syntactic units aided by a bilingual dictionary. Taking 
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the template example in Figure 2.3, the generalised examples in (7a) and (7b) can 
be created by replacing coupled pairs by variables incorporating information about 
their syntactic categories 
Figure 2 3: Aligned example from Kaji et al. (1992), with coupled 
JapaneseEnglish word and phrase pairs identified by 
corresponding lmks 
(7) a. X[NP] no nagasa wa saidai 512 baito de aru o 
The maximum length of X[NP] is 512 bytes. 
b. X[NP] no nagasa wa saidai Y[N] baito de aru o 
The maximum length of X[NP] is Y[N] bytes. 
For generalising examples, Brown (1999a) uses placeables, essentially special to- 
kens Indicating word class, replacing certain words which are members of a particular 
equivalence class, such as PERSON, CITY and TIME, by these placeables to create 
templates. Taking the example sentence in (8a), Brown (1999a) generalises by re- 
cursively replacing tokens by their equivalence classes, giving (8b) in the first pass 
and the final template (8c) in the second pass. 
(8) a. John Miller flew to Frankfurt on December 3rd 
b. <FIRSTNAME-M> <LASTNAME> flew to <CITY> on <MONTH> <OR- 
DINAL>. 
C. <PERSON-M> flew to <CITY> on <DATE>. 
The template in (8c) can match any sentence that follows this pattern, such as 
Mary B y m e  flew to  Dublin on January 20th, by replacing each equivalence class 
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with an instance of the class. More recent work by Brown (2000) involves making 
use of clustering techniques to identify equivalence classes. 
Approaches based on more traditional EBMT models make use of structured 
examples consisting of annotated tree structures (e.g. Sata and Nagao, 1990: Watan- 
abe, 1992; Matsumoto et al., 1993) and therefore employ more complex tree-structure 
matching During the matching process, parts of the parsed input string are matched 
against the annotated fragments and the correspondmg annotated target fragments 
are extracted and recombined to produce the final translation. 
A more recent structure-based approach is that of Data-Oriented Translation 
(DOT) (Poutsma, 2000, 2003), based on Data-Oriented Parsing (Bod, 1992), which 
exploits a bilingual treebank consisting of parsed source and language trees with 
explicit node links indicating translational equivalence (Groves et al., 2004). The 
DOT methods of Hearne and Way (2003,2006) and Hearne (2005) combine examples, 
statist~cs and linguistics to perform simultaneous translation and parsing, and thus 
can be considered a hybrid approach to MT. An example DOT representation for 
the English-French sentence pair in (9) is given in Figure 2.4 (Figure 4.2 in Hearne 
(2005)). 
(9) press and release the left button. 
eexercez une pression breve sur le bouton de gauche. 
Way (2003) presents an extension to the DOT framework where examples take 
a similar form to those in DOT, but also include functional information present 
in Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) f-structures (Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982), 
particularly useful in reducing problems of boundary friction. In LFG-DOT, rep- 
resentations cons~st of linked c-structures (constituent structures), which are linked 
phrase-structures (as in Figure 2.4 for DOT) together with f-structures (functional 
structures) - attribute value matrices with information about grammatical relations 
contained within the string m question. Representations also contain mappings be- 
u i I I I.. 
press and release the 
Figure 2.4: Linked source and target language phrase-structure trees 
in DOT, where the links between source and target nodes 
indicate that the substrings dominated by these nodes 
are translationally equivalent. 
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Figure 2.5: An example LFG-DOT representation for an Enghsh- 
French fragment with 4 links between c-structure and 
f-structure nodes 
- - - -  
tween nodes within the c-structures and f-structures, known as 4 links. An example 
of an LFG-DOT representation, taken from Example 8.8 in Hearne (2005),  for the 
English-French verb fragment pair just fell H v i e n t  de tomber is given in Figure 2.5. 
The examples used in the work of Planas and Furuse (2003) make use of even 
deeper linguistic information, employing TELA (Trezllis Etagis  et Lzds pour le 
tmi tement  Automatzque, i.e. Floored and Linked Lattices for Automatic Process- 
ing) multi-layered structures, which include information such as word, lemma, POS 
and syntactic structure information together with additional knowledge The meth- 
ods of Planas and Furuse (2003), although developed for use in translation mem- 
ories, can also be applied to EBMT. During the matching process each layer of 
both TELA structures under consideration are compared using an adaptation of the 
. 
A .  - s u m  [E,","~ y] FRED tf2 'venlr(SUBJ,XCOMP)' 
TNS prea 
FIN + 
de tomber I. 
edit-distance algorithm (Wagner and Fischer, 1974) implemented by a Multi-level 
Similar Segment Matching (MSSM) algorithm. Firstly each layer in the structure 
is checked in terms of equality and the resulting score 1s then added to the overall 
deletion and insertion scores over all layers in the TELA structure. 
Rather than making use of deep syntactlc information, alternative approaches to 
EBMT make use of more superficial syntactlc information in their examples, namely 
part-of-speech (POS) tags, such as the Reverb system of Collins (1998) which also 
makes use of expllcit links between corresponding chunks and functional syntactic 
information. One approach which makes use of surface syntactic Information during 
the creation of its examples, is the marker-based approach used in our work and 
which we describe in more detail in Section 2.2. 
2.1.2 Recombination 
Once suitable source language subsequences have been identified, the corresponding 
target language fragments are extracted and are combined, adapted and manipu- 
lated where appropriate, in order to generate the output translation. This final 
recombination process is perhaps the most difficult task for any EBMT system and 
heavily depends on the nature of the examples used in the first place. We first need 
to identify the parts of the extracted fragments which are relevant for producing 
the translation of the input string, the difficulty of which depends on the level of 
granularity of the examples. In some cases (as with the marker-based approaches 
described in Section 2.2), more fine-grained examples are created in a preprocessing 
step and it is this set of examples that are retrieved during the matching process and 
are applied intact during the recornbinatlon stage. This is one of the advantages of 
using such pre-computed chunk alignments. In other cases, this type of alignment 
between retrieved source and target examples is performed at run-time. 
For the majority of EBMT systems, one of the main problems that anses during 
recombination is that of boundary friction (Nirenburg et al., 1993; Way, 2003). 
Boundary friction can occur at the meeting of two phrasal translations, where we 
observe cases of disfluency. These disfluencies often take the form of agreement and 
case errors. Revisiting the example corpus in (I),  we can extract the fragments given 
in (10). 
(10) the shop @le magasin 
on Monday @lundi 
John went to @Jean est all6 fL 
Given the fragments in (lo),  we can attempt to produce a translation for a new 
input sentence, as given in (11): 
(11) John went to the shop on Monday @Jean est all6 & le magasin lundi 
Unlike the previous example in (3), when attempting to translate the sentence in 
(11) we encounter the problem of boundary friction, failing to produce the correct 
French contracted form of the English preposition to - producing h le mstead of au 
For structure-based EBMT approaches, boundary friction does not occur as of- 
ten, as the linguistic information contained within the structures themselves helps 
to ensure that translations produced are grammatical, as shown for LFG-DOT by 
Way (2003). The recombination stage is less problematic for such EBMT systems, 
where the problem presents itself as a tree or graph unification problem (Hearne 
and Way, 2003, 2006; Watanabe et d., 2003; Hearne, 2005). It is in these cases that 
EBMT seems most closely related to RBMT. 
Some approaches, such as that of Somers et al. (1994), take advantage of addi- 
tional contextual information to help inform the recombination process. As example 
chunks are generally extracted from larger segments of texts, we can hold on to in- 
formation about the original context in which the chunks occurred. Somers et al. 
(1994) make use of "hooks" which indicate words and POS tags that can occur be- 
fore and after the chunk, according to the chunk's original context. When combining 
chunks, the most probable hook connections can help indicate the most likely chunk 
combination. 
The work of Brown et al. (2003) and Carbonell et al. (2006) offers an alternat~ve 
solution to help prevent disfluencies in the target language output, similar in splrit 
to the idea of uslng "hooks" In their work, during translation matched fragments 
retrieved by the EBMT engine are placed Into a lattice. Translation proceeds by 
finding a path through the lattice that combines the retrieved fragments but favours 
overlapping fragments. Those target fragments that overlap with the previous and 
following fragments are contextually anchored both left and right, and thus are less 
likely to cause instances of boundary friction in the final translation To make the 
best use of the contextual information of the surrounding fragments, during the 
recombination process the target language fragments that have the maximal overlap 
are combined to produce the output translation. 
2.2 Marker-Based EBMT 
As mentioned in Section 2.1, one of the main advantages of EBMT methods is their 
ability to make use of phrasal information in their matchlng and recombinat~on pro- 
cesses (Crania et ad., 1994). The extraction of such infor~nation can be performed 
at run-time (such as in the more traditional EBMT systems of Nagao (1984), Sumita 
et al. (1990) and Sumita (2003)). Alternatively this information can be extracted 
during a preprocessing step. One approach for extracting such information is to 
use a set of closed-class words to segment aligned source and target sentences and 
to derlve an additional set of lexical and phrasal resources. In this section we give 
details of such techniques employed by the EBMT system used in our work. 
The work of Veale and Way (1997) and Way and Gough (Way and Gough, 2003, 
2005a, 2005b; Gough and Way, 2004a, 2004b; Gough, 2005) is based on the 'Marker 
Hypothesis' (Green, 1979). The Marker Hypothesis is a universal psychollnguistlc 
constraint which posits that languages are 'marked' for syntactic structure at surface 
level by a closed set of specific lexemes and morphemes: 
"The Marker Hypothesis states that all natural languages have a closed 
set of specific words or morphemes which appear in a limited set of 
grammatical contexts and which signal that context" (Green, 1979) 
As an example, consider the sentence in (12), randomly selected from the Wall 
Street Journal section of the Penn-I1 Treebank (Marcus et al., 1994): 
Dearborn Mich., energy company stopped paying dividend in 
(I2) third quarter of 1984 because of troubles at Midland nuclear plant. 
In this example, out of the underlined noun phrases (NPs), three begin with 
determiners, and one with a possessive pronoun (the words contaned within boxes 
in (12)). The sets of determiners and possessive pronouns are both very small, and 
predict that some nominal element will (usually) occur in the nght-context of these 
closed-class items and act as the head of those phrases In add~tion, there are four 
prepositional phrases, each headed by a preposition, and which (generally) indicate 
that some time soon thereafter an NP will be encountered which acts as the object 
of that preposition. Note also that the set of prepositions IS similarly small. 
For the experiments reported in this thesis (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4), we use 
the same 7 sets of closed-class (or 'marker') words for English and French as in this 
related work.' The list of marker word categories and then associated tags are given 






Possessive Pronouns <POSS> 
Personal Pronouns <PRON> 
Table 2.1: The set of marker categories and their associated labels 
In a preprocessing stage, the source-target aligned sentences in the parallel cor- 
pus are segmented at each new occurrence of a marker word, subject to the constraint 
l ln  Section 5.1.1 we describe more recent work which additionally makes use of punctuation 
information as markers 
that each 'marker chunk' contains at least one non-marker (or 'content') word (as 
will be explained in Section 2.2.1). This constraint ensures that the derived chunks 
are not too fine-grained and consist of more than just function words. 
After performing this initial segmentation stage, sets of bilingual chunks are 
created by aligning based on marker tags and relative source and target chunk 
positions. Source-target chunks assigned the same marker category and which occur 
in sirmlar positions within the bilingual sentences are considered for alignment. In 
addition, cognate and mutual information (MI) scares are employed to  help gulde the 
chunk alignment algorithm. The identification of cognates is implemented using the 
Levenshteln distance algorithm (Levenshteln, 1965), with pairs of <source,target> 
words with a distance below an empirically set threshold considered to be cognates. 
MI scores for word pairs are collected over the entire corpus and are also used to 
help inform the alignment process. A <source,target> word pair with a high MI 
score indicates that they co-occur frequently within the corpus, whereas a low MI 
score indicates such co-occurrence is infrequent and that the words in question are 
in complimentary distribution, with an MI score < 0 indicating that the words do 
not co-occur together anywhere within the corpus. The formula for calculating the 
MI score for a particular word pair < x, y > is given in Equation (2.1) (Church and 
Hanks, 1990): 
In Equation (2.1), P(x) and P ( y )  are calculated by counting the number of times 
source word x and target word y occur in the corpus and normalising by N, the size 
of the source language corpus. P(x, y) joint probabilities are estimated by counting 
over the entire corpus the number of time x and y occur in the same aligned sentence 
pair (f (x, y)) and normalising by N .  
When aligning chunks for use in the marker-based EBMT system of Gough and 
Way (2004b), Gough (2005) and Way and Gough (2005a) employed in our work, 
the MI scores for <source,target> word pairs within the chunks under cons~deration 
are examined. Links are then created between source and target words, with the 
restriction that the MI score for a particular word pair under consideration is higher 
than the MI score for all alternative word pairs containing the same target word. 
During the alignment process if a chunk pair under consideration has the same 
marker category, but does not share any lexical equivalences according to MI scores 
and cognate information, they are not linked. Similarly, if a chunk pair does not 
have the same marker category, but share many lexical equivalences, they can be 
aligned based on MI scores and cognate information alone. 
2.2.1 Creation of the Example Database 
In order to describe this resource creation in more detail, consider the English- 
French example in (13) (from Koehn (2005), Figure 2): 
(13) that is almost a personal record for me this autumn! 
--+c' est pratiquement un record personnel pour moi , cet automne! 
The first stage involves automatically tagging each closed-class word in (13) with 
its marker tag, as in (14): 
(14) <DET> that is almost <DET> a personal record 
<PREP> for <PRON> me <DET> this autumn! 
+<DET> c' est pratiquement <DET> un record personnel 
<PREP> pour <PRON> moi , <DET> cet automnel 
Taking into account marker tag information (label, and relative sentence position), 
and lexical similarity (ma mutual information), the marker chunks in (15) are anto- 
matically generated from the marker-tagged strings in (14): 
(15) a. <DET> that is almost : <DET> c' est pratiquement 
b <DET> a personal record : <DET> un record personnel 
c. <PREP> for me this autumn : <PREP> pour moi cet automne 
The chunk pair in (15c) is an example of how the chunking constraint mentioned 
previously (that every marker chunk must contain at  least one content word) comes 
into play, as segmentation is not performed at the marker words me and thzs in 
English, and moz and cet in French. 
2.2.2 Generalised Templates 
A set of generalised templates which, as Gough (2005) demonstrates, can improve 
both coverage and translation quality are automatically derived from the marker 
chunks in (15) by simply replacing the marker word by its relevant tag, in effect 
deleting the closed-class word. From the examples in (15), the generalised templates 
in (16) are derived: 
(16) a. <DET> is almost : <DET> est pratiquement 
b. <DET> personal record : <DET> record personnel 
c. <PREP> me this autumn : <PREP> moi cet automne 
Generalised templates enable more flexibility in the matching process, as now any 
marker word can be inserted after the relevant tag if it appears with its translation 
in the lexicon. For example, assuming it to be absent from the set of marker chunks, 
the string this zs almost can now be translated by recourse to the template in (16a) 
by inserting a (or all) translation(s) for this in the system's lexicon. 
2.2.3 Word-Level Lexicon 
The system lexicon can be constructed in two ways. Firstly, deleted marker words 
in generalised templates are assumed to be translations of each other. For instance, 
in deriving the generalised templates in (16) from the marker chunks in (15), the 
lexical alignments in (17) are created: 
(17) a. <DET> that : <DET> c' 
b. <DET> a : <DET> un 
c. <PREP> for : <PREP> pour 
Secondly, in sourcetarget marker chunks or generalised templates, where there is 
just one content word in both source and target, these are assumed to be translatlon- 
ally equivalent. Taking (15c) as an example, the lexical entry in (18) 1s automatically 
created: 
(18) <LEX> autumn : <LEX> automne 
This marker-derived word-level lexicon can be combined with the lexicon derived 
from previously calculated MI scores to produce the final word-level lexicon used 
during the translation process. Additional lexical resources, such as statistically- 
derived lexicons, can also be added to the EBMT lexcon. 
2 2.4 Recombination 
When a new sentence is submitted for translation, it is segmented into all possible 
n-grams that might be retrieved from the system's memories. For each n-gram 
(with the exception of those ending with a marker word-given our marker-based 
segmentation method, new chunks are created when marker words are found), these 
resources are searched in the order below, going from maximal context (specific 
sourcetarget sentence-pairs) to minimal context (word-for-word translation): 
1. The original aligned source-target sentence pairs 
2. The marker-aligned chunks 
3. The generalised marker chunks 
4. The word-level lexicon 
Each translation retrieved is assigned a welght using the formula in (19): 
(19) no occwrences of the proposed translatzon weight = total no translatrons produced for SL phrase 
For example, given the source language phrase the house, assuming that la mai- 
son is found 8 times and le domzczle is found twice, then weight(1a marson, the house) 
= 8/10 and weight(1e domiczle, the house) = 2/10. In thls way, multiple translations 
can be created by the system and output to the user in a ranked list. 
The retrieved target language n-grams are recombined based on the original 
source language n-gram order, with any reorderings that may be required occur- 
ring mthin the chunks themselves. As there is no restriction on the length of the 
EBMT chunks (in our experiments the maximum chunk length for chunks within 
the database was 10 words for English and 12 words for French, with average chunk 
lengths of 4.5 words and 4.6 words, respectively) this ordering process is sufficient for 
language pairs where long-distance reordering occurs less frequently (such as French- 
English). However, for certain linguistic phenomena, such as argument-switching, 
this linear recombination technique would be insufficient and more sophisticated 
reordering techniques would be required 
2.3 Statistical Machine Translation 
Statistical approaches to MT were in fact first proposed by the father of MT (Weaver, 
1949). Weaver suggested that statistical methods, such as those that were becom- 
ing commonplace in the fields of cryptography and information theory at the t ~ m e ,  
could be applied to the task of automatically translating text from one language 
to another. However, due to the limitations of computers at the time, the lack of 
machine-readable texts and various theoretical objections, these early ideas were 
quickly abandoned in favour of approaches founded more in linguistic than proba- 
bility theory, such a s  transfer- and interlingua-based systems. Such object~ons are 
summed up by the much quoted statement of Chomsky (1969). 
"It must be recognized that the notion of a 'probability of a sentence' is 
an entirely useless one, under any interpretation of this term" (Chomsky, 
1969) 
It wasn't until four decades after the original proposition of statistical methods 
that the stat~stical approach to MT re-emerged. SMT was first properly outlined by 
researchers coming from speech recognition (Brown et al., 1988, 1990). Statistical 
methods developed within the speech community proved to be so successful that 
they presented themselves as an alternative methodology to solve the MT prob- 
lem. Researchers at the time were interested in moving away from more traditional, 
linguistic-based approaches, such as those employed by earher second generation 
systems, to translation which could operate with little or no linguistic information, 
approachlug MT as more of a challenge of eng~neering than of linguistic theory. 
The idea of doing away with the need for deep lingu~st~c mformation required by 
rule-based and interlingua MT systems was an attractive one as it proposed a way 
to overcome many of the inherent limitations and problems these second generation 
systems suffered from. In addition the increased availability of machine-readable 
texts and computational resources increased the feasibility of the purely statistical 
approach. 
2.3.1 The Noisy Channel SMT model 
Traditionally, SMT models are based on a Bayesian inference approach uslng the 
noisy channel model as commonly used in speech recognition probabilistic models 
of pronunciation (Jurafsky and Martin, 2000). Working in a somewhat counter- 
intuitive fashion, in this model the source sentence S is treated as though it has 
been passed through a channel of noise which makes it difficult to recognlse the 
equivalent target language translation T from which S originates (F~gure 2 6). 
, - ,.-. 
estimate of original T 
NOISY CHANNEL 
Figure 2.6: Pictorial representation of the Noisy Channel process 
In the noisy channel framework, it is the job of the decoder to retrieve the original 
target language sentence which the given source language sentence was generated 
from. Applying Bayes' Rule, the noisy channel model in Figure 2.6 is represented 
by the equation given in (2 2).3 
In Equation (2.2) P(T1S) represents the probability that a translator will pro- 
duce T in the target language when presented with S in the source language. P ( S )  
is independent of T, remaining constant for each sentence T under consideration, 
as we are looking for the most likely translation T for the same source sentence S. 
Therefore, the equation to find the most probable T can be simplified to give us the 
equation in (2.3). 
'f = argmax ( P  ( S I T )  P ( T ) )  
T 
(2.3) 
To n~inimize the chance of error, the system now has to maximize the product 
of the remaining probabilities - P ( T ) ,  the probability that the sentence T would 
be produced in the target language and P ( S I T ) ,  the probability of a particular 
3Note that m the literature, the problem is more commonly viewed as searching for the S that 
1s most probable given T. We here reverse the direct~on, as we are m fact translating from S mto 
T, rather than the other way around. 
candidate translation T being translated as S (note how due to Bayes' rule, the 
translation direction has been reversed from a modeling standpoint). These two 
models are known as the language model and translation model, respectively. The 
translation model assigns probabilities to the set of target language words which 
are most likely to be useful for translating the source language string (attempting 
to ensure the fazthfulness of the translation), whereas it is the job of the language 
model to arrange these corresponding target language words into the best possible 
order, thus ensuring some sort of translation fluency Translation thus realises itself 
as a search problem, where searching for the T which maximizes the product in 
(2.3) is known as decoding. Since the number of possible translations is potentially 
exponential, a beam-search or pruned Viterbi algorithm IS usually used to reduce 
the size of the translation search space. 
An SMT system therefore requires three main components: a translation model 
to  calculate P(SIT), a language model to calculate P ( T )  and a decoder to search for 
the 9 which estimates T by maximizing the product of the language and translation 
models, a s  given by Equation (2.3). The basic architecture for a typical SMT system, 
as used in the work presented in this thesis, is illustrated in Figure 2.7 
More recent research in SMT has begun to move away from the classical source- 
channel approach, Instead applying a log-linear model to compute P(T1S) directly 
(Och and Ney, 2002; Zcns and Ney, 2004; Zens et al., 2005). The formula for the 
log-linear SMT model is glven in Equation (2.4), where we have M feature functions 
h,(T, S), m = 1, ..., M, and for each feature function a scaling factor, A, 
M 
?= a r g m a x { x  A,h,(T, S)} (2.4) 
m=l 
The log-linear model enables the combination of several different models with the 
additional benefit over the noisy channel approach of being able to easily integrate 
new additional models into the system. From Equation (2.4) we can see that each 






Figure 2.7: A Statistical Machine Translation System (adapted 
from Figure 1 in Brown et al. (1993)) 
A,. In order to  optimize the performance of the system these scaling factors are 
trained with respect to the final translation quality measured by an error rate (Och, 
2003). Feature functions commonly used in such log-linear systems include the 
logarithms of n-gram language models, reordering models, phrase-translation models 
(for both sourcetarget and target-source) and word probability models (again, for 
both sourcetarget and target-source directions). The noisy-channel approach used 
in the SMT systems employed in our work represents a special case of the log-linear 
rramework, where tne two moaels usea in tne system are tne language moael ana 
translation model. The noisy channel SMT approach expressed within the log-linear 
framework is given in Equation (2.5), where A1 = Az = 1. 
2.3.2 Language Modeling: Calculating P(T) 
In order to calculate the value of P(T) within the noisy channel framework as 
expressed in the Equation (2.3) and the log-lmear model in Equation (2 5), an n- 
gram language model is used. The language model calculates the probability of 
a particular word sequence occurring in a particular language, with the hope that 
syntactically correct strings will receive a higher probability than those which are 
less well formed. In generative language modeling, to calculate the probability of a 
given string w,, wz, w~ ... wTL, we need to calculate the probability of each word in the 
string occurring in the language, given its history (i.e. all the preceding words in the 
string), and get the resulting product of these probabilities, as glven in Equation 
(2.6). 
Considering Equation (2.6), this is not a trivial calculation as for any string of 
reasonable length there are far too many histories to consider. As a result, instead 
of computing the probability of a word in a string given all preceding words, thls 
probability is approximated by conditioning the probability of a given word on the 
preceding n words. For most SMT systems a bigram or trigram (as in Equation 
(2.7)) language model is used. 
Although the language model is usually trained from a very large (target lan- 
guage) monolingual corpus, we still can encounter sparse data problems, as there is 
still a very strong chance that we may encounter an n-gram which occurs in our test 
set that is not present in our training data, especially with higher-order n-grams 
(in practice it is common to employ a trigram language model, as given in Equa- 
tion (2 7)). As any given corpus is finite whereas language Itself is infinite, we are 
bound to encounter zero-counts occurring at the unigram or higher n-gram level for 
which we wish to assign a non-zero probability. A number of smoothing methods 
are available to help solve this problem. The simplest of these smoothing methods 
is add-one smoothing wherc each n-gram probability is augmented by adding one to 
the n-gram count and normalizing (Lidstone, 1920). Usually a more sophisticated 
smoothing method 1s preferred, such as weighted linear interpolation (Jelinek and 
Mercer, 1980). 
The weighted linear interpolation model is an example of a discounted backoff 
model, combining trigram, bigram and unigram probabilities in the calculation of 
the language model score for a particular string. Essentially, in backoff, if we cannot 
find a trigram, we search for a bigram and if no bigrams exist we estimate the 
probability using the unigram score. In weighted linear interpolation, in contrast to 
backoff where make use of only the highest order model that occurs, we make use of 
all n-gram probabilities available to us and multiply each n-gram probability by a 
discounting factor A,, wherc all X values sum to 1 and A, is greater than X,+I. The 
formula for the weighted linear interpolation model is given in Equation (2.8). 
The SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002)4 enables the efficient computation of a lan- 
guage model over a monolingual corpus, and is used in the experiments we describe 
in later chapters of this thesis. For our experiments we used a discounted interpo- 
lated language model (such as that given in Equation (2.8)) employing Kneser-Ney 
discounting (Knescr and Ney, 1995). Kneser-Ncy discounting is an extension of ab- 
solute discounting. Absolute discounting is similar in spirit to the weighted linear 
interpolation model, but instead of multiplying the higher-order n-gram probabilities 
4bttp: //www. speech.sri. com/pro~ects/srilm/ 
by a A,  we subtract a fixed discount, 6, chosen during held-out estimation. Kneser- 
Ney smoothing provides an elegant way of constructing the lower-order backoff mod- 
els by considering the lower-order model to be significant only when the count is 
small (or zero) for the higher n-gram model. For example, if New York frequently 
occurs in the corpus, but York only ever occurs after New, then we give York a low 
unigram probability, as the bigram model fits well. 
2.3.3 From Word- to Phrase-Based Translation Models 
The translation model is used to calculate P(S1T) and is trained over a large bilin- 
gual, sentence-aligned corpus. It measures word co-occurrence frequencies as well as 
relat~ve source and target word positions, along with sentence lengths, to determine 
word translation probabilities. 
In order to estimate word translation probabilities the problem of word alignment 
first needs to be addressed. The alignment problem is central to SMT as in order 
to estimate word translation probabilities, we first need to define correspondences 
between words in the source language sentence with words in the target language 
sentence. An example of such an alignment for an English-French sentence pair is 
given in Figure 2 8, where the connecting lmes represent an alignment, indicating 
translational equivalence, between words in the English sentence with words in the 
French sentence. As can be seen from the example, often words in one language can 
align with one or more words in the other (e.g. soutzendra in French being aligned 
wlth wzll, be and supportzng in Enghsh), and sometimes may even align to nothing 
(in these cases the word in question is said to align to the special token 'NULL'). 
Assuming a sententially aligned corpus, a number of methods are available for 
establishing such word-level correspondences between source and target. One of 
the more commonly used methods for word alignment is based on the expectation- 
maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster et a1 , 1977), efficiently implemented by 
the GIZA++ statistical word alignment tool (Och and Ney, 2003)5 which is com- 
'http: //www.f~och. com/Giza++.html 
g r r  w W i n g 7  7 d m e n t s  
mon groupe ne soutiendra pas ces amendements 
Figure 2.8: An example of Engllsh-French word alignment taken 
from the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005) 
monly used to extract word alignment sets from bilingual sententially-aligned text. 
A number of word alignment models can bc calculated with this tool These models 
are collectively known as the IBM models (Brown et al., 1990, 1993). 
The most primitive word alignment model, that of IBM model 1, is a simple 
model where all connections for each target position are assumed to be equally 
likely, so the order of the words in the source and target sentences does not affect 
the translation model probability. EM for model 1 results in a global maximum, so 
the resulting initial probabilities can be used to seed the EM process for subsequent 
models. IBM model 2 takes into account word order and the length of both source 
and target strlngs Models 3 through 5 consider the possibility of a word belng 
aligncd to zero, one or more words in the other language and also the position of 
the translated word. These models also take into account positioning probabilities. 
In our work we make use of the standard IBM Model 4. 
As well as word translation probabilities, the translation model calculates fertility 
(the number of target words generated by a source word) (e.g. in the alignment 
example in Figure 2 8, the English word not has a fertility of 2 as it is aligned 
with the two French words ne and pas) and distortion (changes in word position) 
probabilities. 
The very first SMT models of Brown et al. (1990) and Brown et al. (1993) made 
use of word-based translation models, capturing relationships between individual 
source-target word pairs. These systems did not make use of any syntactic in- 
formation. In fact, only the relatively weak distortion probabilities influence the 
ordering of the target words in the final translation and most of the work to en- 
sure grammaticality is left up to the language model. Their fertil~ty models are 
asymmetric meaning that they are insufficient to accurately model many linguistic 
phenomena, such as multi-word units, as they can only model one-to-one and a lim- 
ited number of oneto-many mappings; the benefits of malung phrasal information 
available during translation are obvious, as alignments such as will be supportzng 
asoutzendra,  from the example in Figure 2.8, are extremely d~fficult to capture by 
such approaches. Consequently, these earlier word-based SMT systems often pro- 
duced word salad, with translation quality not that far removed from the first 'direct' 
MT systems. Without any notion of syntax, such as phrases, non-local dependencies 
are extremely difficult to capture and without any morphological analysis, related 
words are treated as completely separate types. Huge improvements were seen even 
when simple morphological analysis was added to the translation models (Brown 
et al., 1991). 
The relative shortcomings of the earlier word-based SMT systems can be mainly 
attributed to the lack of linguistic knowledge present in the models. In order to 
overcome these problems, more recently SMT researchers make use of phrase-based 
translation models. In phrasobased SMT systems, the translation model contains 
not only relationships between individual words, but also between sequences of words 
and phrases. With this added contextual mformation, nnsurprisingly such SMT 
systems can produce much higher quality translations than the earlier word-based 
systems. 
2.3.4 Phrasal Extraction Heuristics 
In order to model phrase translation information, we first need to define a method for 
identifying phrasal correspondences in bilingual text. Koehn et al. (2003) compare 
a number of different methods for phrasal extraction, evaluating their performance 
in terms of translation quality. From their results, phrasal extraction heuristics 
based on initial word alignments, such as the method outlined by Och and Ney 
(2003), proved to be the most successful for translation. Koehn et al. (2003) found 
that more sophisticated syntax-based extraction heuristics, where only syntactically 
valid constituents were deemed to be valid phrases, do not actually lead to higher 
quality phrases, but instead only overconstrain the extraction process, resulting in 
fewer phrases and ultimately lower quality translations and reduced coverage 
Following the methods outlined by Och and Ney (2003), in order to extract 
phrasal alignments for use in the phrase-based SMT system employed in our work, 
we first perform word alignment in both directions, from source-target and target- 
source, as the IBM word alignment models (Brown et al., 1993) only allow one- 
to-one and one-to-many mappings. An example of such alignments for English- 
French and French-Enghsh mapped onto a two dimensional bitext grid are given 
in Figure 2.9(a) and F~gure 2.9(b). Performing word alignment m both directions 
gives us a large set of alignments contaming one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to- 
many alignments (due to the one-to-many mappings from both language directions). 
Taking this large set of alignments we can produce a more highly confident set by 
first taking the intersection of these two unidirectional alignment sets, as shown in 
Figure 2.9(c) As these alignments are common to both directions, they are likely 
to be of high precision. We proceed by following suggestions put forward by Koehn 
et al. (2003), who extend this intersection set ~ n t o  the union by iteratively adding 
adjacent6 alignments present within the alignment matrix, where either the source 
or target word under consideration are unaligned. Adding only adjacent alignments 
allows us to gradually bu~ld up contiguous phrase alignments. In a final step to 
improve recall, any remaining alignments present within the union alignment set, 
where both source and target words remain unaligned, are added to  the alignment 
set, as shown in Figure 2.9(d). 
Such 'refined' ahgnments provide the best balance between coverage and recall 
and so are ideally suited to the MT task (Tiedemann, 2004). From the resulting 
alignment set we can extract all possible n-gram pairs which correspond to these 
adjacent, we mean horizontally or vertrcally adjacent word alignments when mapped onto 
a two-dimens~onal brtext grid space 









(a) English-French alignment 
fmpmslble d'extralre une liste ordonnes d s  servlDBs 







S~NIC~I .  
(b) Ekench-English alignment 









(c) Intersection of alignments (d) Intersection extended to union 
Figure 2.9: Extracting Phrase Alignments from Word Alignments 
alignments, glvlng us our set of phrase alignments. A subset of the possible phrase 
alignments that could be extracted from the example in Figure 2.9 are given in (20 ) .  
(20)  could not oimpossible 
could not get oimpossible d'extraire 
get an od'extraire une 
ordered list ~ l i s t e  ordonn6es 
get an ordered list od'extraire une liste ordonn6es 
could not get an ordered list *impossible d'extraire une liste ordonn6es 
of e d e s  
of services o d e s  services 
ordered list of services oliste ordonn6es des services 
an ordered list of servlces @une liste ordonn6es des services 
could not get an ordered list of services @impossible d'extraire une liste 
ordonn6es des services 
Applying this n-gram collection method on a sentence-by-sentence basis, phrase 
pairs are collected over the entire corpus. The resulting source and target phrase 
pairs are counted and probabilities are then est~mated from relative frequencies 
(Equation (2 .9) ) .  Note that given Bayes' rule and the formula in Equation (2.3) the 
modeling direction is reversed and so our translation model needs to provide us with 
P(S1T). For a given source-target phrase pair p,,pt, we need to calculate P(p,lpt). 
Thls type of phrasal extraction can result in phrases of arbitrary length, even 
incorporating entire sentences. However, to increase the efficiency of translation, 
the length of the possible phrases extracted is commonly limited to 5, 6 or 7 words. 
It has been shown in previous research by Koehn et al. (2003) that using phrases of 
3 words is actually sufficient to achieve almost optimal performance, as increasing 
phrase length only results in slight improvements. 
In contrast to the phrase extraction heuristics of Koehn et al. (2003) and Och and 
Ney (2003), Marcu and Wong (2002) propose a joint probability model which directly 
calculates phrase translation probabilities, rather than relying on a pre-existing set 
of word-level alignments. Their work, like the original IBM models of Brown et al. 
(1990, 1993), uses EM to align and estimate the probabilities of bilingual n-gram 
sequences in a parallel corpus. This task is computationally expensive as when 
considering all possible segmentations of phrases, the number of possible phrase 
alignments between two sentences is exponential with relation to the length of the 
shorter sentence (as shown in Birch et al. (2006)). Consequently the model is not 
scalable to large data sets. 
However, more recently, Birch et al. (2006) present a number of improvements to 
the original joint probability model of Marcu and Wong (2002). They constrain the 
model search by making use of the intersected set of sourcetarget and target-source 
word alignments. Higher probability is ass~gned to those phrase alignments which 
are consistent with the intersected word alignment set during the initialization stage 
of the EM algorithm, rather than starting off with a uniform probability distribution 
over all phrase al~gnments as in Marcu and Wong (2002). Any phrase pairs that 
are not consistent with the word alignments are given a small non-zero probability, 
thus allowing the phrase alignments that do not contradict these high probability 
word alignments to be considered first. Birch et al. (2006) also investigate the use 
of linguistic information, identifying words that are ident~cal orthographically in 
both source and target, and use bilingual dictionary entries to further constrain 
the search. They find that when training on reasonably small data sets (approx. 
10,000 German-English sentence pairs from the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005)), 
their joint model can outperform the more standard phrase-extraction method of 
Koehn et al. (2003), in terms of translation performance (21.69 BLEU score7 for the 
method of Koehn et al. (2003) vs. 22.79 BLEU for Birch et al. (2006)'s approach, 
7cf. Section 3 2.2 for an explanation of the BLEU metric 
with the additional linguistic constraints providing further improvements (BLEU 
score increases to 23.30). However, when scaling to a larger training set of 730,740 
Spanish-English sentence pairs, although their joint probability model scales up to 
the larger training set, the phrase extraction model of Koehn et al. (2003) actually 
outperforms their model in terms of BLEU score (26.17 BLEU for Birch et al. (2006) 
vs. 28.35 for Koehn et al. (2003)). Birch et al. (2006) attribute this poor performance 
to data sparseness and over-fitting of their model due to the fact that only a small 
proportion of the overall alignment space is searched. 
2.3.5 Decoding 
Given the language model probability P(T)  and translation model probability P(SIT), 
we now need to search for the T which maximizes the product of these probabilities. 
In other words, we need to search through all possible Ts which are likely to have 
produced S, and select the T which is most likely. 
Searching through all possible Ts is not feasible in practice, especially due to the 
number of possible target language translations for a given input sequence, and, in 
fact, the problem has been shown by Knight (1999) to be NP-complete for word- 
based models In order to make the decoding process efficient and implementable a 
beam-search strategy is usually employed (Germann et al., 2001). 
The PHARAOH decoder8 of Koehn (2004a) is a widely-used phrase-based decoder 
which employs a beam-search strategy, similar to that used by Jelinek (1998) for 
speech recognition. During the search process PHARAOH uses a priority queue, 
organising partial hypotheses under investigation into stacks based on the number 
of input words that the hypotheses cover, as illustrated in Figure 2.10. 
These hypothesis stacks are pruned during the search process based on histogram 
pruning, where only the top n-scoring partial hypotheses are kept. The phrase 
translation table used during translation is also pruned using threshold pruning 
where the probability of the highest-scoring candidate phrase is multiplied by an 
'http: / /www. ISI . edu/publlcatlans/licensed-sw/pharaah/ 
# SOURCE WORDS COVERED 
Figure 2.10: Organisation of hypotheses into stacks. If a particular 
hypothesis is expanded into new hypotheses, these are 
placed into stacks (indicated by the arrows) according 
to the number of source words covered so far. 
empirically set factor and only those phrase translation candidates whose probability 
lies above this threshold are considered in the search. 
During translation PHARAOH proceeds as follows: 
1. A sequence of n words is chosen in the input string (all segmentations of 
the input are considered equally probable, therefore a uniform probability 
distribution is assumed). 
2. All posslble target translations for this input sequence are attached to the end 
of the current hypotheses, thus generating a set of new hypotheses (the stack 
is initialised with an empty hypothesis with a score of 1). 
3. The probabilities of the new hypotheses are updated. 
4. The weaker hypotheses are pruned based on their score so far multiplied by an 
estimated future cost. The future cost estimates are calculated from the prod- 
uct of the language model and translation model probabilit~es for the remaining 
sequence of untranslated words. For the remaining sequence of untranslated 
words, many possible overlapping translation options exists, therefore the fu- 
ture cost estimator selects the cheapest path i.e. the path with the lowest 
41 
probability according to the translation and language models. These costs are 
calculated before decoding using dynamic programming and stored in a table 
which can then be accessed during the decoding process. As there are only 
n(n + 1)/2 possible sequences for any segment of length n, this calculation is 
trivial. 
5. The cheapest hypothesis covering the entire input is chosen as the final trans- 
lation. If the entire input has not yet been covered, we return to step 1. 
During decoding, the output target language phrases can be reordered. Reorder- 
ing is based on a relative distortion probability distribution, relative to the source 
position of the current translated phrase and the equivalent source position of the 
previous target language phrase. The distortion probability can be estimated using 
the joint probability model described by Marcu and Wong (2002) (as mentioned pre- 
viously in Section 2 3 4), which along with direct phrase translation probabilities, 
also yields distortion probabilities for a phrase in source position i being translated 
as a phrase in target position j .  Similarly, the more recent work of Birch et a1 
(2006) could also be applied to directly estimate phrase distortion probabilities. 
Generally, the type of reordering models used during phrase-based decoding are 
weak and so the quality of translations produced by the system relies heavily on 
the quality of the phrases extracted during the translation stage. However, re- 
cently much research has been carried out on the development of more sophisticated 
phrase-based reordering models which are applied only at phrase boundaries. The 
reordering models of Zens et al. (2004,O) make use of position classes (e.g. 1 position 
to the left, 1 position to the right etc.), word classes and local contextual informa- 
tion in the form of POS tags to calculate the target language phrase order in the 
final translation 
2.4 Comparing EBMT and SMT 
EBMT and SMT approaches to translation represent two frameworks withln the one 
data-driven paradigm. EBMT research was first presented in the work of Nagao on 
translation by analogy (Nagao, 1984), whereas SMT approaches were first introduced 
by Brown et al. (1988). As described in Section 2.3.3, earlier SMT systems used 
only word-level information whereas EBMT has made use of phrasal information 
since its very inception. Relatively recent research in SMT however, has led to the 
development of SMT models which now make use of both phrasal and word-level 
information when carrying out translation (Koehn et a1 , 2003). With the advent 
of such phrase-based approaches, the line between statistical methods and EBMT 
approaches has become ever more blurred. In order to compare both methods in 
terms of their similarities and differences, we first need to be able to define what 
classifies a particular data-driven approach as being example-based or statistical and 
to determine whether or not these approaches are slmply variations of each other. 
2.4.1 Defining EBMT 
The definition of what is classified as SMT is somewhat clearer than that of EBMT. 
SMT methods are easily identifiable by their use of distinct probabilistic models and 
their relative lack of linguistic knowledge. EBMT, on the other hand, is less clearly 
defined. 
A number of researchers have attempted to Identify what exactly defines an 
approach as being example-based and what characterist~cs separate it from other 
MT paradigms such as RBMT and SMT. Somers (1999, 2003) points out that the 
problem of defining EBMT is exacerbated by the fact that today there are many 
different flavours of EBMT, most incorporating techniques from other paradigms, 
in contrast to the earlier 'pure' analogical systems of Nagao (1984). 
The use of a bilingual corpus is considered part of the definition, hut not sufficient 
to qualify an approach as being example-based, as this does not separate it from 
SMT, and almost all modern-day approaches to MT make use of information taken 
from bilingual corpora in one way or another. Refining the cnterion, Somers (1999, 
2003) considers any system that uses a set of examples as its primary knowledge base 
as EBMT. Consequently, one could argue that on the one hand, phrase-based (and 
word-based) SMT methods are clearly example-based as they essentially make use of 
bilingual examples in their translation models, but the matchmg and recombination 
approaches of EBMT are implemented in quite a different way Somers (1999, 
2003) goes on to say that an additional defining characteristic of EBMT systems is 
that they make use of their example databases implicitly at run-time (such as the 
approaches of Sumita et al. (1990), Brown (1999a), Planas and Furuse (2003) and 
Sumita (2003)), but this excludes many approaches that are claimed to be example- 
based, such as the approaches of Watanabe et al. (2003), Matsumoto et al. (1993) 
and the marker-based approach described in Section 2.2. 
In their definition of EBMT, Tbrcato and Popowich (2003) concentrate on the 
knowledge content of a system instead of the way that the knowledge is expressed 
or acquired. Contrary to Somers (1999, 2003), they state that the ex~stence of a 
database of examples is not justification in itself for labeling a system as EBMT, as 
the way in which system knowledge is acquired is irrelevant; rather, what matters 
is how knowledge is actually used in practice. Turcato and Popowich (2003) agree 
somewhat with Somers (1999, 2003), in that they believe the only true EBMT 
systems are those where the information is not preprocessed and is available intact 
and unanalysed throughout the matching and extraction process. 
However, as with the definition of Somers (1999, 2003), Hutchins (2005) points 
out that this type of restriction to the use of 'implicit knowledge' only is too narrow 
as it excludes much research described as EBMT. Hutchins (2005) follows the lead 
of Turcato and Popowich (2003) and considers that the way systems make use of 
knowledge during the core translation process is what separates them from each 
other. Hutchins (2005) states that the core process of any given MT system is the 
conversion of elements of the input text into equivalent elements of the output text. 
In EBMT, this core process, as described in Section 2.1, is the selection and ex- 
traction of target language fragments which correspond to input source language 
fragments. The analysis of the input text may be as simple as in SMT, consisting of 
dividing sentences into phrases or word strings based on predetermined closed-class 
words, as in the marker-based approach. However, the major~ty of EBMT systems 
also perform further analysis to create templates or generalised tree structures be- 
fore proceeding to the matching process. In SMT, the core process centres on the 
translation model which produces target language word sequences from input word 
sequences from predetermined source-target sub-sentential alignments (sim~lar in 
spirit to methods in EBMT). However, unlike EBMT methods, the SMT transla- 
tion model selects translation candidates for Input word sequences based solely on 
corresponding statistical frequency data 
Following this, and according to Hutchins (2005), phrase-based SMT and EBMT 
can be considered as variants of a single framework, but still with significant dif- 
ferences to set them apart. The main theoretical differences are that while SMT 
systems base the translation process heavily (and almost exclusively) on statistical 
methods, EBMT systems work on the basis of linguistic fragments and text exam- 
ples. With both approaches, information about the well-formedness of translations 
is implicitly contained within their bilingual databases. However, EBMT relies much 
more heavily on the information contained within retr~eved aligned examples to en- 
sure well-formedness during the recombination approach. This in turn motivates the 
use of linguistic information, in particular syntactic information, during the identi- 
fication and selection of its examples. In SMT, in addition to information contained 
within the pre-computed phrasal alignments, information is implicity utilised in the 
decoding stages by referring to a monolingual statistical language model 
2.4.2 Marker-Based EBMT within the MT Model Space 
Wu (2006) makes perhaps the most successful attempt at differentiating between 
SMT and EBMT methods by defining a three dimensional space in which all possible 
approaches to MT sit. The axes of this model space represent the degree of example- 
based (the x-axis), compositional (the y-axis) and statistical (the z-axis) techniques 
employed (see Figure 2.11) The x-axis ranges from schema-based IVIT to example- 
based MT, the y-axis from purely lexlcal MT, through collocational &IT and onto 
fully composltlonal MT, and the z-axis ranges from purely logical techniques to 
purely statistlcal techniques. 










Figure 2.11: The MT model space of Wu (2006) Phrase-based 
SMT lies along the statistical end of the z-axis and 
also makes use of some example-based and collocational 
(lying midway between fully lexical and fully composl- 
tional on the y-axis) technlques. Marker-based EBMT 
is placed closer to the schema-based techniques than 
its earlier 'pure' counterparts and is also collocational 
(with some more compositional technlques than phrase- 
based SMT). 
Wu (2006) states that classical EBMT models make nontnvial use of a large 
library of examples at runtime rather than during training, essentially memorizing 
data rather than abstractmg away from it, thus agreeing with the definit~ons of 
Somers (1999, 2003) and Turcato and Popowich (2003). SMT models, defined as 
making nontrivial use of mathematical statistics and probabihty, on the other hand, 
attempt to do just that, being more schema-based. 
As EBMT systems begin to make use of example databases created during pre- 
processing stages and move away from memorization, they become more schema- 
based and thus more SMT-like although still remaining closer to the EBMT family 
of models. The marker-based approach to EBMT extracts sets of examples, gen- 
eralised templates and lexical alignments during a preprocessing stage, which has 
much in common with phrase-based SMT approaches (indicated by its position with 
regards to the z-ax~s in Figure 2.11). In addition, the use of weights, despite not 
qualifying as true probabilities, during its recombination stage also represents an 
SMT element, according to Wu's definition (Wu, 2006) (indicated by its position on 
the z-axis in Figure 2.11). However, the presence of generalised templates, together 
with a distinctive recombination stage and the lack of true probability models, make 
it more akin to EBMT that to SMT. At the same time, as SMT models begin to 
make use of phrase alignments, which can also be considered as types of lexical 
collocation translation rules, the more EBMT-like they become (Wu, 2006) (cf. Fig- 
ure 2.11). In the SMT alignment template approach of Och et al. (1999), bilingual 
source-target word classes are trained using the method of Och (1999), and tem- 
plates representing an alignment between a source class sequence and a target class 
sequence are automatically created. The use of classes allows for better generali- 
sation. Making use of such alignment templates is similar in fashion to the use of 
generalised templates in EBMT, and further increases the proximity of such SMT 
approaches to the EBMT family of models. 
2.4.3 Remaining Differences 
With regards to EBMT and SMT models of translation, despite their similarities 
some differences still remain. As Way and Gough (2005a) state, one advantage 
EBMT systems have over their SMT counterparts is their re-use of examples. When 
translating an input sentence, if an EBMT system has previously encountered the 
sentence it can simply perform an exact sentence match, retrieving the source lan- 
guage sentence and outputting the corresponding target language sentence. Addi- 
tionally, after successfully translating a new unseen input sentence, this new sentence 
along with its translation can then be added to the example database, thus allow- 
ing it to be re-used during translation. On the other hand, when an SMT system 
encounters a sentence it has seen previously, it proceeds by repeating the compli- 
cated search requ~red to find the translation which maximises the probabilities of 
the translat~on and language models. Exact sentence matching, despite being a rel- 
atively simple technique, is still not generally employed in SMT systems. If such 
techniques are in fact used in some SMT approaches, something which is extremely 
feasible, there is still no evidence within the relevant published literature. 
Generally speaking, EBMT systems are founded on linguistic principles, the level 
of which varies from system to system, with the majority of approaches making use 
of explicit syntactic information during the creation of their example bases (e.g. 
Sato and Nagao (1990), Planas and f i ruse  (2003), Watanabe et al. (2003), Gough 
(2005), Hearne (2005)). This in turn means that EBMT systems, in general, by 
their very nature, incorporate some syntax at their core, in contrast to SMT sys- 
tems which generally only make use of syntax in a post hoc fashion The post hoc 
reranking experiments of Koehn et al. (2003) actually demonstrated that adding 
syntactic information was detrimental to the translation quality. In general, syntax- 
based SMT approaches, such as the approaches of Yamada & Knight (2001, 2002), 
Charniak et al. (2003) and Burbank et al. (2005), have yet to result in significant 
improvements in translation quality. However, morc recent experiments by Chiang 
(2005), who makes use of hierarchical phrase probabilities, are promising. Chiang 
(2005) demonstrates that making use of such hierarchical mformation for dealing 
with higher-level dependencies, in particular for the ordering of NP-modifying rela- 
tive clauses, results in improved translation results; a 7.5% relative increase in BLEU 
score was observed for Mandarin-English translation when compared to a baseline 
phrase-based SMT system built using the PHARAOH decoder (Koehn ct al., 2003). 
IIowever, as we described in Mellebeek et al. (2006), although the method of Chiang 
(2005) is language independent and can deal with certain problematic tasks, it does 
not rely on any linguisitc annotations or assumptions during the induction of its 
grammar, and is therefore not completely justified from a linguistic perspective. 
In addition, most SMT phrasal extraction heuristics, and those shown to be most 
effective (Koehn et al., 2003), are only based on word alignments and do not make 
use of any syntactic constraints on the phrasal extraction process. Consequently, 
SMT systems essentially learn n-grams, rather than phrases per se. As a result, they 
are likely to  learn word sequences that EBMT systems do not (for further discussion 
and examples, see Section 4 5). 
2.5  Summary 
Data-driven, empirical approaches to MT now dominate the MT research field, pre- 
senting an alternative to earlier rule-based and direct approaches. Corpus-based 
approaches provide a way of performing translation, without a need for the enor- 
mous amounts of linguistic expertise that was required in earlier transfer-based 
approaches, resulting in the ability to develop systems quickly and inexpensively. 
In this chapter we introduced the two main data-driven approaches to MT: EBMT 
and SMT. 
From Section 2.1 we can see how EBMT models of translation, based on the 
principle of analogy, have always made use of both phrasal and lexical information, 
in addition to information taken from more generalised template structures. One 
state-of-the-art approach to EBMT as used in our work is an approach based on 
the marker hypothesis (Grecn, 1979). The marker-based approach is a lznguzstzc lzte 
approach (Veale and Way, 1997), making use of surface syntactic information in the 
form of predefined sets of closed-class words to segment source and target language 
sentences in order to create its databases of examples, generalised templates and 
word-level lexicon. 
Early SMT methods borrowed heavily from techniques coming from the Speech 
Processing community at the time, with their translation models based on rela- 
tionships between individual words (Brown et al., 1998, 1990). However, recent 
SMT systems now make use of both phrasal and lexical information within their 
translation models and, unsurprmsingly, perform much better than their word-based 
counterparts (Och and Ney, 2002; Koehn et al., 2003). 
As both SMT and EBMT methods of translation make use of phrasal information 
in addition to other translation knowledge sources, the line between them has become 
ever more blurred. However, despite this seeming convergence, some differences still 
remain allowing us to classify a given data-driven approach as belongmng to the 
SMT or EBMT model family. In addition to discussing the theoretical differences 
between EBMT and SMT, it is also worthwhile to investigate how these two different 
approaches compare in terms of translation performance and in the following chapter 
we describe a number of experiments to this end. 
Following the definitions outlined by Wu (2006), all MT systems seem to fall 
somewhere within the three dimensional MT model space, employing a mixture of 
hybrid techniques. In the folloxv~ng chapter, m addition to comparing EBMT and 
SMT in terms of their translation performance, we outline a number of mnvestigations 
into the combination of elements of EBMT and SMT techniques in a move towards 
creating a hybrid system which can capitalise on the advantages of either approach. 
Chapter 3 
Hybrid 'Example-Based SMT': 
Experiments on the Sun 
Microsystems TM 
It is clear that data-driven approaches to Machine Translation have now become 
the norm for producmg state-of-the-art translation results. However, how do the 
state-of-the-art approaches to corpus-based MT compare in terms of translation 
performance? In this Chapter we address this question. We continue the work 
described by Way and Gough (2005a) by comparing the performance of the two 
main corpus-based approaches of example-based MT (EBMT) and statistical phrase- 
based MT (PBSMT) when trained and tested on reasonably large amounts of data 
taken from the Sun Microsystems TM (described in Section 3.1). After describing 
a range of automatic metrics used in the evaluation of MT in Section 3.2, these 
comparative experiments, along with their results are presented in Section 3 3 
All approaches to MT have their advantages and disadvantages,therefore it is 
unsurprising that many practitioners have investigated combining various MT ap- 
proaches into hybrid approaches. An MT system is considered to be hybrid if it 
integrates relatively autonomous subsystems (which often implement vanous dif- 
ferent computational techniques) to achieve different tasks in the the overall MT 
process. 
SMT and EBMT make use of very different techniques in order to extract the 
resources they use during the translation process. EBMT tends to make use of 
more linguistically motivated approaches to gain its translation knowledge, such 
as the marker-based approaches described in Section 2.2 which employ minimal 
surface syntactic information to extract chunks, generallsed templates and word- 
level correspondences. On closer inspection, it can be said that there are in fact 
very few 'pure' MT systems, which make use of techniques coming from only one 
paradigm. For instance, from Chapter 2 we can see that most methods of EBMT 
consist of hybrid approaches, exploiting not only example-based techniques, but also 
syntactic and generalised rules along with statistical and direct dictionary-based 
translation techniques 
SMT, on the other hand, often makes use of only probabilistic information to 
extract word-level alignments which then feed phrase extraction heuristics which 
essentially operate on n-grams, rather than phrases per se. As SMT methods move 
more towards the use of phrasal information, they too have become more hybrid- 
based most obviously in the application of syntactic rules to aid the reordermg 
process. 
In our work we wish to investigate whether EBMT and SMT techniques can 
be combined to produce a hybrid data-driven system capable of outperforming both 
approaches In addition to our initial experiments, we decided to examine the contri- 
butions these different translation resources make to the quality of the translations 
produced by an MT system. In Section 3.4 we describe a number of empirical 
investigations into the possibility of combining example-based and statistical ma- 
chme translation resources in a move towards improving the translation performance 
of the under-performing baseline phrase-based SMT (PBSMT) system on the Sun 
Mzcrosystems data set, as part of our investigations into the creatlon of a hybrid 
'example-based SMT' system. 
3.1 Experimental Setup 
3.1.1 Data Resources 
For our initial expenments described in this Chapter we made use of a large trans- 
lation memory, obtained from S u n  Mzcrosystems. This data set was used in the pre- 
vious experiments of Gough and Way (2004b), Gough (2005) and Way and Gough 
(2005a) and cons~sts of 207,468 English-French sentence pairs. The S u n  Mzcrosys- 
terns data is made up of English computer documentation along with their French 
translations. A sample of English-French sentence pairs taken from the corpus is 
given in Figure 3.1. 
support serv~ces and warranty upgrades 
these procedures describe how to perform a clean 
inrtsll of the software 
to build the lava hotspot vms perform the fallow- 
ing steps 
the network cable is dtsconnected 
make sure the location cx~sts before you download 
Netscape 
Sun staredge n8600 filer release notes 
o services de support et de mlse B lour de la garantne 
o les mCthodes prCsentCes cl-aprhs indaquent cam- 
ment effectuer I'mstallat~on lnltlale du logme1 
o pour construtre les machrnes v~rtuelles jaw 
hotspot suives la procedure ct-dessous 
o le csble r k a u  est dCconnect6 
o arsureu-vous de l'exlstencc de I'emplacement avant 
de tClCcharger Netscspe 
o notes de verston de Sun storedge filer n8600 
Figure 3.1: Sample English~~~French sentence pairs from S u n  Mz- 
crosystems data set 
As the corpus comes from a particular sublanguage domain, is it particularly 
suited to MT. In MT, a sublanguage usually refers to a particular type of text 
wrltten with a particular communicative purpose, written using particular language 
constructions and specialised vocabulary (e.g. Netscape, Java, download and znstall 
in Figure 3.1). Wlthin such a domain, there is likely to be much more repetition 
in terms of words and phrases, with a lower occurrence of hapax legomena, making 
it easier for any corpus-based system trained on the data to learn from regularities, 
both in terms of lexical content and syntactic structure, that occur within it. 
From the full corpus of 207,468 sentencc pairs, 3,939 sentence pairs were ran- 
domly extracted as a test set, w ~ t h  the remaining 203,529 sentences used as training 
data. The average sentence length for the English test set was 13.1 words and 15.2 
words for the corresponding French test set. Futher details of the training and test 
corpus sizes are given in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1: Details of Sun Mzcrosystems training and test corpora. 
Avg, Max and Min refer to the average, maximum and 
minimum sentence lengths, respectively, in terms of words 
Training Corpus 
Test Corpus 
At each stage of our experiments we performed translation from French into 
English and from English into French. In order to determine the performance of 
each system at each stage, we made use of a number of automatic evaluat~on metrics 
We describe these metrics in the Sect~on 3.2. 





For our experiments we used the marker-based system used in the work of Gough 
and Way (2004b), Gough (2005) and Way and Gough (2005a). From the Sun Mz- 
crosystems traming set we used the marker-based techniques, as described in Section 
2.2 to extract databases of marker chunks, generalised templates and a word-level 
lexicon. 
To bulld our baseline PBSMT system, we made use of the followmg freely avail- 
able tools: 
GIZA++ EM word alignment toolkit (Och and Ney, 2003)', to extract the 
1 
word-level correspondences; 






























A refined set of word alignments were collected from the combined bidirectional 
GIZA++ word alignment results. This refined word alignment set was then used to 
extract a set of phrasal alignments (Och and Ney, 2003; Koehn et al., 2003), usmg 
the phrasal extraction method described in Section 2.3.4. The aligned phrases along 
with their translation probablllties estimated from relative frequencies made up the 
SMT system's phrase translation table. We made use of an interploated trigram 
language model, employing Kneser-Ney discounting (Goodman, 2001), an extension 
of absolute discounting with a more sophisticated method to calculate backoff dlstri- 
butions The language model made no use of additional monolingual data and was 
trained solely on the relevant monolingual portion of the Sun Mzcrosystems trainlng 
data. As stated previously (cf. Chapter I), for the experiments described m this 
chapter, together with those described in later chapters, the SMT system was left 
untuned, employing default tuning parameters. 
3.2 Evaluation Metrics 
Nowadays, evaluation of MT output is deemed essential in the development of any 
MT system. In terms of evaluation, translated texts need to be judged on their clar- 
ity, their style (the extent to which the translation uses the language appropriate 
to its content), and thelr accuracy (the extent to whlch the translated text con- 
tains the same information) (Hutchins and Somers, 1992). Carrying out this type 
of judgement is a difficult task due to the degree of ambiguity present in languages, 
maklng an objective human manual evaluation difficult to  carry out. In addition, 
manual evaluation is a costly and extremely time-consuming process prone to incon- 
sistencies. This is particularly true when evaluating the quality of a large number 
of translations produced by various systems. 
Automatic metrics, on the other hand, provide a fast, efficient, inexpensive, con- 
sistent and objective way of assessing the quality of translations. In our experiments 
we make use of a number of freely available MT automatic metrics: Sentence Error 
Rate (SER), Word Error Rate (WER), BLEU (Papineni et al., 2001, 2002), Preci- 
sion and Recall (Turian et al., 2003). These automatic evaluation metrics attempt 
to judge the quality of MT output by comparing each candidate translation against 
one or more manually produced human reference, or gold standard, translations 
3.2.1 Sentence and Word Error Rate 
Sentence Error Rate (SER) is a measure of the number translations produced which 
exactly match the reference translation. To calculate SER for any given test set we 
simply count the number of output translations which match their corresponding 
reference translations exactly and express this count as a percentage of the total 
number of sentences in the original tcst set. As SER is an error rate, we subtract 
this percentage from 100 in order to give us our final figure For example, if we 
have a test set of 10 sentences and our MT system translates 8 of these sentences to 
reproduce exactly thcir corresponding gold standard translations, the SER for this 
particular test set will be 20%. The lower thc SER, the better the pcrformance of 
the system. SER 1s a crude metric, but allows us to see the ability of a system to 
correctly produce the reference translation in its entirety. 
Word Error Rate (WER) is a slightly more sophisticated metric, also commonly 
used in the field of speech recognit~on. WER is based on the Levenshtein distance 
(Levenshtein, 1965), an instance of the minimum edit distance algorithm (Wagner 
and Fischer, 1974). The Levenshtein distance betwecn two individual strings is a 
measure of the least amount of insert~ons, substitutions and deletions that need to 
be made to transform one string into the other. The standard Levenshtein distance 
gives a penalty of 1 for each insertion, substitution and deletion of a single char- 
acter that is required for this type of transformation. WER is implemented in a 
similar fashion, but is word-, rather than character-based, and is calculated from 
the Equation in (3.1) 
Insertions + Substztutions + Deletzons WordErrorRate = 100 
Total # Words in Reference Translation (3.1) 
An ~llustrative example of the calculation of the WER between a candidate 
translation and its reference is given in Figure 3.2. 
Figure 3.2: Insertions, Substitutions and Deletions between a candi- 




In order to transform the candidate string in Figure 3.2 into its reference a 
minimum of 1 insertion, 4 substitutions and 1 deletion are needed. Therefore the 
WER can be calculated from the formula in Equation (3.1). 
check system console logs for detailed error messages 
check the logs to see the messages error 
Subs. Del. Subs. Subs. Subs. Ins. 
WordErrorRate = 100 1 + 4 + 1  8 = 75% 
As with SER, WER is expressed as an overall percentage, and as it is an error 
rate, the lower the WER the better the quality of the translation produced. WER 
penalises not only translations whlch contaln mistranslated words, but also trans- 
lations that may contain the correct words, but in the wrong order, as can be seen 
with the example in F~gure 3.2, where the messages error in the candidate trans- 
lation is penalised twice; once for containing the incorrect word (with respect to 
the reference translation) the, being counted as a substitution, and again for having 
messages and error occurring the wrong order by considering error as an inserted 
word If, instead, the error messages occurred in the candidate translation, the 
candidate would only be penalised once, for the insertion of the word the, resulting 
in a lower WER. 
3.2.2 BLEU 
The BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2001, 2002) is a widely used MT evaluation met- 
ric which compares the output of an MT system against one, or possibly more, 
reference translations. It is an n-gram co-occurrence metric and calculates the num- 
ber of n-grams in the output translation which also occur in one or more of the 
reference translations. BLEU rewards translations which contain longer contiguous 
subsequences of matching words. 
BLEU takes inspiration from the highly successful WER metric, as described in 
Section 3.2.1, but allows for differences in word choice and word order by calculating 
a weighted average of variable length n-gram matches for a particular candidate 
translation against multiple reference translations. It employs a modified n-gram 
precision score which avoids problems of double counting which would otherwise 
give inflated precision for candidate translations which overgenerate or repeat words. 
The mod~fied n-gram precision score counts the maximum number of times a 
given candidate ,n-gram occurs in any reference translation, then clips the total 
count for each candidate n-gram by its maximum reference count In other words, 
if an n-gram w: occurs x times in a candidate translation and it is seen y times in 
the reference (i.e its maximum reference count is y) and x I y, then wi is given 
a count of y. The modified n-gram precision for any given candidate translation is 
calculated using the formula in 3 3. 
where 
c, is the multlset of n-grams occurring m the candidate translation 
r, is the mnltiset of n-grams occurrlng in the reference translation 
Count(%) is the number of n-grams occurrlng in the cand~date translation 
Count,~,(c, n 7,) is the number of n-grams occurrlng in c, that also occur 
in r,, such that elements occurring x times in c, and y tlmes in r ,  occur 
maximally y times 
From the example in Figure 3.3 taken from Papineni et al. (2002) we can see how 
overgeneration results in the candidate translation receiving a unigram precis~on of 
717. Whereas applying the modified n-gram precision formula from Equation (3.3), 
resultmg in only the underlined unigrams in Figure 3.3 being considered, giving a 
much more reasonable unigram precision of 217 to this improbable translation. 
Cand: the the the the the the the 
Refl: The cat is on mat. 
Ref2: There is a cat on the mat 
Figure 3.3. English candidate translation displaying overgeneration 
and its two corresponding references. 
As with human judgements, scores for ind~vidual sentences can vary from judge 
to judge, so evaluation is normally performed on a reasonably large test set. The 
BLEU score for a multi-sentence test set can be calculated by adapting the formula in 
Equation (3.3) by simply summing all the sentence-based clipped n-gram matches 
and dividing by the total number of candidate n-grams in the entire translated test 
set. 
To calculate p, any indimdual value of n can be used. However, Papineni et al. 
(2002) state that it is more robust to calculate p, for a range of n values and 
combine these modified precision scores into a single metric. As larger values of n 
are considered, however, the number of possible n-gram matches for any cand~date 
translation decreases. This in turn results in p, decaying almost exponentially with 
n. BLEU takes this decay into account by calculating a weighted average of the 
logarithm of modified precisions for a range of values of n4, using a uniform weight 
+, as given by the equation in (3.4): 
In addition, BLEU also introduces a brevity penalty BP. Whereas p, penalises 
a candidate translation for not having the correct word choice or word order, this 
brevity penalty penalises candidate translations that do not match its references in 
terms of length. The BP is implemented as a decaying exponential in the length 
of the reference translation over the length of the candidate translation. The use 
of a decaying exponential means effectively that for a candidate translation that 1s 
the same length as any reference translation, the BP is 1.0 and a BP of greater 
than 1.0 is given to any candidate translat~on that has a length less than any of 
its corresponding references. To avoid punishing shorter sentences more harshly, 
the brevity penalty is computed over the entire corpus, rather than on a sentence- 
per-sentence basis. Therefore, to calculate the BLEU score for any test set, p ~ ,  the
geometric mean of the test corpus' modified precision score, is multiplied by an 
exponential brevity penalty factor, as in Equation (3.5). 
BLEU = B P . ~ N  (3.5) 
By incorporating the brevity penalty BP, BLEU now rewards candidate trans- 
lations for having the same length as their corresponding references as well as re- 
warding candidates for containing the correct words in the correct order Candidate 
translat~ons can now be given a score ranging from 0 to 1, with higher scores indi- 
cating higher quality translations in terms of adequacy and fluency. 
41n thelr experunents, Papineni et al. (2001, 2002) found that a maximum value of n = 4 to be 
sufficient for adequate correlat~on with human evaluat~on. 
reference text 
Figure 3.4: Bitext grid illustrating the relationship between an ex- 
ample candidate translation and its corresponding ref- 
erence translation. Each bullet, called a hit, indicates 
a word contained in both the candidate and reference 
texts. 
3.2.3 Precision and Recall 
Turian et al. (2003) adapt the more traditional metrics of Precision and Recall for 
the evaluation of MT output. For a glven set of candidate items C and a set*of 
reference items R, precision and recall can be calculated by the formulae in 3.6 and 
.> 
3.7 respectively. 
Turian et al. (2003) define a method for calculating the Intersection ICn RI of a 
candidate text C and a reference text R. The two texts can be viewed as a grid, with 
filled entries in the grid representing word matches (or hits) between the candidate 
translation and its reference. An example of such a grid, similar to the example 
given in Turian et al. (2003), is given in Figure 3.4 
If we naively count IC n RI for a particular bitext, we run the rlsk of unfairly 
double-counting items which occur more than once in the reference text, e.g. the 
item A in Figure 3.4 receives an inflated count by getting two hlts in the reference. .'a 
To avoid such problems of double-counting, Turian et al. (2003) instead identify 
matchings in the grid. A matching is defined as a subset of the hits in the grid, 
such that no two h ~ t s  are in the same row or column. The matching for a particular 
bitext which is of maximum possible size can be selected, as indicated by the shaded 
reglons m Figure 3.4. In order to calculate the prec~sion for a particular bitext, we 
can take the size of this maximum matching and divide it by the length of the 
candidate translation (ICI); for recall we divide the maximum matching size (MMS) 
by the length of the reference text (IRI), as given by Equations (3.8) and (3.9), 
respectively. 
As an example, the MMS for the grid in Figure 3.4 is 8 (calculated by summing 
the sizes for the individual smaller matchings of 1, 4 and 3, as indicated by the 
shaded areas m the gnd), the length of the candidate text is 8 and the length of the 
reference text is 9, so Precision in this case 1s 818 = 1.0, whereas Recall is 819 = 
0.89. However, the precis~on and recall methods of Equations (3.8) and (3 9) do not 
reward correct word order in a candidate translation. Figure 3.5 shows grids for two 
different candidate texts aga~nst he same reference text. Applying the precision and 
recall metrics of Equations (3.8) and (3.9) results in both candidates being given 
the same precision and recall scores, despite the fact that the candidate in Figure 
3.5(b) has a better word order, successfully realising the suffix XYZ in the correct 
order. 
In order to take word order into account, Turian et al. (2003) generalise their 
definit~on of match size to reward the existence of runs  - contiguous sequences of 
matching words within a bitext grid (appearing as diagonally adjacent hits in the 
grid running parallel to the main diagonal). The minimum enclosing square of a run 




(6 )  
Figure 3.5: Bitext representing two different candidate texts for the 
same reference text. Using the original MMS definition, 
the two candidates score the same in terms of precision 
and recall, despite the candidate on the right grid con- 
taining more accurate word order 
calculating the intersection of the candidate translation and its reference in terms 
of the area of the aligned blocks, with the weight of a run defined as the area of its 
minimum enc1os:ng square. Thus, the generalised definition of match size is given 
by Equation (3.10) 
Identifying the runs (hits occuring diagonally adjacent in the grid running par- 
allel to the main diagonal) and corresponding aligned blocks of the two candidate 
texts, as indicated by the shaded areas in Figures 3.6(a) and 3.6(b), we can use the 
formula in Equation (3.10) to calculate the MMS for each candidate text and their 
corresponding precision and recall scores. Looking at Figure3.6, the MMS for the 
candidate in Figure 3.6(a) is dl2 + 42 + l2 + l2 + l2 = 4.5 and dl2 + 42 + 32 % 4.9 
for the candidate in Figure 3.6(b), giving Figure 3.6(a) precision of 4.518 = 0.5625 
and recall of 4.519 = 0 5, whereas Figure 3.6(b) scores a higher precision of 4.918 
= 0.6125 and higher recall of 4.919 = 0.5445, reflecting the higher quality of this 
particular candidate text. 
The MMS for a particular candidate text can also be calculated when we have 
multiple reference texts. By concatenating the various reference texts into a single 
reference text reference text 
(4 ( b )  
Figure 3.6: Bitext representing two different candidate texts for the 
same reference text, with the shaded boxes indicating 
ahgned blocks containing the runs used in the calculation 
of the generalised MMS, as calculated from Equat~on 
(3.10). 
grid, the MMS can be easily computed as before, employing the restriction that runs 
may not span more than one reference text and capping the MMS with respect to the 
mean reference length. During the capping step, excess hits are removed from the 
matching until the number of hits is equal to the mean reference length, removlng 
hits in the order that maximizes the size of the remaining matching (Turian et al., 
2003). 
3.3 EBMT vs SMT 
Way and Gough (2005a) provide what are to our knowledge the first published 
results comparing Example-Based and Statistical models of MT. Given that most 
MT research carried out today is corpusbased, it is somewhat surprising that until 
quite recently no qualitative research existed on the relat~ve performance of the two 
approaches. This may be due to a number of factors: the relative unavailability 
of EBMT systems, the lack of participation of EBMT researchers in competitive 
evaluations or the dominance in the MT research community of the SMT approach- 
whenever one paradigm finds favour with the clear majority of MT practitioners, 
the assumption made by most of the community is that this way of doing things is 
clearly better than the alternatives. 
Like Way and Gough (2005a), we find this regrettable: the only bas~s on which 
such views should be allowed to permeate our field is following extensive testing and 
evaluation. Nonetheless, given that no EBMT systems arc freely available, very few 
research groups are in the position of being able to carry out such work. 
Following on from the work of Way and Gough (2005a) we declded to test EBMT 
against state-of-the-art phrase-based models of SMT, rather than the poorer word- 
based models used in this previous work. In so doing, it provides a more complete 
evaluation of whether an SMT system is capable of outperforming an EBMT system 
on reasonably large training and test sets (Groves and Way, 2005) 
In our experiments we compared the performance of the marker-based EBMT 
system of Gough and Way (2004b), Gough (2005) and Way and Gough (2005a) 
against two variants of the PBSMT system: the first SMT system's translation 
table was made up of phrases extracted using the standard statistical GIZA++ 
methods; the second employed a translation table made up of the same marker 
chunks and word alignments as used in the marker-based EBMT system of Gough 
and Way (2004b), Gough (2005) and Way and Gough (2005a). This enabled us to 
directly compare the performance of both systems when using the same translation 
resources The results of these experiments are given in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 
3.3.1 English-French Translation 
Uslng the full 203K training set of Gough and Way (2004b), Gough (2005) and 
Way and Gough (2005a), and testing on their near 4K test set, the results for 
English-French are given in Table 3 2. In Table 3.2, we also provide the results 
for the word-based SMT system (WBSMT) as given in Way and Gough (2005a) 
and reproduced in Groves and Way (2005) This WBSMT system was created 
SAlthough it must be noted that the EBMT system has the abillty to use generalised templates 
that are not used in any of the SMT system configurations. Ideally, the set of templates should be 
excluded from the EBMT system, or alignment templates, such as those used by Och et a1 (1999) 
could be employed by the SMT system, which although not ident~cal to marker-based templates, 




Table 3.2: Seeding PHARAOH with GIZA++ and EBMT sub- 
sentential alignments for English-French. 
GIZA-DATA ( ,3753 1 ,6598 1 ,5879 
using only the word-level alignments extracted using GIZA++ together with the 




From Table 3.2 we can see that for the same training and test data, the PBSMT 
I EBMT / ,4409 1 ,6727 1 ,6877 1 52.40 1 65.60 1 
58.50 
system outperforms the WBSMT system on most metrics, considerably so with re- 





somewhat worse (58.50% vs. 53.50%), and SER, although lower (89.10% for WB- 
SMT vs. 86.62% for the PBSMT system), still remains disappointingly high. The 
WER for PBSMT is particularly surprising as one would expect with the additional 




WBSMT system in terms of lexical choice as well as in terms of word order. This 








from any of its additional phrasal contextual information. 
With regards to the performance of SMT, it is clear to see that the SMT system 
making use of the GIZA++ alignments (GIZA-DATA) obtains better scores than 
the SMT system using the EBMT sub-sentential data (EBMT-DATA). The increase 
in performance of the GIZA-DATA SMT system over the same system seeded with 
the EBMT-DATA is statistically significant, with p < 0.05 (Koehn, 2004b). This 
would seemingly indicate the higher quality of the SMT data induced via GIZA++, 
however, before one considers the full impact of these results, one should take into ac- 
count that the size of the EBMT data set (word- and phrase-alignments) is 403,317, 
while there are over four tlmes as many SMT sub-sentential alignments (1,732,715). 
With such a significant difference in the size of these data sets, one would expect 
the use of the EBMT-data to result in a much greater deterioration in translation 
perFormance than is actually observed in Table 3.2 However, the marker-based 
EBMT system still beats both phrase-based system configurations with respect to 
BLEU score (0.4409 for EBMT vs. 0.3573 for SMT) and notably for SER (0.656 
EBMT, 0.868 SMT). 
3.3.2 French-English Translation 
WBSMT 
~ P B S M T  EBMT-DATA 
Table 3.3. Seeding PHARAOH with GIZA++ and EBMT sub- 
sentential alignments for French-English 
GIZA-DATA 




system was seeded with the GIZA++ (GIZA-DATA) and EBMT (EBMT-DATA) 
[ EBMT 1 ,4611 1 ,6782 1 ,7441 1 50.80 1 51.201 
,4198 
word and sub-sentential alignments, trained on the full 203K-sentence training set, 
and tested on the 4K test set. The results arc given In Table 3.3. 
As for English-French, the PBSMT system employing GIZA++ alignments ob- 
tain better scores than when the EBMT sub-sentential data is used, with the dif- 





However, we see that both flavours of the PBSMT system actually perform worse 
than WBSMT, whlch is an unexpected, and even contradictory r e ~ u l t . ~  Accordingly, 







and Way (2004b), Gough (2005) and Way and Gough (2005a), for both versions of 
sThe PHARAOH system is untuned, so as to provlde an eas~ly replicable baselme for other similar 
research It IS quite possible that wlth mmimum-error rate trainmg (Och, 2003) the PBSMT system 




,7100 62.93 82.84 
the SMT system. 
We should note here that the majority of the results for French-Engllsh are 
somewhat higher than the equivalent results for English-French (apart from the 
precision and WER results for both PBSMT systems which are slightly worse for 
French-English than English-French, more so for the EBMT-DATA SMT system 
which achieves a 7.7% relative decrease in precision and a 13.44% Increase in WER). 
This behaviour is to be expected as our previous work (Groves and Way, 2005) and 
the work of Way and Gough (2005a) suggests that translating from French-English 
is inherently 'easler' than for English-French as far fewer agreement errors (and 
therefore fewcr problems in making lexical choices) and cases of boundary friction 
are likely. For instance, translating le as a determner into English can only rcahse 
the word the, but in the reverse direction the has the possible translations le, la, I' 
and les, only one of which will usually be correct in a particular context depending 
on number and gender. 
It is also interesting to note that the EBMT system's performance appears to 
be much more consistent for both translation directions. In fact, even the PBSMT 
system seeded with the EBMT data appears to perform much more consistently 
than the PBSMT seeded with SMT data. Looking at the results in Table 3.2 and 
Table 3.3, in terms of relative BLEU score, the WBSMT system sees an increase of 
38.44% when translating into English than when translating Into French, with the 
PBSMT seeded with the GIZA++ ahgnrnents we observe a relative increase in BLEU 
score of 11.86% whereas the same system seeded with EBMT alignments achieves 
a lower increase of 8.48%. The EBMT system of Gough and Way (2004b), Gough 
(2005) and Way and Gough (2005a) appears to be the most consistent, experiencing 
only a 4.58% relative increase in BLEU score when translating from French-English 
than when translating from English-French. 
3.3.3 Discussion 
From the results from Sections 3.3.1 and 3 3.2 it is quite apparent that the marker- 
based EBMT system of Gough and Way (2004b), Gough (2005) and Way and Gough 
(2005a) outperforms the untuned baseline PBSMT system when seeded with align- 
ments induced via GIZA++, and when fed the chunks and word-alignments from 
the EBMT system. The increase in performance of the SMT system seeded with 
GIZA++ data over the same system seeded with EBMT data would seem to In- 
dicate that the quality of the SMT data is greater than that of the EBMT data 
However, it may be attributed more to the fact that the SMT data contains many 
more alignments than that of the EBMT data. This is turn may mean that most of 
the gains achieved by the SMT system seeded with GIZA++ alignments are in fact 
made in recall, as the coverage of this SMT system configuration is higher than its 
EBMT-seeded counterpart. This is corroborated by the recall results in Tables 3.2 
and 3.3, which are sigmficantly higher for the GIZA-DATA SMT system than the 
EBMT-DATA SMT system. However, the EBMT-DATA system seems to achieve 
higher precision results for English-French, the more difficult of the two language 
directions, indicating that when the EBMT-DATA system has sufficient coverage it 
can produce more precise translations due to the higher quality of its translation 
resources. In order to make use of this marker-based data without suffering from 
problems of recall, we decided to investigate how elements of the EBMT data could 
be incorporated into the PBSMT system in order to contribute to its translation 
performance. We describe these experiments in the following section (Section 3.4). 
3.4 Hybrid 'Example-Based SMT': Integrating EBMT 
and SMT 
The results in Section 3.3 show how the performance of the marker-based EBMT sys- 
tem (Gough and Way, 2004b; Gough, 2005, Way and Gough, 2005a) is significantly 
greater than that of the PBSMT system, both when seeded with the alignments in- 
duced via GIZA++ and when seeded mth  the EBMT chunk and word alignments. 
In order to attempt to boost the performance of the SMT system we decided to 
investigate whether elements of the EBMT data and SMT data could be combined 
and used by the original baseline SMT system (in Chapter 4 we describe experiments 
investigating the use of combined EBMT and SMT data in the baseline marker-based 
EBMT system). 
3.4.1 Related Hybrid MT Approaches 
Although hybrid EBMT-SMT research remains relatively unexplored, there exists 
a body of work which described alternative hybrid data-driven approaches. One 
approach is to merge translation mcmory (TM) resources with SMT A TM is a 
type of translation database that is used by software programs to aid human trans- 
lators. Similar to EBMT, it makes use of sets of examples to suggest possible partial 
translations for an input text, but does not perform fully automatic translation, in 
contrast to EBMT. Vogel and Ney (2000) automatically derive a hierarchical TM 
from a parallel corpus, comprising a set of transducers encoding a simple grammar. 
In a similar manner, Marcu (2001) uses an SMT model (Brown et al., 1993) to 
automatically derive a statistical TM. In addition, he adapts the SMT decoder of 
Germann et al. (2001) to avail of both the statistical TM resources and the trans- 
lation modcl itself. Marcu points out the benefit of using such hybrid corpus-based 
techniques, stating that: 
"if a sentence to be translated or a very similar one can be found in the 
TM, an EBMT system has a good chance of producing a good transla- 
tion. IIowever, if the sentence to be translated has no close matches in 
the TM, then an EBMT system is less likely to succeed. In contrast, an 
SMT system may be able to produce perfect translations even when the 
sentence given as input does not resemble any sentence from the training 
corpus". (Marcu, 20011, p.379. 
Unlike the system of Vogel and Ney (2000), for which no evaluation is provided, 
Marcu demonstrates that his hybrid system outperforms two (unnamed) commercial 
systems. the hybrid French-English system translated 58% of a 505-sentence test 
set perfectly, while the commercial systems did so for only 40-42% of the sentences. 
In similar work, Langlais and Simard (2002) also attempt to merge TM and 
SMT resources. Somewhat disappointingly, WER actually increases when the SMT 
system is augmented with TM data. Nonetheless, the authors observe "many cases 
where the translation obtained by merging the extracted examples with the decoder 
clearly improved the results obtained by the engine alone". 
The work of Paul et al. (2005a, 2005b) presents a multi-engine hybrid approach 
to MT, making use of statistical models to select the best possible output from 
various MT systems. When using an SMT model to select the best output from 
multiple initial hypothesis produced by a number of SMT and EBMT systems Paul 
et al. (2005a) found that a Hidden Markov Model phrase-based SMT system pro- 
vided the best translation results (0.327 WER vs 0.346 for the best-performing 
EBMT-based system, for Chinese-English translation). Paul et al. (2005b) found 
comparable results for Japanese-English, when using a decision-tree technique to 
pass the best initial hypothesis from multiple RBMT and EBMT systems to an 
SMT decoder (0.458 WER vs. 0.496 for the best-performing EBMT system). As 
with Marcu (2001), they too note the benefits of hybrid MT approaches: 
"Combining multiple MT systems has the advantage of exploiting the 
strengths of each MT engine. Quite different initial translation hypothe- 
ses are produced due to particular output characteristics of each MT 
engine." (Paul et al., 2005b:117) 
They show that their multi-engine selection algorithm is capable of outperforming 
all in-house MT engines, reducing WER by 4 5 %  for the C-STAR track submission 
at IWSLT 2005 for Japanese-English and Chinese-English. 
There also exist previous attempts to link TMs with EBMT. Carl and Hansen 
(1999) show that when the fuzzy match score of a TM falls below SO%, translation 
quality is likely to be higher using EBMT than with TM. Planas and Furuse (2003) 
extend TMs in the direction of EBMT by allowng sub-sentential matches, and 
providing a multi-level structuring of TMs. 
3.4.2 Experimental Setup 
In order to attempt to improve the performance of the untuned SMT system, we 
combined elements of the EBMT data with elements of the SMT data. We then 
seeded the PBSMT system with these hybrid data sets. For the experiments in this 
section, we seeded the PBSMT system with two versions of the resulting merged 
data sets, namely: 
the EBMT phrase-alignments combined with the GIZA++ word-alignments 
(referred to as SEMI-HYBRID in what follows) in order to implicitly compare 
the quality of the EBMT phrases against the GIZA++ phrases in terms of 
their contribution to overall translation quality; 
* all the EBMT and GIZA++ sub-sententlal alignments (both word and phrase 
alignments - referred to as HYBRID in what follows) to allow the SMT 
system to make full use of all of the translation resources that are available? 
During the merging process, the original alignments lnvolved in the combination 
(word and/or phrase alignments) were collected together along with their counts, in- 
cluding repetitions. The counts for the data sets were recomputed and probabilities 
were recalculated from relative frequencies. These new hybrid data sets, along with 
their probabilities were then fed to the PHARAOH decoder and trigram language 
model, as used in Section 3.3, to perform French-English and English-French trans- 
lation. The results for these 'hybrid' system configurations are given in Sections 
3.4.3 and 3.4.4 
'Note, however, that the EBMT system also makes use of a set of generalised templates that 
were not used in any of the SMT system configurations 
3.4.3 GIZA++ Words and EBMT Phrases 
The experiments investigating the performance of the PBSMT system when seeded 
with the GIZA++ and EBMT translation resources as described in Section 3.3 
seem to indicate that the EBMT data, although not providing as much coverage, 
as reflected in the recall results in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, may be of somewhat higher 
quality than that of the SMT data. 
For these experiments we wish to investigate whether the quallty of the EBMT 
chunks is in fact better than that of the GIZA++ phrases. In order to do so, we 
seeded the PHARAOH decoder with the word-alignments induced by GIZA++ and 
the EBMT phrasal chunks only (i.e. we did not include any of the GIZA++ phrases 
or any of the EBMT lexical alignments). Essentially replacing the GIZA++ phrase 
alignments by the EBMT phrasal chunks allows us to see whether the EBMT phrasal 
chunks are in fact of greater quality than the GIZA++ phrases and, as a result, can 
improve the quality of the translations produced by the SMT system. 
English-French Results 
1 BLEU 1 Prec. I Recall I WER 1 SER 
PBSMT EBMT-DATA 1 ,3643 1 ,6661 1 5759 1 61.33 1 87.99 
I GIZA-DATA 1 ,3753 1 ,6598 1 ,5879 1 58.50 1 86 82 1 L SEMI-HYBRID 1 .3962 1 .6773 1 .5913 1 59.32 1 85.43 I EBMT 1 ,4409 / ,6727 1 .6877 1 52.40 1 65.60 / 
Table 3.4: Seeding PHARAOH with GIZA++ word and EBMT phrasal 
alignments for English-French. 
Using the full 203K-sentence training set of Gough and Way (2004b), Gough 
(2005) and Way and Gough (2005a), and testing on their near 4K-sentence test 
set, the results for English-French translation when using the EBMT chunks and 
GIZA++ word alignments are included in Table 3 4 (labeled in the table as SEMI- 
HYBRID) From the results in this table we can see that all automatic evaluation 
metrics improve with this particular hybrid system configuration. The improvement 
of the SEMI-HYBRID system over the GIZA-DATA system is statistically signifi- 
cant, with p < 0.05 (Koehn, 2004b). Note that the data set size (the size of the 
resulting phrase-translation table) remains relatively small a t  430,336 entries, com- 
pared to  1.73M for the PBSMT system seeded solely with GIZA++ alignments. 
However, the total number of entries contained in the translation table is not com- 
pletely relevant, as many of the alignments contained within the table may not be 
applicable to the current test set. Instead, we need to  consider the set of alignments 
which may actually be used during translation, i.e. those alignments which contain 
sub-sequences which are also present in the test set. Filtering the phrase-translation 
tables based on the test set leaves us with 78,654 entries in the SEMI-HYBRID table 
and 164,726 for the GIZA-DATA translation table, indicating that the quality of the 
EBMT chunks is in fact superior to that of the SMT phrases, as even with fewer 
translation examples, the SEMI-HYBRID system is capable of producing higher 
quality translations. 
With respect to scores for the original marker-based EBMT system of Gough 
and Way (2004b), Gough (2005) and Way and Gough (2005a), these results remaln 
slightly below those figures, except for precision, where the SEMI-HYBRID PBSMT 
system configuration slightly outperforms the EBMT system (0.6773 for the SEMI- 
HYBRID system vs. 0.6727 for the EBMT system) 
French-English Results 
Table 3 5. Seeding PHARAOH with GIZA++ word and EBMT phrasal 





Running the same experimental set up for the reverse language direction gives the 


























metrics show a slight increase for the SEMI-HYBRID SMT system compared to the 
performance obtained when PHARAOH is seeded with GIZA++ word- and phrase- 
alignments. These results again show that the EBMT phrases contribute more 
to translation quality than the SMT phrases, resulting in statistically significant 
improvements in system performance (Koehn, 2004b). 
As for English-French, the marker-based EBMT system of Gough and Way 
(2004b), Gough (2005) and Way and Gough (2005a) outperforms the SEMI-HYBRID 
SMT system configuration, most significantly so for WER, where we see a 17.25% 
absolute gain (almost 33% relative) for the EBMT system, and SER, where the 
EBMT system manages to correctly reproduce 32.20% (absolute) (60% relative) 
more of the reference translat~ons. 
3.4.4 Merging All Data 
After observing improvements in the performance of the PBSMT system when the 
EBMT chunks were used in place of the GIZA++ phrases, we decided to make full 
use of the translation resources at our disposal. The following two experiments were 
carried out by seeding PHARAOH with all the EBMT chunk and word alignments 





Table 3.6: Seeding PHARAOH with all GIZA++ and EBMT sub- 
sentential alignments for English-French. 
HYBRID 
Inserting all GIZA++ and EBMT data into PHARAOH'S knowledge sources gives 



























to  in Table 3.6 as HYBRID) give further statistically significant increases over the 
the 'semi-hybrid' system configuration, as described in Section 3.4.3, most signifi- 
cantly for BLEU where we see a 7.5% relative increase and WER decreases by 5.06% 
absolute, and thus are considerably better than those for the baseline SMT system 
seeded with GIZA++ data. This indicates that a PBSMT system is likely to perform 
better when EBMT word- and phrase-alignments are used in the calculation of the 
translation and target language probability models. Note, however, that the size of 
the translation table for the HYBRID system increases to over 2 milllon items (with 
206,772 entries in the filtered phrase-translation table). Despite this, compared to 
the results for the EBMT system of Gough and Way (2004b), Gough (2005) and 
Way and Gough (2005a), these results for the 'fully hybrid' SbIT system still fall 
somewhat short (except for Preaslon: 0.6727 vs. 0.7026). 
French-English Results 
I BLEU I Prec. 1 Recall I WER I SER 
PBSMT GIZA-DATA 1 4198 1 ,6527 1 ,7100 1 62.93 1 82.84 
Table 3.7: Seeding PHARAOH with all GIZA++ and EBMT sub- 





Running the same experimental set up for French-English gives the results in Ta- 
ble 3.5. These results show an even greater improvement than was seen for English- 





metrlcs. This improvement is most apparent for BLEU score and WER, observing a 
relative increase in BLEU score of 14.61% and a decrease of 11.68% absolute in WER 
over the SMT system incorporating the EBMT marker-based chunks and SMT word 


















In contrast to the English-French results presented in Table 3.6, for t h ~ s  transla- 
tion direction the 'fully-hybrid' system does outperform the EBMT system (Gough 
and Way, 2004b; Gough, 2005; Way and Gough, 2005a) with respect to BLEU score 
(0.4888 vs. 0.4611) and Precision (0.6927 vs. 0.6782). Even with this increase in 
BLEU score and precision, the EBMT system still wins out on Recall, WER and 
SER. Regarding the latter, it seems that the correlation between low SER and high 
BLEU score is not a s  important as is cla~med in the work of Way and Gough (2005a). 
3.4.5 Discussion 
From the results in Section 3.4.3 and Section 3.4.4 we can see that seeding the P B  
SMT system with a 'hybrid' data set comprising of phrases and word alignments 
induced using GIZA++ along with marker-based EBMT chunks and lexlcal cor- 
respondences improves over the highest performing baseline SMT system primed 
solely with GIZA++ data. 
This improvement in translation results for both French-English and English- 
French indicates that the marker-based EBMT data can contribute positively to the 
performance of PBSMT. For French-English using the fully hybrid set actually pro- 
duces a system which outperforms the EBMT system of Gough and Way (2004b), 
Gough (2005) and Way and Gough (2005a) in terms of BLEU score and Precision. 
This research demonstrates how merging SMT and EBMT data can improve over- 
all translat~on quality, as phrases extracted by both methods that are more hkely 
to functlon as syntactic units and are of better quality are given a higher statlsti- 
cal significance. Conversely, the probabilities of those SMT n-grams that are not 
also generated by the (more syntactically-motivated) EBMT system are reduced. 
Essentially, the EBMT data helps the SMT system to make better use of phrase 
alignments during translation. 
3.5 Summary 
Way and Gough (2005a) carried out a number of experiments designed to test 
their large-scale marker-based EBMT system described in Gough and Way (2004b) 
against a WBSMT system constructed from publicly available tools. While the 
results were a little mixed, the EBMT system won out overall. 
Konetheless, as mentioned in Chapter 2, WBSMT has long been abandoned 
in favour of more sophisticated phrase-based models. In this Chapter we presented 
research which extended the work of Way and Gough (2005a) by performing a range 
of experiments using the PHARAOH phrase-based decoder trained on an French- 
English parallel corpus extracted from the Sun Mzcrosystems TM. 
From our first set of experiments we observed that seeding PHARAOH with word- 
and phrase-alignments induced via GIZA++ generates better results than if EBMT 
sub-sentential data alone is used. This initial result would seem~ngly indicate that 
the original GIZA++ SMT word and phrase alignments are a richer source of trans- 
lation information than the EBMT chunk and alignments alone extractcd from the 
same tra~ning data, and thus produce higher quahty translations. 
In order to investigate this hypothesis more fully, we performed a number of 
investigations into combining elements of the EBMT sub-sentential alignments with 
elements of the data induced using GIZA++ with a view towards creating a hybrid 
'example-based SMT' system which could improve upon the performance of the 
baseline GIZA++-seeded system. From our experiments we observed that seeding 
PHARAOH with a 'hybrid' dataset of GIZA++ word alignments and EBMT phrases 
improves over the baseline PBSMT system primed solely with GIZA++ data. Thls 
would appear to indicate that the quality of the EBMT phrases, contrary to our 
initial assumption, is in fact better than that of the SMT phrases, and that SMT 
practitioners should use EBMT phrasal data in the calculating of their language and 
translation models, if available. 
In addition to this discovery, we found that seeding PHARAOH with all data in- 
duced by GIZA++ and the EBMT system leads to the best-performing hybrid SMT 
system. Using this system configuration for English-French, as well as the EBMT 
phrasal data, the EBMT word alignments also contribute positively However, for 
this language direction the original marker-based EBMT system still manages to 
outperform the best-performing hybrid SMT system (except for Precision). For 
French-Enghsh, however, our hybrid 'examplebased SMT' system actually outper- 
forms the EBMT system of Gough and Way (2004b), Gough (2005) and Way and 
Gough (2005a) in terms of BLEU score and precision. 
Following on from the extremely promising results outlmed in thls Chapter, we 
decided to evaluate this hybrid methodology on a more complex data set, that 
of the Europarl corpus, to see whether we could observe the same trend on these 
more widely used corpora as was observed with the Sun Mzcrosystems training and 
test data. In addition to investigating the improvements a hybrid 'example-based 
SMT' system could yield over a baseline PBSMT system, we wished to see if similar 
improvements could be made to the performance of an EBMT system by supplying it 
with similar hybrid translation resources, thus creating a hybrid 'statistical EBMT' 
system. In the next Chapter we describe a number of experiments which we earned 
out to this effect making use of training and test data extracted from the Europarl 
corpus. 
Chapter 4 
Hybrid 'Statistical E M % ' :  
Experiments on t h e  Europarl 
Corpus 
In Chapter 3 we demonstrated how the performance of a PBSMT system could 
be Improved through the use of hybrid translation data sets. Merging phrase and 
., 
word alignments induced via SMT methods with those extracted usmg marker-based 
EBMT approaches resulted in the creation of a hybrid 'example-based SMT' system. 
capable of outperforming a baseline PBSMT system seeded with only alignments 
induced via GIZA++. In addition, this hybrid SMT system was capable of matching 
the performance of the marker-based EBMT system of Gough and Way (2004b), 
Gough (2005) andway and Gough (2005a) for English-French. 
In these previous experiments we made use of a large data set consisting of 
sentence pairs extracted kom the sublanguage corpus of Sun Mzcrosystems computer 
documentation. However, an important question is how do both methods of MT 
compare on more general and widely used corpora. For the experiments described in 
this chapter we decided to make use of data taken from the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 
2005) wh~ch is quickly becoming one of the standard data sources for data-driven 
approaches to MT. We describe this corpus along with some of its characteristics in 
Section 4.1. 
For this particular dat;a set we wish to see whether, as on the Sun Mzcrosys- 
terns training and test sets, the EBMT system of Gough and Way (2004b), Gough 
(2005) and Way and Gough (2005a) can still outperform state-of-the-art PBSMT. 
In addition we investigate the effect increasing the amount of training data has on 
the performance of both approaches to see whether there is in fact a correlation be- 
tween training set size and translation performance for EBMT, as has been widely 
observed for SMT. We describe these baselme comparative experiments in Section 
4.2. 
In addition to these initial experiments, we perform a number of experiments 
making use of similar hybrid system configurations as were used in the experiments 
described in Chapter 3. This time around, however, not only do we feed the merged 
data sets to the baseline PBSMT system, creating a hybrid 'example-based SMT' 
system as before (cf. Section 3.4), but we also feed the resulting merged translation 
data sets to the baseline marker-based EBMT systcm. The purpose of this is to 
see whether we can boost the performance of the baseline system and consequently 
achieve similar improvements for this new hybrid 'statistical EBMT' system as were 
seen for the hybrid PBSMT system in previous experiments. We descnbe these 
hybrid experiments in Section 4.3. 
In a step towards increased hybridity, in Section 4 4 we outline experiments where 
we make use of a statistical language model to rerank the output of the 'fully hybrid' 
EBMT system in order to see whether this results in even further improvements to 
thc quality of the translations produced by the system. 
Following on from the results of these experiments and in an effort to understand 
the benefits of the example-based and phrase-based approaches to translation, in 
Section 4.5 we perform some detailed manual analysis of the types of phrase align- 
ments that are extracted via marker-based EBlvIT methods and those extracted 
using standard statistical methods In this section we also discuss how the type 
of data used for this phrasal extraction affects the quality of the chunks and word 
alignments produced, and consequently the quality of the final output translations. 
Elements of the work presented in this chapter is also presented in Groves and Way 
(2006a) and Groves and Way (2006b). 
4.1 Data Resources: the Europarl Corpus 
For the experiments described in this chapter we made use of data taken from a larger 
and more commonly used multilingual corpus than the S u n  Microsystems corpus 
that was used in the previous experiments described In Chapter 3. The Europarl 
corpus (Koehn, 2005) consists of European parliamentary proceedings taken from 
the European Parl~ament website and contains data in 11 of the official languages 
of the European Union, with on average, 645,000 sentences approximately, or 20M 
words approximately for each of the languages contained in the collection. The last 
quarter of the corpus spanning November-December 2000 is generally reserved for 
testing, while the remainder 1s used for training systems. A sample of English- 
French sentence pairs taken from the Europarl corpus are given in Figure 4.1. 
Resumpt~an of the sessmn 
I belleve that both parties will have to make great 
efforts to achtrve this 
Meetings took place m Stockholm an 14 March 
and m Brussels on 26 Aprd 
It rn a human r~gh t s  lasue that we are dzscussmg 
here 
The t r ad~ t~ona l  family is no longer the norm 
Mr Prw~dent, t h ~ s  time we are discu~s~ng Russia's 
Bnancral crlsrs 
Thlrdly, the role of a self-assured dynarnlc Euro- 
pean Union m the world 
If you t h ~ n k  the leglslatlon is no good let us revme 
I t  
Reprise de la sessmn 
Je pense que les deux parties dowent produlre B 
eette fin des efforts conv~ddrables 
des rencontres ont eu lieu iL Stockholm le 14 mars 
et Bruxelles le 26 avril 
I1 s ' ag~t  pourtant blen d'un debat sur les drolts de 
I'homme 
la femille trad~tronelle n'est plus la norme 
Monsxeur le P r b ~ d e n t ,  nous d~scutons au~ourd'hu~ 
de la crlse financihre en Russte 
Tro~sthmement le rdle d'une europe dynarn~que e t  
forte sur 1'6chlqu1er ~nternational 
Sl vous &tes d'sws que la ldgslatlon ne conwent 
pas prbenteAanous  pour rdmvlslon 
Figure 4.1: Sample English-French sentence pairs taken from the 
Europarl corpus 
As the data is taken from parliamentary speeches, the Europarl corpus contains 
quite complex language on a very w~de range of topics. Along with quite a specialised 
vocabulary containing parliamentary and political terms (such as the terms sesszon, 
partzes and legzslatzon from the sample sentences in Figure 4 I),  the subject matter of 
the corpus can cover a broad range of toplcs such as economics, human rights, trade, 
transport, employment and health. Accordingly, the corpus consists of relatively 
open domain, heterogenous data. 
From the original designated French-English training section of the corpus, one 
of the larger sections of the Europarl corpus comprising over 960K sentence pairs 
(Koehn (2005) reports sl~ghtly higher figures for the corpus size, but thls may be 
attributed to the inclusion of sentences in one language allgned with an empty line in 
the other, which were excluded in our calculations), we randomly extracted training 
sets consisting of approximately 78K, 156K and 322K sentence pairs made up of 
an average of 1.49M, 2.98M and 6.12M words, respectively. The use of the various 
training sets of incremental sizes enables us to investigate the effect of increasing the 
amount of training data on the quality of translations produced by the MT systems. 
As the sentences contained in the various training sets were extracted randomly 
from the original traning section of the French-Enghsh Europarl corpus, they are 
not necessarily supersets of each other. 
In general, corpora that are obtained largely through automatic methods are 
likely to contain elements of nolsy data Many sentences withln the corpus may 
not be vcry useful for training and may in fact harm the training process. In order 
to help reduce the amount of noise in the data, and thus improve the quality of 
the training data available, filtering techniques are usually applied to the orlginal 
data Length-based filtering techniques, together with the exclusion of sentences 
in one language aligned with nothing in the second language, arc commonly used 
to reduce the level of noise contained in training data (Nie and Cai, 2001), often 
along with more sophisticated methods such as translation likelihood-based filtering 
which makes use of word-level translation probabilities to estimate how likely it is 
that an aligned sentence pair are in fact translations of each other based on an 
empirically-set threshold (Khadivl and Ney, 2005). 
During the training set extraction process, we excluded sentence pairs that were 
over 40 words in length for either French or English. We also excluded sentence pairs 
with a relative sentence length ratio greater than 1.5. This empirically-set threshold 
allowed us to create high-quality training sets by filtering out those aligned sentence 
pairs which were unlikely to be good translations of each other, e.g. a 20-word 
English sentence is extremely unlikely to  be translated into a French sentence that 
is longer than 30 words, or vice versa. This threshold was relaxed for sentences less 
than or equal to 5 words in length, as using the orlginal ratio resulted in filtering 
out many of the shorter sentences within the corpus.l 
For testing, we created a test set by randomly selecting 5,000 sentences from the 
Europarl common test set, again limiting sentence length to 40 words for French and 
English. For this test set, the average sentence length was 20.50 words for French 
and 18.99 words for English. Details of the various training sets and the test set 
used in our experiments are given in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1: Details of the Europarl training sets and test corpora. 
Avg, Max and Min refer to the average, maximum and 
minimum sentence lengths, respectively, in terms of words 
Test Corpus 
4.2 Performance Comparison of EBMT and PB- 
SMT 
EN 1 1  5,000 1 94,952 1 18.99 1 1 1 40 
FR 1 1  5,000 1 102,508 1 20.50 1 1 / 40 
In order to evaluate the performance of PBSMT against the baseline marker-based 
EBMT system (Gough and Way, 2004b; Gough, 2005; Way and Gough, 2005a), we 
'For sentences of length less than 5 words, a threshold of 2.5 was set. The majority of Engl~sh 
sentences of length 5 or less cons~sted largely of noun compounds which when translated Into 
kench resulted in much longer sentences, due mainly to  the insertion of prepositions (e.g. de) for 
wh~ch there was no equ~valent In the Engl~sh. 
84 
built a baseline PBSMT system using the PHARAOH phrase-based decoder (Koehn, 
2004a) along with the SRI language modeling toolk~t (Stolcke, 2002) in a similar 
fashion as described in Section 3.1.2.2 The translation model of the system was 
created using the phrasal extraction technique as described in Section 2.3.4 and we 
made use of a trigram language modeling with Kneser-Ney smoothing (Goodman, 
2001, cf. Section 2.3.2) . 
In the wider SMT community it is the general consensus that the translation 
performance of any SMT system can be improved by s~mply making use of more 
training data. In order to investigate this claim, and to see whether the correlation 
between training size and translation performance also holds for EBMT, we trained 
both the PBSMT and the EBMT system on the incremental training set sizes of 
78K, 156K and 322K sentence pairs and tested at each stage on our 5,000 test 
set. We performed translation for French-English and English-Fkench, evaluating 
translations in terms of BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2001, 2002) , Precision and 
Recall (Turian et al., 2003), WER and SER (see Section 3.2 for more details on 
these metrics). 
4.2.1 French-English Translation 
The results for French-English translation on the varlous training sets are glven in 
Table 4.2. Note that doubling the amount of training data improves the performance 
of both systems for all metrics, demonstrating clearly that in these experiments the 
quality of translations produced using EBMT methods, as with the SMT approach, 
increases with the amount of training data used. 
Increasing the amount of training data results in a 3% to 5% increase in relative 
BLEU score for the PBSMT system, whereas we see a higher increase for EBMT, with 
a 6.2% to 10.3% relative BLEU score improvement. The SER remains consistently 
high for both systems indicating that we rarely manage to produce an exact trans- 
- -- 
2Again, note that all variants of the PBSMT system were left untuned, wrth default parameter 
werghting. 
lation in terms of the reference However, in accordance with the increase in BLEU 
score, we observe a drop in WER as the amount of training data increases (dropping 
from 85 63% to 82.43% for EBMT and from 70.74% to 68.55% for PBSMT, when 
going from the the 78K to the 322K training data set). 
However, it is clear to see from Table 4.2 that the PBSMT system considerably 
outperforms the EBMT system across all metrics and for all training data sizes, with 
the difference between the performance of both systems deemed to be statistically 
significant (Koehn, 2004b). The PBSMT system, on average, achieves 0.07 BLEU 
score higher than the EBMT system and achieves a significantly lower WER (70.74 
vs. 85.63 for the 78K data set, 69.41 vs. 83.55 for the 156K data set and 68.55 vs. 
82.43 for the 322K data set). 
Table 4.2: Comparing the EBMT system of Gough and Way 
(2004b), Gough (2005) and Way and Gough (2005a) with 
a PBSMT system for French-English. 
BLEU Prec. Recall WER SER 




Results for the same experiments for the reverse language direction are given in Table 
4.3. For this language direction the PBSMT continues to outperform the EBMT 
system of Gough and Way (2004b), Gough (2005) andway and Gongh (2005a) by 
some distance across all metrics, with the difference again being statistical significant 
(Koehn, 2004b). Again, as for French-English, WER 1s lower for the PBSMT system 
than the EBMT system (e.g. 68.30 vs. 77.73 on the 322K data set), but the 
difference between the two systems is somewhat less than for French-English. On 







,1217 ,4556 ,5315 85.63 98.94 
,1943 ,5289 .5477 70.74 98.42 
,1343 ,4645 ,5368 83.55 99.02 
,2040 ,5369 ,5526 69.41 98.30 
,1427 ,4734 ,5419 82.43 99.06 
2102 ,5409 ,5539 68.55 98.72 
for ~nglish-French across data sets, whereas PBSMT achieves an average increase of 
0.07 absolute BLEU score above the EBMT system for the reverse language direction. 
Doubling the amount of training data improves BLEU score by about 0.8 absolute 
(that is, between 4% and 4.7% relative improvement) for the PBSMT system Con- 
sequently and as expected, precision and recall rlse and WER and SER fall linearly 
as the amount of training data increases. For EBMT, as with French-English, we 
see a greater lncrease in BLEU score as we increase the amount of training data, 
w ~ t h  relative BLEU score improving by 10.8% when going from the 78K to the 156K 
training set, and by 8.3% when increasing the training data size from 156K to 322K 
sentence pairs. 
I PBSMT 1 ,1933 5180 4751 68.30 98.12 1 
BLEU Prec. Recall WER SER 
Table 4.3: Comparing the EBMT system of Gough and Way 
(2004b), Gough (2005) andway and Gough (2005a) wlth 




4.2.3 Translation Direction & the BLEU Metric 
It should be noted that, as with our experiments on the Sun Mzcrosystems data 
described in Chapter 3, the performance of the EBMT system remains much more 
consistent for both language directions than the baseline PBSMT system. Looking at 
the results in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 we can see that the PBSMT system performs 
on average 1.75% BLEU score worse (6.28% relative) for English-French than for 
French-English translation across trainmg sets. The EBMT system, by contrast, 
performs better, on average, for English-French than for French-English in terms of 
BLEU score, but remains more consistent, only performing 0.38% BLEU score better 






,1240 4422 4365 79.09 99.10 
,1771 5046 4696 70.44 98 54 
,1374 ,4548 ,4476 77.66 98.96 
1855 ,5120 ,4724 69 37 98.20 
,1488 ,4587 4530 77.73 99.22 
Koehn (2005) creates 110 SMT systems for each possible language pair and 
direction for the eleven different languages in the Europarl corpus. He too observes 
that "some languages are more difficult to translate znto than from" (p. 83, emphasis 
original), and provides some observations as to why this might be the case for 
German and Finnish, wlth particular reference to the morphological richness of 
such languages which can increase the level of ambiguity during translation. Our 
results, as given in Table 4.2 and Table 4 3, contrast with those reported by Koehn 
(2005). His results (albeit on larger training sets taken from the full Europarl corpus) 
indicate that translation into French is easler, observing a 1.1% higher BLEU score 
compared to translation Into English. In contrast, the work of Way and Gough 
(2005a) together with our results on the Sun Mzcrosystems data set presented in 
Chapter 3 suggest that translating from French to English is actually easier than 
Englsh-French (in fact, Koehn (2005) also says that, in general, English is one of the 
easiest languages to translate into, a statement which appears to conflict somewhat 
with the results he presents in the same paper). In Tables 4.2 and 4.3 we can see that 
the results for the PBSMT system supports this hypothesis, performing better for 
French-English than for Enghsh-French. However, in accordance with our previous 
results from Chapter 3, the EBMT system performs better for French-Enghsh than 
for English-French, in terms of precision (achieving an average increase of 3.14%) 
and recall (an average increase of 20.44%). 
However, we get a conflicting picture when we consider BLEU scores for the 
EBMT system, which are 2.82% higher, on average, for English-French than for 
French-Enghsh We conjecture that this apparent contradiction may be more an 
indication that BLEU (or even any alternative n-gram-based evaluation metric, as a 
slmilar discordance is reflected in WER results) may be unsuitable as an evaluation 
metric when comparing systems which use different translation strategies. Callison- 
Burch et a1 (2006) consider this exact problem by questioning the validity of BLEU 
when scoring a PBSMT system and a comparative rule-based system, both trained 
and tested on the same data Following on from the results of the 2006 NIST MT 
evaluation exercise, where for the Arabic-English task the translation system that 
was ranked 1st by human evaluators was ranked 6th according to the BLEU metric, 
Callison-Burch et al. (2006) compared the output of two PBSMT systems against 
that of Systran3, the leading rule-based MT system Making use of French-English 
Europarl data to train their PBSMT systems, 300 resulting English translations were 
evaluated by three human judges in terms of adequacy and fluency. Comparing the 
human scores for thc systems against thelr automatically generated BLEL! scores, 
Callison-Burch et al. (2006) found that the BLEU score for (the non mgram-based) 
Systran underestimated the actual quality of the translations it produced, throwing 
into doubt the validity of BLEU for scoring such systems. As we see in further 
experiments in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4, the more SMT-like the EBMT system 
becomes, the more the BLEU scores seem to correlate with other automatic evaluation 
metrics, indicating that BLEU 1s in fact more suited for evaluating MT systems which 
base their translation strategies heavily on the use of n-grams.4 
4.3 Hybrid Experiments 
From the results presented in Section 4.2 we can see that the performance of the 
EBMT system falls considerably short of that of the PBSMT system when trained 
and tested on data taken from the Europarl corpus. Previous experiments on the 
Sun Mzcrosystems dataset (cf Chapter 3) showed that the performance of the 
baseline PBSMT system could be improved through the use of hybrid translation 
data Following on from these findings we decided to merge the EBMT marker- 
based alignments with the PBSMT phrases and words induced from the GIZA++ 
word alignments for each of the training sets. This tlme around however, not only 
did we feed the merged alignment sets to the baseline PBSMT system, thus creat- 
3http //www.systransoft.com 
course a manual evaluation of a sample of translations produced by the varlous systems 
would provlde us with more concrete evidence to  support the c la~m that BLEU underest~mates the 
performance of non n-gram-based systems, but, glven the range of experiments carried out here, 
such an evaluat~on was beyond the scope of thls thesa. 
ing a hybrid 'example-based SMT' system as before (Chapter 3), but also to the 
marker-based EBMT system in order to see whether thls new hybrid 'statistical 
example-based' MT system could also produce translations of higher quallty than 
those produced by e~ther the baseline EBMT or baseline PBSMT systems. 
As with the Sun Mzcrosystems hybrid translation experiments, we combined the 
EBMT and PBSMT translation resources in a number of ways in order to improve 
the performance of our baseline systems: 
SEMI-HYBRID EBMT vs. SEMI-HYBRID PBSMT - Makzng use of the 
PBSMT lexicon: For these experiments we replaced the lexicon of the baseline 
EBMT system with the higher-quality PBSMT word alignments, in an attempt 
to improve coverage and lower WER. Both SEMI-HYBRID systems, therefore, 
make use of the same translation data consisting of EBMT marker chunks and 
SMT word alignments (with the exception that the SEMI-HYBRID EBMT 
system, due to the EBMT system design, has the additional ability to make 
use of generalised templates during translation). 
HYBRID EBMT vs. HYBRID PBSMT - Hybrid 'Statistzcal EBMT' System 
vs. Hybmd 'Example-Based SMT' System: For these experiments we merged 
all of the PBSMT data (words and phrases) induced from the GIZA++ align- 
ments with the EBMT data (chunks and word alignments) extracted via the 
marker hypothesis, in order to see if these 'fully hybrid' systems could outper- 
form their baseline equivalents. Again note that the HYBRID EBMT system, 
as with all EBMT system variants, has the additional ability to use generalised 
templates which are not used by any variant of the PBSMT s y ~ t e m . ~  
As before, we trained on the incremental Europarl training sets of 78K, 156K and 
322K sentence pairs and using our 5,000-sentence test set performed translation for 
French-English and English-French. We describe these experiments m the following 
5As mentioned prev~ously in Section 3 3, rather than removing the generalised templates from 
the EBMT system variants, one alternative optlon would be to include alignment templates (Och 
et a1 , 1999) in the PBSMT systems. 
Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. 
4.3.1 Improving the Lexicon: SEMI-HYBRID EBMT us. 
SEMI-HYBRID PBSMT 
In contrast to the domain-specific Sun Mzcmsystems data which consists of rather 
homogenous sublanguage data, the Europarl corpus consists of much more diverse 
and complex language. The increased diversity of the language reduces the cov- 
erage of the EBMT chunk database, as there is less repetition and the cha,nce of 
findmg a chunk match for an input segment is reduced. When translating the Eu- 
roparl data, the baseline EBMT system had to backoff to its word-level translation 
database much more often than when translating the Sun Mzcmsystems data. On 
the Europarl data, the EBMT system had to backoff to its word-level lexicon more 
often with the result that, on average, 13 words per sentcnce were considered for 
direct translation by the word-level lexicon compared to only 7 words per sentence 
on average which were candidates for direct word-for-word translation on the Sun 
Microsystems data set. 
As was expected, the EBMT system seems to perform most poorly when it 
needs to resort to its lexicon to perform word-for-word translations as the system 
cannot benefit from the extra contextual information contained within the chunk 
alignments, reflected in the poor WER scores in the tables, in particular for French- 
Engllsh (cf. Table 4 2), especially when compared to the PBSMT system WER 
scores (e.g. 83.55% for the baseline EBMT system vs. 69.41% for the baseline 
phrase-based system, trained on the 156K set). 
In order to help address this problem we decided to use the SMT word alignments 
in place of the EBMT lexicon and repeated the previous experiments for French- 
English and English-French. From initial empirical investigations into the quality of 
the lexical alignments, the SMT word alignments appear to be of higher quality than 
those created via EBMT methods and as there are many more lexical alignments 
created by SMT methods, we expect that these alignments will also provlde us with 
broader coverage. In addition, we fed the resultmg hybrid data sets, comprising of 
EBMT chunks and SMT word alignments, to the basehne PBSMT system in the 
same vein as the semi-hybrid 'example-based SMT' system experiments carried out 
on the Sun Mzcrosystems data, to see if we could similarly improve the performance 
of the system. 
French-English Translation 
The results for French-English, along with the baseline system results, are given in 
Table 4.4. From this table we can see that the use of the improved SMT lexicon in 
the EBMT system leads to only small improvements in the translatio~l quality of the 
equivalent baseline system. We see a slight improvement in BLEU score for the semi- 
hybrid EBMT system above the baseline, with an average increase of 2.9% relative 
BLEU score across all training sets. Disappointingly, we also observe only a slight 
decrease in WER with an average reduction of just 0.5% absolute, indicating that 
only improving the lexicon is not enough to improve translation quality sufficiently. 
Precision and recall are actually worse on the 78K training set, but indicate small 
improvements when we increase the training set size to 156K and 322K. 
Table 4.4: Comparing the 'semi-hybrid' EBMT system and 'semi- 
hybrid' PBSMT system for French-English. 
BLEU Prec. Recall WER SER 

















,1217 ,4556 ,5315 85.63 98.94 
.I256 .4537 .5280 85.19 98.92 
,1943 ,5289 ,5477 70 74 98.42 
.I861 .5217 .5464 73.77 98.36 
,1343 ,4645 ,5368 83.55 99.02 
.I387 .4670 .5394 82.95 99.10 
,2040 ,5369 ,5526 69.41 98.30 
.I970 .5318 .5518 72.37 98.38 
,1427 ,4734 ,5419 82.43 99.06 
.I459 .4750 .5434 81.92 99.04 
,2102 .5409 5539 68.55 98.72 
.2089 .5406 .5542 70.55 98.38 
eral, results for the PBSMT system seeded with the EBMT chunks and GIZA++ 
word alignments are slightly below those for the baseline PBSMT system seeded wlth 
SMT phrasal ahgnments and GIZA++ word alignments, reflected in the increase in 
WER scores. This indicates that, somewhat in contrast to the results for the Sun 
Microsystems experiments, that for the PBSMT system, the PBSMT phrases are 
more beneficial to translation performance than the EBMT chunk alignments. BLEU 
score decreases on average by 2.7% relatlve across the three training sets. Recall 
and precision also experience a very slight drop, with recall results leveling off when 
we reach the 322K sentence training set. 
English-French Translation 
From Table 4.5 we can see again that BLEU scores increase slightly for the semi- 
hybrid EBMT system seeded with marker-based chunks and SMT word alignments 
over the baseline systcm seeded with EBMT chunk and word ahgnments, with rel- 
ative BLEU score increasing by 3.3% on average. Again WER only drops slightly, 
with an average decrese of just 0.48%. 
BLEU Prec. Recall WER SER 
78K 1 EBMT BASELINE 1 ,1240 ,4422 ,4365 79.09 99.10 I I SEMI-HYBRID PBSMT BASELINE 
Table 4.5: Comparing the 'seml-hybrid' EBMT system and 'semi- 
hybrid' PBSMT system for English-French. 
.I304 .4515 .4445 78.20 99.10 
,1771 ,5045 ,4696 70.44 98.54 
156K 
322K 
As for Frcnch-English, for English-French the semi-hybrid PBSMT system ac- 
tually performs slightly worse than the equivalent PBSMT baseline system. On 










.I670 .4968 .4617 73.32 98.46 
.I374 ,4548 ,4476 77.66 98.96 
.I404 ,4592 .4517 77.34 98.96 
,1855 ,5120 ,4724 69.39 98.20 
.I773 .5048 .4681 72.27 98.26 
,1448 ,4587 ,4530 77.73 99.22 
.I486 .4632 .4575 77.51 99.56 
,1933 ,5180 ,4751 68.30 98.12 
.I850 .5107 .4708 71.22 98.22 
creasing, and WER increases by 2.89% on average. These results again show that 
although the SMT lexicon can help improve the performance of the EBMT system, 
it is not enough to increase translation quality of the EBMT system sufficiently. 
4.3.2 Merging All Data: HYBRID EBMT us. HYBRID 
PBSMT 
From the results in Section 4.3.1 it 1s clear to see that using the higher quality 
SMT lexicon in place of the EBMT word-lcvel database within the EBMT system 
results in improvements over the baseline system. However, for the PBSMT system, 
making use of EBMT chunk alignments in place of SMT phrasal alignments in the 
semi-hybrid system configuration actually decreases translation quality 
Experiments carried out on the Sun Mzcrosystems data, as described in Chap- 
ter 3, show that making use of both EBMT sub-sentential allgnments (words and 
phrases) along with SMT word and phrase allgnments can improve the performance 
of a PBSMT system. Following on from these results and the somewhat disap- 
pointing results of the experiments described in Sectlon 4.3.1, we merged all of the 
EBMT marker-based alignments and the PBSMT phrases (and words) induced from 
the GIZA++ word alignments. We fed the resulting merged translation resources 
to both the baseline EBMT and PBSMT systems to create our hybrid 'statisti- 
cal EBMT' system and our 'example-based SMT' system, referred to as HYBRID- 
EBMT and HYBRID-PBSMT, respectively, in what follows. These experiments 
allow us to see whether we can achieve similar improvements when using hybrid 
data sets to those seen on the Sun Mzcrosystems corpus. They also allow us to 
implicitly investigate the possible differences in quality of thesc data resources and 
their effect on translation (cf. Section 4.5 for further discussion). 
French-English Translation 
The results for French-English are given in Table 4.6. From these results it is clear 
that adding the hybrid data improves over all baseline results. Most importantly, as 
we showed for the Sun data in Chapter 3, incorporating the EBMT marker chunks 
and the PBSMT sub-sentential alignments in a hybnd 'example-based SMT' system 
improves on the baseline PBSMT performance. Increases in BLEU score are consis- 
tent across training sets, rising from 0.194 to 0.207 (a 6.7% relative improvement) 
for the HYBRID-PBSMT system on the 78K-sentence training set, from 0.204 to 
0.218 on the 156K set (6.9% improvement) and from 0.210 to 0.224 on the 322K 
set (a 6.7% relative improvement). These improvements were deemed to be statis- 
tically significant (with p < 0.05) Koehn (2004b). Precision and Recall rise, and 
WER falls; somewhat surprisingly, SER rises, but for all bar this metric, the hybrid 
system outperforms both system variants on which it is based. 
One very interesting result is that the HYBRID-PBSMT system achieves a higher 
BLEU score when trained on the 78K data set compared with the baseline system 
trained on twice as much data (0.207 vs. 0 204). We obtain a similar result for 
the 156K set (0.218 for the HYBRID-PBSMT system vs. 0.210 for the baseline 
system trained on the 322K data set). Using the hybrld data sets, it is possible to 
achieve much higher translation performance with much less data, which may be 
particularly useful for language pairs where smaller amounts of training data are 
available. 
For EBMT, we see a greater increase over the baseline system; on the 78K 
training set, BLEU scores rise from 0.122 to 0.152 (24% relative improvement), from 
0.134 to 0 162 on the 156K set (20.6% relative increase) and from 0.143 to 0.170 
on the 322K training set (a 19.6% relative improvement). We also observe a drop 
in WER (e.g. from 82.43% to 74.99% for the 322K set). The improvements in the 
performance of the HYBRID-EBMT system is also reflected in the increase in chunk 
coverage. The SMT phrases add robustness to the EBMT system by improving this 
coverage. A further 6% of test sentences are successfully translated by the HYBRID- 
Table 4.6: Comparing the 'hybrid' EBMT system and 'hybrid' PB- 




EBMT system using chunks alone (i.e. not having to resort to the word-level lex~con 
during translation) and we see an average relative increase of 76% for the number of 
possible chunk translation candidates contained in the HYBRID-EBMT database 




















The results for the reverse language direction are given in Table 4.7. Here again we 
can see that add~ng the hybrid data improves over all baseline results The addition 
of the hybrid data into the baseline EBMT system results in BLEU scores rising 
from 0.124 to 0 146 for the 78K data set (17.7% relative improvement), from 0.137 
to 0.157 for the 156K data set (14.6% relative increase) and from 0.149 to 0.167 
for the 322K data set (12.1% relative improvement). Again, these improvements 
are statistically significant (Koehn, 2004b). It is interesting to note that for this 
language direction the HYBRID-EBMT system trained on only 78K sentence pars  
performs almost as well as the baseline system tramed on over four times as much 
data. 
BLEU Prec. Recall WER SER 
,1217 ,4556 ,5315 85.63 98.94 
,1256 ,4537 ,5280 85.19 98.92 
.I519 .4997 .5349 76.12 98.98 
,1943 .5289 ,5477 70 74 98.42 
,1861 .5217 ,5464 73.77 98.36 
.2070 .5368 .5551 69.56 98.20 
,1343 ,4645 ,5368 83.55 99.02 
,1387 ,4670 ,5394 82.95 99.10 
.I620 .5081 .5457 75.14 99.16 
.2040 ,5369 ,5526 69.41 98.30 
,1970 ,5318 ,5518 72.37 98.38 
.2176 .5437 .5579 68.17 98.10 
A427 ,4734 ,5419 82.43 99.06 
.I459 ,4750 ,5434 81 92 99.04 
.I699 .5145 .5558 74.99 99.20 
,2102 ,5409 ,5539 68.55 98.72 
2089 ,5406 ,5542 7055 98.38 
.2236 .5483 .5592 67.40 98.58 
AS with the HYBRID-EBMT system, the HYBRID-PBSMT system Improves 
over its baseline equivalent, on average achieving a relative increase in BLEU score 
of 6.2%. As with French-English, the SER rate remains high over all training sets, 
but we see a decrease in WER for the hybrid systems compared to their baseline 
equivalents (an average decrease of 4.05% for the HYBRID-EBMT system and 1.09% 
for the HYBRID-PBSMT system). 
Table 4.7: Comparing the 'hybrid' EBMT system and 'hybrid' PB- 




Here we can see that with the inclusion of the SMT data, the BLEU scores now 
fall more in line with the remaining evaluation metrics (as compared to the results 
in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3). It appears that the more SMT-like the EBMT system 
becomes, the more the BLEU scores tend to reflect the same trend as displayed 
by the remaining automatic evaluation metrics, wlth BLEU scores now hlgher for 
French-English (Table 4.6) than English-French (Table 4.7). As BLEU is an n-gram 
statistic (cf. Section 3.2.2 for more details on BLEU), the more n-gram-based the 
system becomes, the more reliable BLEU becomes, further strengthening the claim 
that BLEU is not a suitable evaluation metric for reflecting translation quality when 



















,1240 .4422 .4365 79 09 99.10 
,1304 .4515 .4445 78 20 99.10 
.I462 .4783 .4580 74.54 99.20 
,1771 ,5045 ,4696 70.44 98.54 
,1670 ,4968 ,4617 73.32 98.46 
.I898 .5152 .4787 69.20 98.50 
,1374 ,4548 ,4476 77.66 98.96 
,1404 ,4592 ,4517 77.34 98.96 
.I573 .4870 .4682 73.86 99.16 
1855 ,5120 ,4724 69.39 98.20 
1773 ,5048 ,4681 72 27 98.26 
.I965 .5208 .4810 68.36 98.24 
,1448 .4587 ,4530 77.73 99 22 
,1486 ,4632 ,4575 77.51 99.56 
.I668 .4912 .4798 73.94 99.38 
,1933 ,5180 ,4751 68.30 98.12 
,1850 ,5107 ,4708 71.22 98.22 
.2040 .5284 .4851 67.28 98.12 
we are dealing with non-n-gram-based systems (Callison-Burch et al., 2006).6 
4.4 Language Model Reranking: Further Nybrid- 
ity 
The results in Section 4.3.2 show that although making use of both EBMT and SMT 
translation resources in a hybrid 'statlstlcal EBMT' system result in statistically 
significant improvements over the baseline EBMT system, translation quality for 
the hybrid system configuration is still somewhat short of that for the baseline 
PBSMT system for both French-English and English-French. 
To understand more fully why thls is the case, we performed an analys~s of how 
the EBMT system actually generates a translation. As mentioned previously in 
Section 4.3.1, unlike the Sun Mtcrosystems corpus which consists of rather homo- 
geneous data, thc Europarl corpus consists of very diverse and much more complex 
language. This is reflected in the differences in chunk coverage of the EBbIT system 
on the Europarl and Sun test sets. Due to the more repetitive nature of the Sun 
data, many more sentences were translated fully by EBMT chunks alone (approx 6% 
of translations) than on the Europarl data (approx 1% of test sentences). Note also 
that the possibility of producing a perfect translation (or an exact sentence match) 
was also much higher for the Sun experiments. This is reflected in the SER rates 
achieved (65.6% for English-French and 51.2% for French-English, when trained on 
203K Sun sentence pairs (cf. Tables 3.2 and 3.3, respectively) vs. 98-99% SER for 
both language directions when training on the Europarl data sets (cf. Table 4.2 for 
French-English and Table 4.3 for English-French). 
As we pointed out in Section 4.3 1, the EBMT system performs most poorly when 
it cannot make use of its chunk or template databases and needs to resort to using its 
lexical database, performing word-for-word translation. However, even improving 
61deally we need to carry out manual evaluation to further support this claim, something which 
is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
the quality of this lexicon by replacing it with the higher quality set of SMT word 
alignments was not adequate to sufficiently increase translation performance. The 
reasons for thls lie with how the EBMT system's recombination stage operates. 
During recombination, the EBMT system of Gough and Way (2004a, 2004b), 
Way and Gough (2005) and Gough (2005) takes a completely naive approach, simply 
positioning translated input segments (chunks and words from the input sentence) 
according to their original source language order. For languages which share sim- 
ilar syntactic structure, where translationally equivalent constituents are generally 
realised in the same or similar positions in both source and target, such as for French- 
English, this technique, in most instances, 1s completely adequate as any reorderings 
that occur when translating between these two languages generally occur at a local 
level and can be encapsulated within the aligned chunks themselves. Without any 
guide as to the correct target language word order, whenever the EBMT system 
cannot avail of its chunk alignments and has to resort to word-for-word translation 
it simply follows the order of the words in the original input sentence and thus often 
fails to produce a syntactically well-formed output translation. 
In addition, the EBMT system lacks any sophisticated target language prob- 
abilistic models to aid the lexical selection process, and often when a number of 
equally weighted lexical choices are available for a particular input segment, the 
system outputs all of the possible alternate final translations as part of an a-best 
list, with many translations assigned the same score. 
Therefore, although the improved word alignments may provide more suitable 
lexical translation candidates, the EBMT system requires more information to im- 
prove both lexical selection and final word order. 
In order to see if we could further improve the performance of the hybrid EBMT 
system we decided to integrate a statistical language model, following the work of 
Bangalore et al. (2002), who demonstrate that using a trigram language model to 
select the final translation output from multiple candidates improves system perfor- 
mance. For these experiments we ranked the output of the hybrid EBMT system 
using the PBSMT system's equivalent language model (e.g. the 78K language model 
to rerank the output of the EBMT system training on the 78K sentence test set) in a 
post hoc reranking stage. Making use of the SRILM toolkit's n-best rescoring tool7 
(Stolcke, 2002), we rescored the n-best list produced by the hybrid EBMT system 
for each input sentence, multiplying the resulting statistical language model score 
by the original score assigned to the translation candidate by the EBMT system. 
We took the resulting top-scoring translation for each input sentence to be the final 
translation which was subsequently passed to the automatic evaluation metrics. The 
statistical language model should help the EBMT system in particular where it has 
to resort to performing direct word-for-word translation where it cannot benefit from 
the contextual information contained within its chunk database, thus improving the 
translation fluency. 
Apart from Bangalore et al. (2002), other hybrid systems have previously inte- 
grated language models, but in different ways to our approach. For instance, Aue 
et al. (2004) add a dependency (or 'logical form') tree-based statistical language 
model into their EBMT system, but with little improvement over the baseline sys- 
tcm The hybrid system of Quirk and I\/Ienezes (2006) also contains a target language 
model, but in a much more straightforward SMT-like experiment. With a similar 
aim to our work here, Irnamura et a1 (2004) employ syntactic transfer strategies, 
using a language model (together with a lexlcon model) as part of their statistical 
generation module for final lexical selection. 
4.4.1 French-English Translation 
Looking at  the results in Table 4.8, we can see that using the language model does 
improve the performance of the 'fully-hybrid' 'statistical EBMT' system. These 
results illustrate how the language model guides the reordering and lexical selection 
of these word-to-word translations to improve overall translation quality. 
For the hybrid 'statistical EBMT' system, the BLEU score rises by 6-7% relative 
'http://www speech sri.com/projects/srilm/ 
across training sets. Precision rises, recall stays about the same, but WER improves 
by about 2% absolute on average across training sets. SER falls only slightly, by 
less than 1% absolute on average across training sets. These improvements were 
deemed to be statistically significant (Koehn, 2004b) (p < 0.01). 
BLEU Prec. Recall WER SER 
78K I EBMT BASELINE 1 ,1217 ,4556 ,5315 85.63 98.94 






















4.4.2 English-French Translation 
,1256 ,4537 ,5280 85 19 98.92 
,1519 ,4997 ,5349 76.12 98.98 
.I624 .5091 .5341 74.15 98.80 
,1943 ,5289 .5477 70.74 98 42 
,1861 ,5217 ,5464 73.77 98.36 
,2070 ,5368 ,5551 69.56 98 20 
,1343 ,4645 ,5368 83.55 99 02 
,1387 .4670 5394 82.95 99.10 
,1620 .5081 5457 75.14 99.16 
.I722 .5177 .5463 73.19 98.68 
,2040 ,5369 ,5526 69.41 98.30 
,1970 ,5318 ,5518 72.37 98.38 
,2176 ,5437 ,5579 68.17 98.10 
,1427 4734 .5419 82.43 99.06 
,1459 ,4750 ,5434 81.92 99.04 
,1699 5145 ,5558 74.99 99 20 
.I773 .5224 .5530 72.85 98.80 
,2102 ,5409 .5539 68 55 98.72 
.2089 ,5406 .5542 70.55 98.38 
,2236 ,5483 .5592 67 40 98.58 
Similar statistically significant improvements can also be seen for English-French 
(Table 4.9). From these results we can see that we get an average relative increase 
of 4.8% BLEU score and agaln WER scores improve, falling from an average of 74.11% 
for the hybrid EBMT system to 73.55% with the addition of a language model. As 
for French-English, the improvements in results for English-French are statistically 
significant (with p < 0.05) Koehu (2004b). 








BLEU Prec. Recall WER SER 
Table 4.9. Re-ranking the output of the baseline EBMT system and 
'hybrid' EBMT system for English-French. 
78K 
156K 
for French-English and for English-French translation, are given in the graphs in 
Figure 4.2. 















The experiments in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4 show that adding various PBSMT 
resources to an EBMT system results in a novel 'statistical EBMT' model of trans- 
lation that is capable of outperforming the baseline EBMT system of Gough and 
Way (2004b), Gough (2005) and Way and Gough (2005a). However, in contrast 
to the experiments on the Sun Mzcrosystems corpus, even the highest performing 
hybrid EBMT system was unable to match the performance of the baseline PBSMT 
system. 
Despite this somewhat surprising result, the results in Table 4.6 and Table 4.7 
,1240 ,4422 ,4365 7909 99.10 
,1304 ,4515 ,4445 78.20 99 10 
,1462 ,4783 ,4580 74.54 99.20 
.I527 .4871 .4611 73.23 99.08 
,1771 .5045 ,4696 70.44 98.54 
,1670 .4968 ,4617 73.32 98.46 
,1898 ,5152 ,4787 69.20 98.50 
,1374 ,4548 ,4476 77.66 98.96 
.I404 ,4592 ,4517 77 34 98.96 
,1573 ,4870 ,4682 73.86 99.16 
.I635 .4955 .4709 72.50 98.88 
,1855 ,5120 ,4724 69 39 98.20 
,1773 ,5048 ,4681 72.27 98.26 
,1965 .5208 ,4810 68 36 98.24 
EBMT. BASELINE -s- SEMI-HYBRID - HYBRID + HYBILID-LM + 
PBSMT. BASELINE + SEMI-HYBRID 4 HYBRID -i- 
(a) French-English translation 
(b) English-French translation 
Figure 4.2: BLEU scores for the various configurations of the EBMT 
and PBSMT systems when trained on ~ncremental train- 
ing data sets taken from the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 
2005) 
demonstrate that incorporating the marker chunks with the PBSMT sub-scntential 
alignments in an 'example-based SMT' system can outperform both baseline systems 
from which it is created. 
From these results it is clear that both EBMT and PBSMT translation resources 
can contribute positively to translation quality In this section, we examine these 
translation resources further by providing a detailed description of the types of 
phrasal alignments that each system generates, in a bid to increase our understand- 
ing of the contributions both EBMT and SMT methods can make towards trans- 
lation performance and the apparent contradiction the results in this chapter have 
with those present in Chapter 3. 
For the various training sets, the numbers of chunks derived by both systems is 
Table 4.10. The number of chunks derived by the PBSMT and 
EBMT baseline systems, over the different tra~ning sets 
shown in Table 4.10. 
From the information in Table 4.10, one can see that there are many more SMT 
chunks than EBMT fragments: over five times as many on average for all training 
set sizes. As SMT methods extract all possible n-grams that correspond to initial 
word alignments (which may even include complete sentences) and place no further 
restrictions on the content or context of these n-grams, this result is to be expected; 
EBMT marker-based methods, by their very definition, are much more restrictive in 
their identification of a valid chunk, as they base their decisions heavily on specific 
contextual factors, namely the presence of marker words. 
It is interesting to note, however, that despite the huge differences m the amount 
of SMT chunks vs. EBMT chunks, this is not reflected in the results in the prevlous 
sections. It would be expected that the EBMT system would fare much worse due 




SMT EBMT BOTH SMT ONLY EBMT ONLY 
1.17M 242,907 47,311 1.12M 195,596 
2 45M 470,588 92,662 2.36M 378,026 
5.15hI 928,717 181,669 4.97M 747,048 
with the equivalent PBSMT system with over five times as many al~gnments (cf. 
Tables 4.2 and 4 3). This result can be seen as an indication of the higher quality 
of the information encapsulated within the EBMT chunks, and even the possible , 
superfluous nature of many of the SMT a-grams. 
Note that doubling the amount of training data leads to about twice as many 
sub-sentential alignments for each system type. This is a further indication of the 
heterogeneous nature of the Europarl corpus, which, despite becoming the standard 
in MT training and testing, is still perhaps quite a challenging domain for MT. The 
lack of repetition within the corpus makes it difficult for any type of MT system 
to automatically learn from What is interesting, of course, given the number 
of chunks created, as given in Table 4.10, is to see what the overlap is between the 
chunks that the two systems create, a s  well as which chunks are derived by just one 
of the two systems. In this way we can see how different the two types of approaches 
are in terms of the translation knowledge they extract. 
For the 322K-sentence training set, over 5.71 million chunks are created in total. 
About 182K chunks, or just over 3% of the total number, are found by both systems. 
Of the remainder, about 87% are SMT-only chunks, and 13% are derived solely 
by the EBMT system. These figures alone indicate the huge differences between 
the phrasal alignments extracted via SMT and EBMT methods, as we observe an 
extremely small amount of alignments common to both systems. Of those alignments 
which are found exclusively by either system, interestingly, 93% of the SMT-only 
chunks are found just once, and 99.4% occur less than 10 times; for the EBMT 
chunks, 96.63% are found once, while 99.8% are seen less than 10 times. 
Taklng the 322K-sentence training set, the ten most frequent chunks found by 
both systems (i.e. the most frequent chunks occurlng within the intersection set)are 
those in (21): 
81nc~dentally, for the Sun Mzcrosysterns 203K-sentence training set, approx 1.99M phrase 
alisnments were extracted in total between SMT and EBMT methods. Almost 1M more al~gnments 
were extracted on the 156K Europarl trmnmg set (cf. Table 4.10, even though it contains 47K 
fewer sentence pairs, further lnd~cation of the lack of repetition in the Europarl data compared 
with the Sun TM 
monsieur le president J m r  president 
au nom ==+on behalf 
je pense ==+i think 
madame le president ==+madam president 
je crols ==+i  believe 
je pense ==+i believe 
et messieurs ==+and gentlemen 
par exemple =+for example 
la commission ==+the commission 
madame la presidente =+madam president 
It can be seen from the chunks in (21) that they are generally of good quality 
and apart from (21d) which incorrectly contains the masculine form le priszdent in 
French of the equivalent English noun president, rather than the correct feminine 
form la priszdente (cf (21j), for example), consist of well-formed syntactic units. 
These are exactly the type of alignments we would expect to be most useful during 
translation. 
The ten most frequent chunks found by just the EBMT system are those in (22): 
de 1 union europeenne +of the european union 
le vote aura lieu demain +the vote will take place tomorrow 
& la commission ==+the commission 
du jour appelle &the next item is 
d accord *i agree 
dans 1 union europeen ==+in the european unlon 
de 1 union europeen ==+in the european union 
tout d abord ==+first 
la seance est levee &the sitting was closed 
B 1 avenir ==+in future 
Again, as with the chunks in (21), the chunks in (22) are generally of good qual- 
ity (apart from 22(f-g), which contain the French masculine form europe'en of the 
English adjective european, rather than the appropriate feminine form europe'enne 
required by the French feminine noun unzon, although these errors would be simple 
to post-edit) and contain important contextual information which is useful for trans- 
lation, such as determiner-noun agreement (e g. 22(i), between the determiner la 
and the feminine noun se'ance ) and noun-adjective agreement (e.g. 22(a), between 
unzon and europe'enne) 
The ten most frequent chunks found by just the SMT system are those in (23): 
(23) a. du ==+of the 
b. de la +of the 
c. union europeenne ==+union 
d. Btats membres ==+member states 
e. de 1 ==+of the 
f. dans le +in the 
g. n est ==+is 
h parlement europhen ==+parliament 
i. que nous ==+that we 
j. que la ==+that the 
Froin the chunks in (23) we can see that the chunks extracted by just the SMT 
system are also largely correct, but contain different types or errors than those 
made by the EBMT system, e.g. (23c) and (23g) contain actual semantic errors. 
The remaining chunks, although they can be considered well-formed, are not par- 
ticularly informative and contain very little contextual information which would 
greatly affect the resulting translation. Most consist of groups of marker or function 
words, without the accompanying content words which modify them. These are, of 
course, notoriously difficult to translate, and constitute one of the main reasons why 
marker-based translation is worthwhile in the first place. 
Leading on from this observation, one possibility that we will consider for future 
work would be to use elements of the statistical method of chunk alignment to 
automatically identify and extract marker-word translation candidates, which could 
then be fed to the marker-based chunker to fully automate the chunk alignment and 
extraction process. 
Given that both system types derive some chunks that the other does not, it 
is unsurprising that our claim that better systems can be built when combining 
both sets of sub-sentential alignments is borne out to be correct. Given the results 
from Chapter 3, and those presented in this Chapter, the implications for designers 
of data-driven MT systems are obvious: if available, incorporating sub-sentential 
resources from both SMT and EBMT into novel hybrid 'example-based SMT' and 
'statistical EBMT' systems guarantee that systems will be derived that are capable 
of higher translation quality than either standalone translation variant. That is, 
while there is an obvious convergence between both paradigmatic variants (Way and 
Gough, 2005a; Wu, 2006), more gains are to be had from combining their relative 
strengths in novel hybrid systems. 
4.6 Summary 
In Chapter 3 we demonstrated that the marker-based EBMT system of Gough and 
Way (2004b), Gough (2005) andway and Gough (2005a) IS capable of outperforming 
a PBSMT system constructed from freely available resources for the task of sublan- 
guage translation. However, perhaps more importantly, we showed that a hybrid 
'example-based SMT' system incorporating marker chunks together with SMT sub- 
sentential alignments (words and phrases) is capable of outperforming both baseline 
example-based and statistical phrase-based translation models on which it is based. 
On a different data set -the Europarl corpus - in this chapter we demonstrated 
that the baseline PBSMT system achieves higher translation quality than the EBMT 
system of Gough and Way (2004b), Gough (2005) andway and Gough (2005a). For 
the most part, we feel that this is due to the heterogeneous nature of the training data 
compared to the Sun Mzcrosystems TM that was used in previous experiments; due 
to its domain and wide range of subject matter, the Europarl contains much more 
complex language and varied vocabulary than the Sun Mzcrosystems sublanguage 
data. 
We demonstrated that in a number of novel improvements, the baseline EBMT 
system can be improved by adding in resources derived from a PBSMT system. 
We observed that making use of the higher-quahty SMT word alignments improves 
translation quality slightly for the EBMT system; although making use of the same 
data set of EBMT chunk alignments and SMT word alignments has an adverse 
negative effect on the performance of the PBSMT system. However, we observe 
statistically significant improvements over the baseline EBMT system, when we 
create a novel hybrid 'statistical EBMT' system by combining all of the EBMT 
translation data (chunk and word alignments) mth the data (phrases and words) 
induced via GIZA++. Incorporating a statistical target language model in a post 
hoe reranking stage improves translation quality still further. However, the novel 
hybrid 'statistical EBMT' systems continue to fall short of the translation quality 
achieved by the baseline PBSMT system. 
Nevertheless, as mth the experiments in Chapter 3 and the work presented 
in Groves and Way (2005), we confirmed in a further experiment that adding the 
EBMT marker chunks and word-level lexicon to the baseline SMT system derived an 
'example-based SMT' system that was capable of improving translation quality com- 
pared to the baseline PBSMT system, for a range of automatic evaluation metrics. 
In fact, both this hybrid 'example-based PBSMT' system and the hybrid 'statistical 
EBMT' system configurat~on perform as well as their baseline equivalents trained on 
twice, and even in certain cases, four times as much data (e.g. Table 4.7 HYBRID- 
EBMT vs. EBMT baseline). This particular outcome has significant implications 
for languages with scarce resources, where large amounts of bilingual corpora are 
not readily available. 
Gwen these results, we explored the nature of the chunks produced automati- 
cally by both underlying system types. Perhaps unsurprisingly, a number of chunks 
remain derivable by just one of the system types either EBMT, or SMT. Looking 
at the intersection and mutually exclusive alignment sets, it seems that for the hy- 
brid system configurations, during translation, phrases extracted by both methods 
that are more likely to functlon as syntactic units (and therefore more beneficlal 
during the translation process) are glven a higher statistical significance, whereas, 
conversely, those superfluous (possibly even 'less useful') SMT n-grams that are 
not also generated by the EBMT system are reduced. Essentially, the EBMT data 
helps the SMT system to make the best use of phrase alignments during transla- 
tion, whereas the SMT data, containing many more alignments, helps to improve 
the coverage of the system. 
Given that these two sets of alignments can contribute positively to the overall 
translation quality, the consequences for the field of data-driven MT are clear; by 
incorporating sub-sentential resources from both SMT and EBMT into novel hybrid 
systems, translation quality will improve compared to the baseline variants. That 
is, while there is an obvious convergence between both paradigmatic variants, more 
gains are to be had from combining their relative strengths in novel hybrid systems. 
Following on from the success of the hybrid approaches presented in this chapter 
and also in Chaptcr 3, in Chapter 5 we outllne a number of further developments 
which have been made into the creation of a hybrid data-dnven architecture which 
can take advantage of the benefits of both SMT and EBMT methods. We also 
describe a number of experiments which have been made involving different language 
pairs and data sets, including investigations into the development of a data-driven 
marker-based EBMT decoder. 
Chapter 5 
Further Applications and 
Development 
The results presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 demonstrated clearly how mak- 
ing use of both SMT and EBMT lexical, and in particular, phrasal information can 
significantly improve translation results. In addition, in Chapter 4 we demonstrated 
how making use of a statistical language model to rerank the n-best lists output by 
the marker-based EBMT system ~mproved upon all system variants. These experi- 
ments are further indications that both EBMT and SMT methods can be employed 
to produce hybrid system configurations capable of outperforming their baseline 
equivalents. 
Following on from these results, a number of other research avenues have pre- 
sented themselves. In this Chapter we describe a number of different hybrid data- 
driven experiments which have been carried out as a result of our significant findings. 
In Section 5.1, we describe how we have begun to develop a hybrid data-driven s y s  
tem architecture, MATREx, which can take advantage of the scientific findings 
presented in this work and which can also facilitate further research into the area of 
data-driven MT. 
In order to help determine the best configuration for the new marker-based align- 
ment strategy used in the MATREX system, we carried out some developmental 
experiments as part of the Spanish-English OpenLab 2006 shared task on MT. We 
present these experiments in Section 5.2. This translation task not only presents us 
with a new language pair but also provides us with a very large data set to test the 
scalability of our new MT architecture. 
In Section 5.3 we descrlbe a set of experiments performed on BasqueEnglish 
translation. As Basque is an agglutinative and highly inflected language, these ex- 
periments involve carrying out novel morpheme-to-word alignment using the marker 
hypothesis in addition to chunk alignment. This set of experiments also demonstrate 
the use of existing tools for Basque chunking, which given the MATREX system's 
modular design, are easily utilised. In these experiments we investigate the bene- 
fits of incorporating EBMT-style chunk alignments mthm the system's translation 
model in a bid to further strengthen our claim that SMT and EBMT systems can 
benefit within a hybrid framework. 
In addition to describing the development of our new hybrid data-dr~ven archi- 
tecture and experiments on new language pairs, we discuss some preliminary work 
that has carried out on the use of additional hybrid data-driven techniques. In 
Section 5.4, we propose a new "example-based" decoder for use withln this new 
data-driven architecture which employs marker-based segmentation strategies to- 
gether with SMT decoding techniques. 
5.1 The MaTrEx System 
In order to make use of the findings from Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we decided to 
develop a new software framework for data-driven MT capable of taking advantage of 
hybrid knowledge resources. The MATREX (Machine Translation using Examples) 
system used in our work and described in Armstrong et al. (2006), Stroppa et al. 
(2006) and Stroppa and Way (2006) is a modular data-driven MT engine, built 
following established Design Patterns (Gamma et al., 1995). 
An overview of the system architecture is given in Figure 5.1. 
Figure 5.1: The MATREX system architecture 
From Figure 5.1, we can see that the system comprises a number of easily ex- 
tendible and reimplementable modules, the most important of which are: 
Word Alignment Module: taka as its input a bilingual sententially-aligned 
corpus and outputs a set of word alignments with their associated probabilities 
Chunlcing Module: takes in a bilingual sententially-aligned corpus and pro- 
duces hurce and target chunks. 
Chunk'Alignment Modde: takes the source and target chunks produced by the 
chunking module and aligns them on a sentence-by-sentence basis producing 
a final set of source-target chunk alignments together with their translation 
probabilities (based on relative frequencies). 
Decoder: searches for the translation of the input text, making use of the 
original sententially-aligned corpus together with the derived chunks and word 
alignments. 
The system's modular design means that all of these above modules, indicated 
by the highlighted components in Figure 5.2, can be completely reimplemented, 
extended or even adapted to allow the integration of existing software (i.e. the use 
of wrapper technologies). 
In its current configuration, the system employs marker-based chunking tech- 
niques to derive source and target chunks. For new language pairs, we need only 
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Figure 5.2: Reimplementable modules within the MATREX system. 
provide the system with the appropriate list of source and target marker words. 
However, other chunking strategies are also implementable, such as the use of ex- 
isting chunking tools as described in Section 5.3.2. During training, the aligned 
sonretarget sentences are passed in turn to the word a l imen t ,  chunking and 
chunk alignment modules to create our chunk and lexical databases. In addition, 
SMT phrasal alignments extracted based on the set of derived word alignments can 
be easily incorporated into the system's architecture as an additional module (cf. 
Section 2.3.4). 
For the experiments described in this chapter the word alignment and decoder 
modules are simply wrappers around existing tools. To extract word-level alignments 
from the original bilingual corpus, the GIZA++ statistical word alignment tool is 
used (Och and Ney, 2003).l From the resulting word alignment sets produced for 
sourcetarget and targetsource language directions, the refined word alignment 
set is computed following the methods of Koehn et al. (2003) and Och and Ney 
(2003) as described in Section 2.3.3. This type of word alignment technique has 
been shown to produce high-quality alignments with equally high recall making it 
particularly suited to the MT task (Tiedemanu, 2004). For decoding we made use of 
the PHARAOH phrase-based SMT decoder (Koehn, 2004a), as described in Section 
2.3.5. 
In its current configuration, the MATFLEX system is, therefore, essentially a hy- 
'http://www.f joch. com/GIZA++.html 
brid 'example-based SMT' system, as it makes use of a traditional phrase-based SMT 
decoder, together with both example-based and SMT-derived translation knowledge, 
which when combined, make up the system's translation table. 
5.1.1 Adding Punctuation to the Marker Set 
The MATREX system's chunking module takes as its input a sententially-aligned 
corpus, and chunks each sentence pair on a sentence-by-sentence basis. The current 
instantiation of the chunking module implements marker-based chnnking techniques, 
similar to those of Way and Gough (2003, 2005a, 2005b), Gough and Way (2004a, 
2004b) and Gough (2005) The marker-based approach to chunking makes use of 
a set of closed-class words to segment source and target sentences, as described in 
Section 2.2. 
In previous experiments on the Sun Microsystems and Europarl data sets, as 
described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 respectively, we used 7 marker word categories 
during chunking The list of marker word categories and their associated tags are 
given in Table 2.1. 
For these earlier experiments, we did not make use of any punctuation during 
chunking or subsequent chunk alignment. However, subsequent developmental ex- 
periments demonstrated that punctuation could in fact be useful when performing 
chunking, thus aiding the overall translation. Punctuation can in fact be consid- 
ered as markers, following the original definition of Green (1979); they represent a 
closed-class set of items which are easily identifiable and can be used to indicate 
context, such as the end of a sentence, clause or phrase. Therefore, in addition 
to the marker categories in Table 2.1, we added punctuation to the hst of possible 
markers, assigning instances of punctuation the tag <PUNC>. The revised set of 
marker categories used in the experiments described in this Chapter are given in 
Table 5.1. 
The marker tags contained in Table 2.1 are used to indicate the posslble start of 
a new chunk. Rather than being used in chunk-initial position, punctuation marks 










occur in chunk-final position, indicating the end of a chunk. Punctuation can be 
particularly useful if we encounter long sequences of words in the source or target 
training sentences that do not contain any instances of marker words (e.g hsts, 
addresses etc.). In these cases, the use of punctuation allows us to identify more 
fine-grained examples for use during translation, an important task for EBMT and 
corpus-based MT in general (Nirenburg et al., 1993) (cf. Section 2 1). To give a 
simple illustration of the effectiveness of using punctuation dunng the segmentation 
process, consider the English-French sentence pair in (24), taken from the Europarl 









(24) Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, read the documents 
@Monsieur le PrBsident, Mesdames et Messieurs, lisez les documents 
If we consider that we only have the set of punctuation marks as our possi- 
ble markers, traversing and tagging the sentence pair in (24) produces the tagged 
sentence pair in (25). 
(25) Mr. President ,<PUNC> Ladies and Gentlemen ,<PUNC> read the 
documents 
#Monsieur le Pr6sident ,<PUNC> Mesdames et Messieurs ,<PUNC> 
lisez les documents 
Note in (25) that, unlike the original set of marker tags, the <PUNC> tag mdi- 
cakes the end of a chunk and therefore appears after the relevant punctuation mark. 
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From the tagged sentence pair in (25), we can see how it is possible to successfully 
segment the sentence pair in (24) based solely on punctuation information Assum- 
ing, a very naive al~gnment algorithm making use of only marker tag and chunk 
position informat~on, we can produce the set of aligned chunks in (26). 
(26) Mr. Pres~dent *Monsieur le President 
Ladies and Gentlemen *Mesdames et Messieurs 
read the documents wlisez les documents 
5.1.2 Sub-sentential Alignment 
After the init~al chunking stage is perfomed by the MATREX system's chunking 
module, the resulting sourcetarget chunks are passed to the chunk alignment mod- 
ule. Working on a sentence-by-sentence basis, this alignment module takes the set of 
source chunks and the set of target chunks and outputs a set of correspondmg bilin- 
gual chunks, similar to those given in (26) above, together with chunk translation 
probabilities. 
Currently, we use a dynamic programming "edit-distance style" alignment algo- 
rithm, based on the classical edit-distance algorithm of Wagner and Fischer (1974). 
The alignment algorithm aligns those chunks present within the sourcetarget sen- 
tence pair which are closest to each other, or more strictly, 'less distant', in terms 
of a part~cular distance metric. 
Following the notation of Stroppa et al. (2006), in the following, a denotes an 
alignment between a target sequence e and a source sequence f ,  with I = lei and 
J = If 1 .  Given two sequences of chunks, we are looking for the most likely alignment 
2: 
2 = argmax P(ale, f )  = argmax P ( a ,  el f ) .  
a a 
We first consider alignments such as those obtained by an edit-distance algo- 
rithrn. The alignment consists of a set of tuples: 
with Vk E [I, n], tk E [0, I] and s k  E [0, J ] ,  and Vk < k': 
tk 5 tkt or tk, = 0, 
Sk 5 Sk' Or Sk' = 0, 
I Uz=i{tk), J UF=l{~k), 
where tk = 0 (resp. s k  = 0) denotes a non-aligned target 
(resp. source) chunk. 
We then assume the following model to  calculate P(a ,  el f ) ,  the probability of a 
particular alignment: 
P(a ,  elf) = nl;P(tk, s k ,  elf) = nkP(et,IfSk)l (5.1) 
where P(eo1 f,) (resp. P(e,lfo)) denotes an "insertion" (resp. 
"deletion") probability. 
Assuming that the parameters P(etkJf,,) (the probability of the source chunk in 
posltlon tk being aligned with the target chunk in position sk) in Equation (5.1) are 
known, the most likely alignment is computed by a simple dynamic-programming 
algorithm.' Moreover, this algorithm can be simply adapted to allow for block 
movements or "jumps", following ideas introduced by Leusch et al. (2006) in the 
context of MT evaluation. Leusch et al. (2006) extend the Levenshtein distance 
(Levenshtein, 1965) by combining an additional parameter to account for block 
movements with the traditional insertion, deletion and substitution operators. 
This type of adaptation is potentially very useful for taking into account differ- 
ences between the order of constituents between certain languages. An example of 
such a difference in constituent order between Basque and English is given in Figure 
2This algor~thm is actually a class~cal edit-distance algorithm in wh~ch distances are replaced 
by ~nverse-log-conditional probabilities 
5.3. Here we can see bow translationally equivalent constltuents between Basque 
and English often do not occur in a similar linear order. The use of "jumps" allows 
us to consider the possibility of aligning such crossing corresponding constituents, 
as indicated by the arrows in F~gure 5.3. 
Errusrako stre arrnadak 




Russian axr farces 
threw 
1 500 kg of bombs 1 
m that region 
Figure 5.3: Equivalence between components In Basque and English 
Instead of using an Expectation-Maximization algorithm to estimate the param- 
eters P(etkl fs,)3 in Equation (5.1), as commonly done when performing word align- 
ment (Brown et al., 1993; Och and Ney, 2003), we directly compute these parameters 
by relying on the information contained within the chunks. For our experiments, 
when aligning chunks we make use of three sources of knowledge: word-to-word 
translation probabilitles, sourcetarget cognate information and marker tags. 
As stated above, word-to-word translation probabilities are extracted based on a 
refined set of word alignments induced from the GIZA++ statistical word alignment 
toolkit. These pre-calculated word translation probab~lities can then be used to help 
determine relat~onships between sourcetarget chunks based on the model given in 
Equation (5.2). 
~-~ 
3Note in our experiments we make use of features combined into a log-linear model, rather than 
true probabilities per se, as described below, to give us the "distances" used in the edit-distance 
style algorithm. 
For each word, e,, in the source chunk under consideration, we select the slngle 
target word (f,,) with the highest translation probability given the source word, ac- 
cordlng to the word-to-word translation probabilities. We then calculate the product 
over the resulting selected set of word translation probabilities to give us our final 
(word translation probability-based) chunk ahgnment feature 
In order to extract the set of source-target cognate pairs for the chunk pairs 
under consideration, we first calculate standard stnng edit-distance scores for all 
posslble palrings of sourcetarget words. The string edit-distance is used as an early 
pass filter to identify those word pairs which may be possible cognates. Those word 
palrs w t h  an edit-distance score < 10 are then allowed through to the second pass 
of the cognate extraction algorithm * During the second pass we make use of Dice 
coefficient scores and the Lowest Common Subsequence Ratio (LCSR) For a given 
word pair, Dice's coefficient can be defined as the ratio of the number of shared 
character blgrams to the total number of b~grams in both words, multiplied by 2. 
For example, the English word colour and equivalent French translation couleur have 
three bigrams in common - co, 0u5 and ur - and altogether contain 11 bigrams. 
This produces a Dice coefficient of 2(3/11) = 0.55. 
A subsequence of a particular sequence (in our case, a sequence of characters) is 
a new sequence which is formed from the origmal by deleting some of the elements 
without disturbing the relative positions of the remaining elements For example, the 
string cognate has many possible subsequences which include cogne (COGNatE), oae 
(cOgnAtE) and gnt (coGNaTe). The LCSR of two words is computed by dividing 
the length of thelr longest common subsequence by the length of the longer word. For 
example, LCSR(colour,couleur) = 517 = 0.71, as their longest common subsequence 
is made up of co, 1 and ur. 
4For OUT experiments, this threshold was emp~rically established during the lnlt~al developmel~t 
stage. 
5This example illustrates the potentially haphazard nature of the Dice coeffic~ent as we are 
cons~dering the bigram ou to he common between the French and English word, even though ou 
in the French word couleur does not actually correspond to  ou in colour, as they are taken from 
different parts of their respective words. 
To identify and count the number of cognates present, after selecting initial 
word pairs using the string edit-distance score, we take the mean of the LCSR 
and Dice coefficient for the reduced set of word pairs to give us our cognate score. 
Word pairs with a cognate score above an empirically determined threshold are 
considered cognates. In our case, a cognate threshold of > 0.3 was used. This 
figure was determined by manually inspecting the output of a series of experiments 
using a range of threshold values when collecting cognates over the entire corpus. It 
was determined that below this threshold, the accuracy of the cognate identification 
algorithm deteriorated rapidly. The cognate feature used in the alignment algorithm 
is computed by dividing the number of cognates that occur between the source and 
target chunk, by the number of words contained in the source chunk (cf. Equation 
(5.4)) 
For alignment based on marker tags, a simple matching algorithm is used, giv- 
ing a particular chunk pair a marker tag-based alignment feature of either 1 (for 
matching tags) or 0. 
Within the alignment algorithm it is possible to combine knowledge from marker 
tag matching, word probabilities and cognate information in a log-linear framework 
(similar in spirit to the log-linear framework of Och and Ney (2002) used in MT, as 
described in Section 2.3.1) according to the Equation in (5.5). 
In Equation (5.5), hk(.) represents a given source of knowledge, Xk the associated 
weight parameter and Z a normalization parameter. The log-linear framework also 
facilitates the potential use of additional knowledge sources, as these knowledge 
sources can be integrated very easily ~ n t o  the model as additional features. The 
"distance" between a particular source-target chunk pair, f,, e,, is estimated from 
the result of Equation (5.5). It is these "distances" that are used in calculating the 
best chunk alignmcnt according to the "edit-distance-style" algorithm 
5.2 OpenLab 2006 Shared MT Task 
From Section 5.1.2, we can see a number of parameters are available to us for use 
durlng the chunk alignment process. In order to determine the influence of these 
different distance metrics on translation performance, we carried out some initial 
preliminary experiments as part of our part~clpation in the TC-STAR OpenLab 2006 
shared task on MT (Armstrong et al., 2006). OpenLab 2006 focused on Spanish- 
English translation and provided a large corpus consisting of 1.28M aligned Spanish- 
English scntence pairs taken from speeches from the European Parliament Plenary 
Sessions (EPPS) for training. This data not only provided us with a test-bed for 
our new alignment algorithm, but also presented us with a new language pair for 
testing the marker-based chunking approach. In addition, the training data consists 
of the largest amount of data that the marker-based approach has currently been 
tested on and allowed us to gauge the scalability of the MATREX system. 
5.2.1 Data Resources and Experimental Setup 
From the original Spanish-English corpus, we extracted 954,050 sentence pairs for 
training, filtering out sentence pairs greater than 40 words in length for either Span- 
ish or English and those sentence pairs whose relative sentence length ratio was 
greater than 1.5. For testing, we translated the official Spanish test set consisting 
of 840 sentences. The statistics for the training set and test set are given in Table 
5 2. 
Making use of the filtered corpus, we performed chunking using the marker-based 
approach described in Section 2.2, including the use of the additional <PUNC> 
marker category, as described in Section 5.1.1. The resulting chunks were then 
aligned using the edit-distancestyle alignment algorithm described in Section 5 1 2, 
Table 5.2: Details of OpenLab 2006 training and test corpora Avg, 
Max and Min refer to the average, maximum and mini- 
mum sentence lengths, respectively, in terms of words 
employing tag-based, cognate-based and word probability-based features in deter- 
mining the distance between chunks. 
Following the findings presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the marker-based 
aligned chunks were then combined with SMT phrases, extracted using the method 
of Koehn et al. (2003) and Och and Ney (2003), as discussed in Section 2.3.4, to 
give us our set of hybrid EBMT-SMT phrase alignments This set of hybrid phrasal 
alignments made up the phrase translation table which was passed to  the PHARAOH 
decoder wrapper along with a trigram Kneser-Ney (Kneser and Ney, 1995) smoothed 
language model estimated from the English section of the training corpus, essentially 
producing a hybnd 'example-based PBSMT' system. 
Translating the 840-sentence testset we evaluated the resulting translations against 
two provided English reference translation sets in terms of a number of automatic 
evaluation metrics: 
Training Corpus 
BLEU : An n-gram-based co-occurrence statistic, as described in Section 3.2.2 
(Papineni et al., 2001,2002) . 
#Sentences I #Tokens 
954,050 1 18,319,374 
954,050 18,952,444 
840 1 21.770 
EN 
NIST : An n-gram-based metric similar to  BLEU, but with some modifications 
(Doddington, 2002). NIST assigns more weight to co-occurring n-grams which 
are less frequent in the reference text as they are considered more informative. 
NIST additionally reformulates the BLEu brevity penalty in order to  minimise 
the impact of scores given small variations in translation length. NIST has 
been shown to correlate better with human evaluations in terms of accuracy 
than of fluency, with the majority of the score for a typical MT system coming 
ES 













from unigram matches (Zhang and Vogel, 2004). 
WER : The traditional word error rate (cf. Section 3.2.1). The higher the number, 
the worse the quahty of the translations. 
PER : Position-independent WER (Tillmann et al., 1997). Essentially, this a 
"bag-of-words" evaluation metric, calculating the percentage of words correctly 
produced in the output according to the reference, independent of pos~tion. 
In order to determine the optimal configuration for our new alignment algorithm, 
we compared three different configurations: 
o Cog + Tag: Ahgning based on cognate informat~on together with marker 
tags. 
a WordP + Tag: Aligning based on word probabilities together with marker 
tags. 
o WordP + Cog + Tag: Aligning maklng use of all three distance metrics 
based on word probabilities, cognate information and marker tags. 
During these translation experiments we investigated the use of varying welghts 
for the different knowledge sources, implementing values for Ah In Equation (5.5) 
in the range [0.1 - 11. It was observed that for any of the tested combinations, a 
uniform weighting for all knowledge sources resulted in optimum performance, so 
for all values of k in Equation (5.5), we set Ah = 1. 
5.2.2 Translation Results 
The results for Spanish-Engl~sh translation for the various configurations are p ro  
sented in Table 5.3. 
From the results in Table 5.3, we can see that using word translation probability 
mformation and marker tag mformation does not result in much improvement over 
Table 5.3: Results for Spanish-English translation for the OpenLab 
2006 shared MT task 
using cognate information together with marker tags. This has interesting impli- 
cations as calculating word translation probabilities, although it only needs to be 
performed once, is a difficult, time-consuming and complex task that needs to be 
carried out in advance as a preprocessing step, whereas the identification of cognates 
is extremely simple and fast, and can be determined at run-time. The combination 
of cognate information, word translation probabilities and tag information results 
in the h~ghest overall performance. However, the use of all three features does not 
result in statistically significant improvements over either of the remaining feature 
combinations (in fact we only observe a 1.31% relative increase in BLEU score and 
a 0.11% relative decrease in WER compared to the system when making use of 
only cognate and tag information dunng the marker-based chunk alignment). For 
this shared MT task at OpenLab2006, the best performing system was produced by 
Shen et al. (2006) who made use of additional 4-gram and 5-gram language models, 
mmimum error-rate training (Och, 2003) and extensive tuning of their model param- 
eters to achieve a BLEW score of 0.5445 for Spanish-English. The MATREX system 
performed reasonably well by comparison, especially when taking into account that 
the system was not tuned and did not make use of minimum-error rate training. 
5.3 Basque-English Translation 
Basque is both a minority and a highly inflected language with free order of sen- 
tence constituents. In order to investigate whether EBMT methods, in particular 
the marker-based approach, can be useful for the translation of Basque we car- 
ried out a number of investigative experiments (Stroppa et al., 2006). In this sec- 
tion we describe the various chunking resources used to segment and align sets 
of Basque-English chunks and subsequent translation experiments. In addition to 
EBMT knowledge resources, following on from results presented in this thesis, SMT 
knowledge resources are also acquired and implemented within the MATREX sys- 
tem. Following the improvements observed in translation performance of the hybrid 
configuration of the MATREX system over the baseline, in Section 5.3.5 we per- 
form some additional manual evaluation on the quality of Basque-English chunks 
extracted via SMT and via EBMT methods, in line with the comparison outlined 
earlier in this thesis, in Section 4.5, in order to more fully understand the benefits 
of using both EBMT and SMT resources during translation. 
5.3.1 Difficulties with Basque Translation 
Particular characteristics of the Basque language increase the complexity of the task 
of allgning words and phrases with linguistic umts in other languages. As mentioned 
previously, from a morphological point of view, Basque is a highly inflected agglu- 
t~native language Individual tokens in Basque often contain complex information 
and are commonly made up of much more than just single words. In addit~on, when 
examining Basque at a surface sentential level, it is a relatively free constituent order 
language which increases the complexity of alignment, and ultimately, translation. 
Since Basque is an agglutinative language, there is no definitive division between 
morphology and syntax. As a consequence, morphemes are generally used as the 
basic units of analysis instead of words (Abaitua, 1998). A "word" in Basque can 
thus correspond to several words in English (cf. Figure 5.4). 
pantailan + within the screen 
atxikitze-puntuaren + of the snap point 
duen --+ that has 
Figure 5.4: Basque morphemes and Engl~sh words 
This separates Basque from most European languages, although the use of such 
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morphological information for translation is common when translating other highly 
inflected languages, such as Arabic. Lee (2004) makes use of presegmentation tech- 
niques for Arabic when performing Arabic-English phrase-based translation. The 
presegmentation technique produces stems and affixes from the original Arabic sen- 
tences. Lee (2004) concludes that using such morphological analysis helps only for 
training corpora consisting of up to 350,000 sentence pairs, and does not significantly 
improve results when their system is trained on a large corpus consisting of 3.3 mil- 
lion sentences. In our work, we make use of a reasonably small corpus consisting of 
less than 350,000 sentence pairs, so following the findings of Lee (2004) working at 
the morpheme level for Basque should prove beneficial. 
As mentioned previously, in Basque, the order of the main constituents of a 
sentence is relatively free. For example, the 24 possible permutations obtained by 
changing the order of the subject, object and PP in the sentence displayed in Figure 
5 5 are all well-formed Basque sentences. Consequently, unlike English or French and 
most other European languages, Basque sentences do not usually start with a subject 
followed by a verb; the subject and verb do not necessarily appear in the same order 
and may not even appear consecutively in Basque sentences. It is also important 
to mention that this general flexibility at the sentence level is much more restricted 
within other syntactic units (for example, inside NPs or subordinated sentences). 
Moreover, there is agreement in number and person between verb and subject, and 
object and indirect object (corresponding roughly to the ergative, absolutive and 
dative cases) in Basque. 
5.3.2 Basque Chunking 
The linguistic complexity of Basque, as discussed in Section 5.3.1, makes it much 
more difficult to apply the relat~vely simple marker-based chunking techniques, 
largely due to the difficulty in identifying and defining the possible set of Basque 
marker words. To overcome this problem, in our experiments we use existing tools 
to perform Basque chunking, namely the EUSMG toolkit developed by the Ixa group 
[ "The dog brought the newspaper zn his mouth" ==+ "Txakurmk egunkana ahoan zekarren" I I Txakur-rak egunkari-a aho-an zekarren I 
The-dog the-newspaper in-his-mouth brought 
ergative-3-s absolutive-3-s iness~ve-3-6 
Subject Object Modifier Verb 
(23  other possible orders: 
Txakur-rak aho-an egunkari-a zekarreu 
Txakur-rak aho-an zekarren egunkari-a 
Egunkari-a txakur-rak zekarren aho-an 
Figure 5.5: Free constituent order between sentence units in Basque 
at  the University of the Basque Country. The EUSMG toolkit can be used to perform 
POS tagging, lemmatisation and subsequent chunking (Aduriz et al., 1997). It rec- 
ognizes syntactic structures by means of features assigned to word units, following 
the constraint grammar formalism (Karlsson et al., 1995). 
After making use of the EUSMG toolkit to perform chunking, a sentence is treated 
as a sequence of morphemes, in which chunk boundaries are clearly visible. As 
a result of the chunking process, morphemes denot~ng morphosyntactic features 
are replaced by conventional symbolic strings (cf. the example in (27), in which 
i-f abs++ms denotes the morphosyntactic features absolute, definite and singular). 
(27) Fitxategi zaharra ezin izan da irakurri 
6 
C fitxategi zahar ++abs++rnsl C ezin izan da irakurri 1 
([The old file] [could not be read]) 
5.3.3 Data Resources & Chunk Alignment 
In order to test the performance of the MATREX system when preforming Basque- 
English translation, we made use of a bilingual corpus constructed from a translation 
memory of software manuals, generously supplied by Elhuyar Fundazioa. In total 
the corpus contains 320,000 translation units consisting of 3 2 million English words 
and 2.9 million Basque "words". The average number of words per unit is thus 
approximately 10 for English and 9 for Basque. Note that the difference in average 
sentence length between English and Basque is somewhat less than expected, given 
the agglutinative nature of the Basque language. However, in Basque, verbs are 
commonly composed of more than one word due to inflection and the frequent 
use of periphrastic verbs. In addition, lexical compound terms occur frequently in 
Basque, resulting in Basque sentences being longer on average than expected. 
This full Basque-English corpus was filtered based on absolute sentence length 
(sentences > 40 words were removed, to Improve processing speed) and relatlve 
sentence length (sentence pairs with a relative sentence length > 1.5 were removed 
to help reduce the level of noise in the training data) resulting in 276,000 entries. 
From our filtered corpus, we randomly extracted 3,000 sentences for testing, using 
the remainder for training 
Making use of the 273,000-sentence training set and testing on the 3000-sentence 
Basque test set, we performed translation from Basque to English. For English we 
made use of the marker-based chunker and used the EUSMG chunker for Basque. 
Following the results from the Spanish-English OpenLab 2006 task (cf. Section 5.2), 
our alignment strategy made use of a uniformly weighted combination of cognate, 
word-to-word (or more accurately, morpheme-to-word, as alignment was performed 
using the morphologically processed Basque text produced by the EUSMG toolkit) 
translation probability and chunk label information. We fed the resulting Basque- 
English chunk alignments, together with the SMT word alignments, calculated via 
GIZA++, and the corresponding SMT bilingual phrases to the PHARAOH phrase- 
based d e ~ o d e r . ~  The interpolated language model used in our experiments was 
calculated from the English section of the training corpus and employed Kneser- 
Ney smoothing (Kneser and Ney, 1995). 
"he word ahgnment task was performed after the Basque morpholog~cal analysls was carried 
out, so in reality these word ahgnments consisted of morpheme-to-word ahgnments. 
5.3.4 Translation Results 
In addition to seeding the MATREX system with the extracted translatton resources, 
we built a baseline phrasebased SMT system agalnst which we could compare the 
performance of the MATREX system. The phrase-bascd SMT system was built 
using the statistical word alignments and extracted corresponding SMT phrasal 
alignments (following the phrasal extraction methods of Koehn et al. (2003) and 
Ocb and Ney (2003) described in Section 2.3.4) which were passed along with a tri- 
gram English language model to the PHARAOH phrase-based decoder. We evaluated 
translation performance in terms of BLEU score, Precision and Recall (Turian et al., 
2003), PER and WER (cf. Section 3.2). 
The results for Basque-English MT are displayed in Table 5.4. Here we can 
observe that the MATREX system achieves a BLEU score of 22.23%) a 28.42% rel- 
ative increase over the BLEU score for the baseline phrase-based SMT system. We 
also see a significant drop m PER and WER (19.5% and 21.66% absolute, respec- 
tively, compared with the phrase-based SMT system) and an increase in Precision 
and Recall. As with the experiments on the Sun Mzcrosystems data and Europarl 
data (cf. Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, respectively), this indicates that the EBMT 
chunks contribute positively to overall translation quality, enabling the MATREX 
system to outperform the phrase-based baseline SMT system. It  also Indicates that 
the EBMT chunks allow the system to correctly translate many more of the input 
words correctly, reflected particularly in the drops in PER and WER 
From these results we can see that, as demonstrated on the Sun Mzcrosystems 
and Europarl experiments, making use of hybrid EBMT-SMT translation data con- 
I BLEW / Prec. / Rec I PER ( WER 
tributes positively to translation performance. 
phrase-based SMT 
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5.3.5 Quality of the Hybrid Chunk Set 
In addition to our translation experiments, from the set of Basque-English SMT 
chunks with frequency greater than 10, we randomly selected a subset consisting 
of 100 bilingual examples and manually evaluated them in terms of quahty. The 
alignments were classified by hand as either being correct (semantically correct), 
quasi-correct or incorrect (semantically incorrect). The quasi-correct chunks are 
those which can be considered correct in restricted situations; i e. they are not a 
przon exact equivalents, but in many cases are possible and can even be optimal 
translations. These quasi-correct alignments cannot be applied everywhere, but in 
many cases they reflect interesting phenomena, which otherwise, for example when 
using rule-based approaches, would not be described accurately. For example, if 
looking at  the translation pair 'your computer' ==+ 'zure ordenadore ++gel++ms' 
out of context it would appear to be incorrect as a genitive case exists in Basque 
(equivalent to 'of the computer')), that docs not occur in the English chunk. How- 
ever, when translating the chunk 'your computer screen' into Basque, the genitivc 
case information encapsulated within the chunk is necessary for accurate translation. 
The results of the manual evaluation of the chunks extracted via SMT methods 
are given in Table 5.5. Here we can see that over 94% of the randomly selected subset 
(consisting of 100 chunk alignments selected from the set of most frequently occur- 
ring chunk alignments) are classified as either correct or quasi-correct, indicating 
that precision is very high, a t  least with regards to frequently occurring chunks. 
Correct 1 Quasi-Correct I Incorrect 
63.45% 1 31.10% 1 5.45% 
Table 5.5: Evaluating the quality of the SMT phrasal alignments 
In order to  more fully understand the contribution the EBMT chunks make to 
the overall increase in performance of the MATREX system, we performed a similar 
evaluation setup, this tlme selecting 100 examples randomly from the set of chunks 
which are extracted by both the EBMT chunking and alignment methods and the 
SMT phrasal extraction methods (i.e. the intersection of the two sets of phrasal 
alignments). The results for the evaluation of this set of 100 chunks are given in 
Table 5.6. 
Correct / Quasi-Correct I Incorrect 
84 27% 1 12.36% 1 3.37% 
Table 5.6. Alignment Evaluation results for the Intersection of the 
SMT phrase and EBMT chunk sets 
From Table 5.6, we can see that, as with the phrasal alignments extracted by 
both marker-based methods and SMT methods from the Europarl data (cf. Section 
4.5), those chunks that are found by both methods are of actually higher quality 
than those found by SMT methods alone. Out of 100 of the most frequent chunks 
occurring in the intersection of the two sets of chunks, 84.27% can be considered 
as correct translations of each other, 12.36% as quasi-correct and only 3.37% as 
completely erroneous. This indicates that these higher quality chunks extracted by 
SMT methods are given a boost in probability when merged with the EBMT data, 
resulting in the significant improvements in translation quality observed in Table 
5.4. 
5.4 Marker-Based Decoding 
For the experiments described in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 of this Chapter we made use 
of the state-of-the-art PHARAOH phrase-based decoder. In previous experiments we 
found that the marker-based EBMT recombination process was unable to match the 
performance of the PHARAOH decoder (Koehn, 2004a) when fed the same translation 
resources extracted from the Europarl corpus (cf. Chapter 4). Even the use of hybrid 
data sets and the addition of a statistical language model, although both improving 
results, did not result in translations of as high quality as those produced by the 
phrase-based decoder. 
Following on from this and in an attempt to take further advantages of combining 
EBMT and SMT approaches to translation within the MATREX system, we have 
carried out some early preliminary work into the development of an SMT-style 
decoder employing marker-based segmentation. In this section we present the ideas 
behind the decoder as well as indlcate further possibilities for future development. 
The new MATREX decoder makes use of techniques used in both the EBMT re- 
combination process and traditional SMT decoding practices. Following the marker- 
based EBMT recombination approach, the decoder makes use of three data re- 
sources, moving from maximal to minimal context: the originally sententially aligned 
corpus, the phrasal database and the word-level alignments. 
The three data resources constitute three individual translation tables. Rather 
than employing weights, as in the previous recombination algonthm, the decoder 
makes use of statlstlcal information when choosing translations for input segments, 
with translation probabilities for entries wlthin the translation tables estimated from 
relative frequencies. 
When translating an input sentence, if an exact sentence match cannot be found, 
the sentence is segmented into chunks according to the marker-based approach. 
These segments are then translated based on a combination of language model and 
translation model probabllities. If a chunk translation cannot be found, word-level 
translation is performed similarly. Selecting the best possible translation for each 
input segment given the current partial hypothesis score results in an extremely 
large search space. In order to reduce the size of this search space, a number of 
pruning strategies are implemented. 
5.4.1 Pruning the Search & Scoring Hypotheses 
During the search process, the decoder employs a number of pruning strategies as 
commonly used in SMT word graph generation and search (Ueffing et al., 2002). 
As hypotheses are formulated, they are placed in an stack ordered in terms of the 
hypotheses' current translation probabilities which are stored together with the in- 
complete hypotheses. Histogram pruning is applied to the stack where after new 
hypotheses have been added to the ordered stack, where only the top M best partial 
hypotheses are retained. 
When retrieving translations for an input segment, only those candidate segment 
translations whose probability is above the probability of the most likely candidate 
target segment is multiplied by a threshold CY < 1 (e.g. 0.0001) are considered. In 
addition, only the top n candidate translations are initially selected and subsequently 
pruned by the threshold prunmg strategy. 
The probability of a given hypothesis is made up of the translation model prob- 
ability (as calculated from the corresponding translation table) and language model 
probability. As the decoder works with log probabilities, when a given hypothe- 
sis is extended, its score is incremented by adding the translation model score and 
language model score for the extension sequence. 
In order to efficiently calculate the language model score for a new hypothesis 
according to a tngram language model, the last two words (tn-l, tn) of the current 
partial hypothesis are stored (Tillmann and Ney, 2000). The score for the new 
extended hypothesis is therefore calculated from the Equation in (5.6) 
where 'f represents the extended hypothesis, tln is the current hypothesis, 
tiZ is the proposed extension, with P(~;~lt ; ' )  the translation model score for 
the proposed extension and P(t:lt:-zt:-,) + ... + P(t;ltn-ltn) the trigram 
language model score. 
5.4.2 Decoding Algorithm 
To summarise the decoding process, taking an ~npu t  sentence, during translation 
the marker-based decoder proceeds as follows: 
1. Search the sentence-level database for exact matches of the input sentence. 
If a match is found, output the corresponding target language translation, 
otherwise proceed to step 2. 
2. Segment the input sentence according to the marker-based approach, produc- 
ing a set of marker chunks. For each input chunk 
(a) Search the chunk database for translations of the input chunk Return the 
top n candidate translat~ons of the chunk and apply threshold pruning. 
If no chunk translations are found, proceed to Step 2(c). 
(b) Append the corresponding target language chunks to the end of the cur- 
rent hypotheses, thus producing a set of new hypotheses. Proceed to Step 
3. 
(c) If no chunk translations are found, segment the source chunk into indi- 
vidual words For each source word: 
m Search the word-level database for translations of the source word. 
Return the list of the top N scoring words. Apply threshold pruning. 
If no translations are found for the source word, extend the current 
hypotheses by appending the orlglnal source language word. 
3. Rescore the new hypotheses based on the new combined language model and 
translation model scores. Prune by holding onto only the top M scoring hy- 
potheses. 
4. If no source chunks are awaiting processing, output the top-ranked hypothesis. 
Otherwise, return to Step 2(a). 
5.4.3 Experimental Setup 
To evaluated the performance of the MATREX decoder, we replicated the experi- 
ments described in Chapter 4 which made use of training and test sets taken from 
the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005). As the MATREX system makes use of statis- 
tical word alignments, in contrast to the experiments in Chapter 4 we performed 
translation using only two different system configurations: 
SEMI-HYBRID . As the MATREX system makes use of statistical word align- 
ments, as described in Section 5.1, making use of marker-based EBMT chunk 
alignments essentially results in what we labeled previously as the 'semi- 
hybrid' system configuration. 
H Y B R I D  : Making use of all the Information resources available to us, namely 
marker-based EBMT chunks and word alignments, and SMT phrasal and word 
alignments, results in the 'hybrid' system configuration. 
In these experiments, in order to make the results directly comparable to those 
from Chapter 4, rather than employing the new marker-based 'edit-distance-style' 
aligner as described above, we reused the exact same EBMT and SMT alignments 
(words and phrases) as were used in these previous Europarl experiments 
Taking the semi-hybrid and hybrid data sets, we performed translation for French- 
English and for English-French using the new marker-based decoder. 
5.4.4 French-English Translation 
In Table 5.7 we present the results for French-English for the variants of the original 
EBMT and PBSMT systems, including the EBMT-LM language model reranking 
experiments, together with the results for the MATREX decoder. 
From these results we can see that the marker-based decoder seeded with the 
word alignments induced via GIZA++ and the marker-based chunks, outperforms 
the original EBMT recombination algorithm, both when using the baseline data set 
and the semi-hybrid data set, across all training data sets. 
The semi-hybrid MATREX decoder receives 14.53% relative increase in BLEU 
score, on average, across the three training sets. It also outperforms the semi-hybrid 
Table 5.7: The performance of the marker-based MATREX decoder, 
seeded with the 'semi-hybrid' (EBMT chunks & GIZA++ 
word alignments) and 'hybrid' (EBMT chunks, SMT 
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EBMT system by 11 27% average relative BLEU score. Despite this improvement 
the MATREX decoder is still beaten by all variants of the PBSMT system for all 
metrics, bar recall, which it improves upon by 2.39% relative. 
The hybrid MATREX decoder configuration, improves upon the hybrid EBMT 
BLEU score by 1.93% relative, on average across training sets, and also wins out on 
Precision, Recall and WER. However, it is beaten by the reranked hybrid EBMT 
system, making use of the statistical language model, in terms of BLEU, but still 
manages to outperform it in terms of precision and recall. In general, it appears 
that the marker-based decoder outperforms all other systems in terms of recall but 
when compared with all variants of the PBSMT system, does not perform as well in 
terms of BLEU. This seeming contradiction of BLEu score results with the remaining 
metrics again calls into question the validity of BLEU when evaluating systems that 
are not heavily n-gram based (Callison-Burch et al., 2006) (cf. Section 4.2 3). A 
manual evaluation of the translation output would help to determine whether the 
BLEU metric is in fact inadequate for accurately measuring the performance of such 
systems. Such an evaluation, however, is beyond the scope of this thesis 
5.4.5 English-French Translation 
The results for the reverse language direction are given in Table 5.8. Here we can see 
that, as for French-English, the MATREX decoder improves upon the performance 
of the marker-based EBMT recombination process When seeded with GIZA++ 
word alignments and marker-based chunks, the new decoder outperforms the base 
hne EBMT system making used of marker-based data alone and also the semi-hybrid 
EBMT system making use of the same marker-based chunk and GIZA++ word align- 
ments. This semi-hybrid MATREX configuration achieves a 12.46% relative increase 
in BLEU score over the baseline EBMT system and a 8.84% relative increase over 
the semi-hybrid EBMT system on average across training sets, displaying similar 
improvements as were observed for French-English 
As for French-English, for English-French, in general, the semi-hybrid MATREX 
B L E U  Prec Recall WER SER 
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Table 5.8: The p e r f o r m a n c e  o f  the marker-based MATREX d e c o d e r ,  
seeded with the 'semi-hybrid' (EBMT chunks & GIZA++ 
word alignments) and 'hybrid' (EBMT chunks, SMT 
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decoder outperforms the baseline and semi-hybrid configurations of the PBSMT 
system in terms of recall, but fails to match the performance of either PBSMT 
configuration according to the remaining evaluation metrics. 
The MATREX decoder, making use of all of the marker-based alignments and 
the ahgnments extracted via SMT methods, improves further upon the baseline and 
semi-hybrid EBMT systems, as is to be expected. In general, the hybrid MATREX 
decoder beats the hybrid EBMT system across all metrics, and the reranked hybrid 
EBMT system ('HYBRID-LM') across all metrics, bar BLEU score and WER, with 
the most significant improvements visible in recall results. 
We see an increase of 3.77% relative BLEU score over the EBMT system seeded 
with the same data (all of the EBMT and SMT ahgnments). The hybrid EBMT 
system making use of the re-ranking statistical language model, outperforms the 
hybrid MATREX system slightly in terms of BLEu score, but performs slightly 
worse on average across training sets for precision (an average relative decrease of 
3.07%) and recall (an average decrease of 1.78%). 
With regards to the PBSMT system, in general across the three training set sizes, 
the hybrid MATREX system is outperformed slightly by the hybrid PBSMT system 
in terms of precision and WER. However the hybrid MATREX system manages to 
match the performance of the hybrid PBSMT system in terms of recall. Considering 
the general trend, the hybrid MATREX system falls considerably short in terms of 
translation performance according to BLEU score when compared to all configuations 
of the PBSMT system, which as for French-English, calls into question the use of 
BLEU for evaluating those MT systems which are not purely n-gram-based. 
5.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we presented MATREx, a largescale modular data-driven MT 
system based on chunking and chunk alignment. In this system, chunk alignment 
is performed thanks to a slmple dynamic programming algorithm which exploits 
relationships between chunks. In this context, different kinds of relationships can be 
considered and even combined. Moreover, this system can be cons~dered a hybrid 
MT system smce it also makes use of ahgned phrases extracted using classical SMT 
techn~ques. 
We performed some experimental evaluation on the various relationships that 
can be used to determme chunk ahgnment. Making use of Spanish-English data 
from the OpenLah 2006 shared task on MT we discovered that making use of eog- 
nate information, word-to-word translation probabilities and marker tag information 
results in the best system performance. 
In addit~on to evaluating alignment strategies, we outlined a number of exper- 
iments on Basque to English translation, making use of a reasonably small corpus 
cons~sting of software manuals data, similar to that of the Sun Mzc~osystems corpus 
The results we obtained showed significant improvements on state-of-the-art phrase- 
based SMT (28% relative increase for BLEU and 21.66% absolute drop in WER). 
Additionally, following the manual evaluation of the quality of the chunks aligned 
by our method, we discovered that making use of marker-based alignment methods, 
together with SMT phrasal extraction heuristics, resulting in produc~ng chunks of 
generally higher quality than those produced using SMT techniques alone. We find 
this further evidence to strengthen our claim that making use of both EBMT and 
SMT techniques results in increased translation quality. 
Finally, we have outhned some initial experlments into the development of a 
marker-based SMT-style decoder. Making use of data sets extracted from the Eu- 
roparl corpus used in previous experiments, we observed that the new statistically- 
driven decoder was capable of outperforming the marker-based EBMT recombina- 
tion algor~thm of Way and Gough (2003, 2005a, 2005b), Gough and Way (2004a, 
2004b) and Gough (2005). In addition, we demonstrated that the new hybrid de- 
coder was capable of matchmg the performance of the state-of-the art PHARAOH 
phrase-based SMT decoder in terms of recall with precision scores falling slightly 
short. With these experlments, as with those on the Europarl corpus, we noted 
that BLEU scores for the MATREX decoder did not seem to follow the general trend 
set by the remaining evaluation metrics We feel that this again demonstrates that 
the BLEu metrlc may not be the most suitable for evaluating systems that are not 
purely n-gram-based. 
As the decoder is under continuing development, these results are extremely 
promising and offer further indications of the benefits of using both EBMT and SMT 
techniques within a hybrid data-dr~ven system to improve translation performance. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions 
Empirical corpus-based approaches to MT now dominate the MT research field. 
They present an alternative to earlier first generation, and more expensive second 
generation approaches, and are based on the use of translation knowledge extracted 
from existing bilingual corpora. SMT and EBMT models of translation represent 
two frameworks within the data-driven paradigm The fact that they both now 
make use of phrasal and word-level information led us to our first research question: 
(RQ1) How do state-of-the-art E B M T  and S M T  methods compare, both the- 
oretzcally, and also zn terms of their translatzon performance? 
In this thesis, we have outlined how, although EBMT and SMT methods now 
have much more in common, they still retain a number of theoretical differences 
that set them apart. In response to the question presented in (RQl), we concluded, 
following the definitions presented by Wu (2006), that both modern EBMT and mod- 
ern SMT methods constitute hybrid models of MT, as they borrow techniques from 
various disciplines. As SMT methods now make use of phrasal information (Koehn 
et al., 2003), they have become more EBMT-like, although they are still easily iden- 
tifiable by their use of statistical modeling techniques in their distinct translation 
and language models. Many EBMT methods, such as the marker-based methods 
(Veale and Way, 1997; Way and Gough, 2003, 2005a, 2005b; Gough and Way, 2004a, 
2004b; Gough, 2005) used in our work, extract examples in a pre-processing stage, 
and thus are moving further away from memorisation techniques, which are typi- 
cally example-based, and closer towards schema-based abstraction techniques, such 
as those employed by SMT methods. In addition, the use of stronger probability 
models is clearly a statistical technique, yet the use of generalised templates and 
linguistic motivations make them distinctly EBMT (e.g. Brown (1999a)). 
In order to answer the second part of this initial research question (RQl), in this 
work we have presented a number of comparative experiments which have shown 
that EBMT is particularly sulted to translation within a sublanguage domain, such 
as the Sun Mzcrosystems data, comprising of computer documentation. We also 
performed a number of additional experiments, using data taken from the larger 
Europarl French-English corpus (Koehn, 2005), to see whether our results held for 
data taken from a different, more open-domain. For these second set of experiments 
we made use of incremental amounts of training data, consisting of 78K, 156K and 
322K sentence pairs. From the experiments on these two data sets we found that, 
For sublanguage translation using the Sun Mzcrosystems data, marker-based 
EBMT is capable of outperforming phrase-based SMT1 for French-English 
and English-French translation according to a range of automatic evaluation 
metrics. 
0 On the Europarl data sets, the phrase-based SMT system outperformed the 
marker-based EBMT system for French-English and for English-French for 
all training set sizes. As expected, both the EBMT and SMT systems benefit 
equally from increased amounts of training data. 
Following on from these initial comparative experiments, we performed a further 
set of experiments in order to address our second research question. 
(RQ2) What contnbutzons do EBMT and SMT translation resources make 
to the qualzty of translatzons produced by an MT system and can 
'Note that, as mentioned previously, all variants of the phrase-based SMT system were left un- 
tuned, with default we~ghting and employing only relative frequency scores w ~ t h ~ n  the11 trauslat~on 
tables. 
E B M T  and S M T  approaches to translation be combzned anto a hybrid 
data-dmven model of M T ?  
Making use of the Sun Mzcrosystems data, we presented a number of experi- 
ments on the use of hybrid data-driven translation resources by feeding the baseline 
SMT system from our earlier comparative experiments with various combinations of 
EBMT and SMT-induced data. For translation on this particular data set we found 
that: 
e The phrase-based SMT system seeded w t h  EBMT phrasal alignments and 
EBMT lexical alignments does not perform as well as the baseline phrase- 
based SMT system (seeded wth  SMT phrasal and SMT lexical alignments). 
e Within the phrase-based SMT system, replacing the SMT phrasal alignments 
with the EBMT chunk alignments results in improvements over the baseline 
phrase-based SMT system, thus indicating the higher quality of the EBMT 
chunk alignments. 
e Combining EBMT and SMT phrasal and lexical data within the phrase-based 
SMT system, results in s~gnificant Improvements over the baseline. This hybrid 
'example-based SMT' system is capable of outperforming the marker-based 
EBMT system for French-English translation in terms of BLEU score and 
precision. 
Given these findings for the Sun Mzcrosysterns hybrid data-driven experiments, 
we performed additional hybrid experiments on the larger Europarl data set (Koehn, 
2005). Previously for this data set, in contrast to the results for the Sun Microsys- 
tems experiments, the marker-based EBMT system of Gough and Way (2004a, 
2004b), Way and Gough (2005a) and Gough(2005) was unable to match the per- 
formance of the baseline phrase-based SMT system. On this part~cular data set we 
found that: 
o Making use of SMT word alignments in the EBMT system results in transla- 
tion improvements. Further improvements are seen when the EBMT system 
is seeded with all of the SMT phrasal and word alignments together with 
the EBMT chunk and lexical information, thus creating a 'statistical EBMT' 
system. 
o Reranking the output of the 'statistical EBMT' system with a statistical lan- 
guage model results in additional improvements in translation performance. 
However, all variants of the EBMT system still fall short of the performance 
of the baseline phrase-based SMT system. 
o Incorporating EBMT chunks and EBMT word alignments into the phrase- 
based SMT system improves translation performance over the baseline phrase- 
based SMT system 
These experiments again strengthened our hypothesis, that making use of hybrid 
system configurations results in better translation performance, thus successfully an- 
swering the research question in (RQ2). Examining the SMT phrasal alignments and 
the EBMT chunk alignments induced from the Europarl corpus, we found that those 
alignments extracted via EBMT methods are of higher quality than those extracted 
via SMT methods. Consequently, when combining the two sets of alignments, those 
phrase pairs which are found by both methods are given a boost in probability, thus 
explaining the improvements seen for the hybrid system configurations. 
Following these findings, we introduced a new hybrid dat+driven MT system 
employing a modular design, thus facilitating the use of hybrid techniques. We 
described a number of additional experiments carried out maklng use of this new 
architecture. Performing Spanish-English translation on a significantly large data 
set consisting of over 950,000 sentence palrs demonstrated the scalability of the sys- 
tem and showed that making use of cognate information, word-to-word probability 
information and marker tag informatlon results in extracting the best quality set of 
chunk alignments for use in translation. 
In a set of further experiments, we demonstrated the adaptability of this new 
architecture to new language pairs, namely Basque-English, and new technologies, 
namely the EUSMG Basque chunker. For these experiments, as with the experiments 
on the S u n  Mzcrosystems and Europarl data sets, we demonstrated that the use of 
both EBMT and SMT phrasal alignments results in improvements in translation 
quality. 
Finally, in order to address our third and final research question, which asked: 
(RQ3) Can a novel hybrid data-drzven decoder take advantage of E B M T  
approaches, together with S M T  search strategzes and probabilzstzc 
models to zmprove translatzon results? 
We proposed a new hybrid marker-based SMT-style decoder, which takes ad- 
vantage of marker-based segmentation and recombination techniques, together with 
probabilistic search and statistical modeling strategies to perform translation. 
We outlined a number of initial evaluation experiments which showed that the 
new decoder was capable of outperforming the original marker-based recombination 
technique for French-English and English-French. We also showed that the hy- 
brid decoder was capable of matching the performance of stateof-theart PHARAOH 
(Koehn, 2004a) in terms of recall with precision scores falling only slightly short, 
despite not employing any reordering models. 
In this thesis we have demonstrated, through a series of theoretical and practical 
explorations, that while there is an obvious convergence between EBMT and SMT 
approaches to translation, the crucial d~fferences between them contribute positively 
to the overall translation quality, thus supporting the use of hybrid data-driven 
models of MT. 
6.1 Future Work 
In the experiments presented in this work, all variants of the PBSMT system were 
left untuned due to the large number of experiments carried out, research time con- 
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straints and to provide results that were easily replicable by other researchers. The 
PBSMT systems also only made use of phrase translation probabilities calculated 
from relative frequencies in their translation models. For future work we would like 
to reproduce the experiments carried out in this work, particularly those experiments 
on the Sun Microsystems data in Chapter 3 and the Europarl data in Chapter 4, 
making use of minimum error-rate training to tune model parameters and employ- 
ing additional scores, such as Inverse translation model scores, to improve overall 
PBSMT system results further. 
The initial experiments using the marker-based decoder are extremely promising. 
As the decoder is currently in a very early stage of development a number of possible 
improvements and extensions present themselves. Currently, the decoder requires 
a significant amount of memory to store the translation table, language model and 
search space explored during translation. Being able to access the translation and 
language models at run-time, rather than storing them temporarily in memory, may 
speed up the process by freeing some system memory. Also, the use of word-graphs, 
as implemented by Ueffing et a1 (2002), could help reduce the size of the search 
space, as rather than storing translations as strings, they can be stored within a 
connected word-graph, with nodes covering segments possibly longer than individual 
words. 
As it currently stands, the decoder does not make use of any reordering models. 
However there has been some research carried out into the reordering of word- 
graphs which could be applied to the decoder (Ueffing et al., 2002). Alternatively, 
Zens et al. (2004) describe a discriminative reordering model which operates using a 
number of features within a log-linear framework. The decoder also does not make 
use of generallsed templates, which in the past have been shown to improve both 
coverage and quality (Gough, 2005). Generalising on content words using clustering 
techniques, such as those proposed by Brown (2000), would also provide the system 
with additional translation knowledge. 
Currently, the list of marker words is created manually for each language pair. 
One interesting avenue for further research would be the automatic extraction and 
identification of marker words. This could be performed usmg POS tag informa- 
tion, which would allow the automatic collection and identificat~on of words cor- 
responding to a particular marker category. A more simple approach would be to 
make use of frequency data, as the marker words in any language tend to be those 
words which occur most often. Additionally, word-to-word probability information 
together with phrasal extraction heuristics could be used to determine pairs of corre- 
sponding source-target marker words. From Section 4.5 we can see that the majorlty 
of the most frequent phrase pairs extracted via SMT methods are composed almost 
entirely of marker words. 
We would also like to extend our hybrid approaches to other language directions 
and language pairs. Currently we are investigating the possibility of performing 
English-Basque translation wthin our MATREX system, as well as Basque-Spanish 
translation which would allow us to directly compare the performance of the MA- 
TREX system against the OpenTrad2 transfer-based MT system (Algeria et al., 
2005). In addition, we would like to test our hybrid methods on different and larger 
data sets. Jaime Carbonell (personal communication at AMTA 2006 Questlon and 
Answers session) has recently stated that the research group at CMU have found ex- 
actly the same benefits of using hybrid data sets created wlth their EBMT (Brown, 
1996,1999a, 1999b, 2000; Brown et al., 2003) and SMT systems (Vogel et al., 2003), 
on the NIST-2006 data set, thus indicating the potential benefits of using hybrid 
data-driven techniques on additional corpora and language pairs. 
'http: //www .apentrad. org 
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